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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the problen1 .- - The pur pose of this theeis 
is an attempt to develop a course of study with illustrative 
units in the field of social studies designed for specific 
use in a juvenile correctional institution at the secondary 
leve l of education . 
Source of the problem.-- Laymen as well as professional 
people everyl'rhere in the United States are concerning them -
selves with the problem of juveni l e delinquency . Causation, 
prevention and treatment of this widespread social problem 
are of vital concern to all citizens within our local 
communities and to the na t ion as a who l e. The interrelation-
ship among these phases of delinquency cannot be minimized . y 
As the Children's Bureau states : 
"?revention makes treatment less often necessary . 
When treatment do es become necessary , the same agencies 
that work for the prevention can also aid in treating a 
child. Treatment in turn becomes an important form of 
prevention . The delinquent who is given proper treat -
ment while he is still a juveni l e may be prevented 
from becoming an adul t criminal .. . . 11 
1/ 11Helping Delinquent Children ", Children ' s Bureau Pub lica-
tion No . 341 , U.S . Department of Health , Education , and 
We l fare , Social Security Administration , Children's Bureau , 
Washington , D. C. , 1953, p . 41 . 
-1-
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Each social group _, whether the family , school or church_, 
is accepting its share of the responsibility of the problem 
of juvenile delinquency . These groups cannot do otherwise 
because the deve lopment and education of children rests with 
these groups in our society . With an estimated 350 , 000 
children brought before the juvenile courts of the Unite d 
States in 1951 for legal vio l ation _, society should be cogni -
zant of its failure to meet the psychological and sociological 
l/ 
needs of its children .- Aside from these alleged delinquent~ 
an unestimated number of de l inquents exist unknown to the 
courts . Co - ordinated efforts of c ommunity resources to 
facilitate such treatment and prevention programs as 'The 
- 2/ 
Cambridge - Somerville Youth Study"- are necessary for methods 
of procedure to attack the problem of juvenile delinquency . 
This combined approach of treatment and prevention is far 
more satisfactory than an atomistic , or individualistic 
approach to one specific face t of juvenile de~inquency . 
This writer is concerned primarily with the treatment of 
delinquency. Causat i on and prevention will be of minor 
concern in this study except as thei r characteristics relate 
y JVIartha M. Eliot , JVI . D., "A Few Facts About Juvenile 
Delinquency", Federal Probation Quarterly" (March , 1953 ), 
17 : 23 - 24 . 
?/ Edwin Fowers and Helen ~·Ji tmer, An Experi 1ent in the 
Prevention of De 1i nquency, Columbia University Press , Ne\q 
York, 1951." 
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to the . treatment of delinquents in a t raining school. The 
writer is not concerned with hidden de linquents but with those 
1/ 
who ~ as Burt states~ - are " ... . technically a delinquent when 
his antisocial tendencies appear so grave that he becomes , or 
ought to become , the subject of official action .!! The c:b..ild -
ren who .re adjudged to be delinquen t by the courts and are 
placed in training schools for the purpose of treatment and 
care e re the concern of the study . The immediate overt act 
of delinquency may be incorrigibility, wayward behavior or 
truancy . No matter wha t the fundamental cause may be , 
whether· :t·~ b e social or personal inadequacies, these cases 
are turned over to the more than 250 training schools in the 
country specifical l y designed for this purpose . Society 
cannot afford to ne glect the 30 , 000 children a year placed in 2/ . 
these institutions .- The purpose of a training school is 
3/ 
stated adequate l y by Lesser- who says , "A training school 
for delinquents should be what its name implies , -- an 
educational institution which prepares young people who have 
failed to conform to accepted standards of conduct, for 
successful l iving in their home s and communitieS . 11 Potentia l ly 
thes~ children are either criminals or good citizens . It is 
1J Cyril Burt~ The Young Delinquent, D. Appl eton and 
Company, New York, 1 925 , p . 15. 
2/ Martha r-1. Eliot ~ M.D., op . cit . 
Y Edith K. Lesser , "Understanding Juvenile Delinquency 11 , 
Federal Probat ion Quarterly , (September, 1949) , 13:56 - 62 . 
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only by proper re - education ~ both social and academic , that 
rehabilitation can occur . Unlearning delinquent behavior is 
as complex a situation as the causation of the individual 
delinquency . Individual diagnosis and care are the ideal 
situation for the rehabil i tative process so that the child 
can be released into society with a measure of personal 
security and an understanding of the society in which he 
resides . He is placed in institutions as a last recourse . 
It usually indicates the fai l ure of the home and school to 
effectuate a change in the child ' s antisocial behavior . The 
aim in institut ional placement is therapeutic rather than 
retribution and punishment . The National Probation and 
1} 
Parole Association states three specific aims of this type 
of treatment which are : "(1 ) Remova l of the child from the 
influence of his environment such as the home , school and the 
social grov_ps , (2) Exposing him to a more wholesome environ,-
merit of corrective relations and experience , (3) Pl anful ~~ -
educative and clinical work in a conditioned environment . 11 
This study is concerned with the aims and purposes of 
academic education in the rehabilitative process, roughly 
within the framework of the specif i c objectives of social 
y S amuei Richard S l avson ~ "r.U l ieu and Gr oup r:Pherapy for 
Delinquents 11 in Buli'!arks Against Crime , Marjorie Bell , editor , 
National Probation and Parole Association ~ 1948 Yearbook , 
New Yor_c, p . 119 . 
l:J 5 
studies education as defined by Wesley . Most training 
s hools have an academic education department . Whether this 
academic program becomes an important positive factor in 
rehabilitation depends primarily on the co - ordination and 
co-operation of Ql l th facilities and personnel of the 
institution. As Ingram states~ . . .. "tre atment ~ mental hygiene~ 
and education are inextricably interwoven, and that , l'Thatever 
the terminology used, the training schools' program is a y 
combination of all three . '' Thus~ the academic education has 
two purposes : (l) to be a part of the total process of re-
adjustment of the maladjusted and delinquent child ntil his 
return to society , and (2) to prepare him for the public 
school system into which he will be released. 
Within the classroom, the teacher must be cognizant of 
the phases of psychological maladju~tments so that he ca n 
cope adequately with this special learnin~ pro lem the 
education of a ma ladjusted child . Behavior problems in the 
lassroom differ onl- in their degree of intensitr from those 
met in the public schools . Psychological and sociological 
factors shoul d be of major consideration in the academic 
program . It is impossible to separate one from the other . 
~dgar Bruc Wesley , Teaching Social Studies In High 
Schools , third edition , D-. C . Heath and Company , Boston , 1950, p:-r2s . 
2/ Christine P . Ingram , Education in Training Schools for 
Delinquent Youth, Bulletin , 191!-5, Number · 5 , Federal Secu-rfty 
:Agency, United States Office of Education·, Washington, D . C. , 
p . 9 . 
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The course of study and methods of procedure cannot be viewed 
as entities within themselves ~ but only as they relate to the 
_v 
total rehabilitative process . Ingram reaffirms this premise 
·vrhen she says that in an institution ~ '.'All experiences must 
be planned and co - ordinated with the one end ih view , namely ~ 
the preparation of the pupil for participation in normal life 
to th9 fullest extent possible and in a manner satisfying to 
himself and acceptable to society : " 
To this end thisstudy is dedicated . It is an attempt to 
provide within the limits of social studies education a 
positive approach to ultimate readjustment of the delinquent . 
The course of study will be as flexible as possible so that it 
may be employed in relation to the psychological needs a nd 
c a pacities of each individual delinquent . The child with his 
serious and myriad problems of adjustment v.rill be the major 
concern. It is hoped that it will provide a basis for more 
co - ordination between the two disciplines of edu cation and 
sociology in relation to the problem of juvenile delinqu~ncy . 
Scope of the _problem .-- This thesis consists of a three -
year course of study outline wi th i l lustrative teaching units 
for a juvenile training or correctional school . It is the 
result of the writ~r's experience iri teaching the social 
studies at the State School for Girls ~ Hal l owel l~ Maine . The 
y Op . cit . -' p . 70 . 
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academic program in this public training school is based on 
the assumption that the curriculum and. methods of procedure 
are to be as near to those of pub l ic school systems of Maine 
as feasible . The academic school of this institution is 
responsible on the average for 70 girls of who~ about 50 a re 
at the secondary level , consisting here of grades nine through 
eleven . The program concludes at this level because the 
students are then given the opportunity to complete their 
secondary education a t a pub l ic school . This is to be 
accomplished under the supervision of the probation officer . 
If completed in a pub l ic school , the social stigma of a 
diploma from a training school will be avoided . According to 
their individual needs and capacities which is ascertained by 
extensive dia~nostic techniques , the students are plac e d in 
the academic school to be prepared for their eventual release 
i nto society and the public school system . 
To better equip the student for the reality of the 
situation , this Writer wi l l construct a course of study fo r 
three years in a developmental program . It wi l l be in 
accordance with the curriculum standards of the State of 
Maine . Also to be contained are i llus t rative teaching uni ts y 
as defined by ~vesley . The materials used will apply to any 
teacher or educator who is l ooking for available materia l s to 
1/ Edgar Bruce Wes l ey , op . citq p . 489 . 
8 
be used fbr the specific purpose of social studies education 
within a training school . Since states va_y greatly as to 
the composition of the academic program of their training 
school ~ it cannot be the purpose of this study to suggest an 
over-all plan for all inst itutions . It is hoped that the 
study will serve as a basis for further research in this area . 
Procedure . -- The writer will examine the existing courses 
of study in the fie l d of socia l studies both of the public 
school systems and training school programs . An adaptation of 
these courses will be made according to the purpose of the 
thesis . I l lustrative teaching units containing materials ~ 
texts and aids will be constructed so as to clarify how the 
dual purposes of education within a t raining school can be 
ob :tained . 
Need for the study .-- The aim of a democratic society is 
educ a tion for citizenship fo r al l of its citizens. The 
citizen who can lmderstand himself and the society in which 
he resides is the ob j ective of social studies education. One 
cannot minimize this objective in public school education . 
Transferring this objective to the training school adds to y 
its significance . As Chenault says ~ " 'ro fail to provide the 
right kind of education as a p a rt of the rehabilitative pro -
cess is not in keepine; with the tradit i on of this country . 11 
.y Price Chenault~ "Education 11 ~ in Contemporary Correction ~ 
Paul VJ . Tappan ~ editor ~ McGrm·J -Hill Book Company Inc. ~ New 
York , 1951 , p. 226 . 
These children are not second citizens , but chil dren with 
serious problems . 
9 
The teacner is dealing vv:L th students who have repudiated 
social control for various reasons . In the training school , 
not only academic knowledge is to be taught , but also the 
wo~th and dignity of social and personal adjustment . Academic 
rehabilitation is to consist of not only development of basic 
skills as reading and writing , but a l so the worth of the 
individua l both to himse l f and to society . 
The lack of materials for such a program provides the 
justification for the present study . 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
l . Treatment of the Delinquent 
Statement of the problem.-- Research in the field of 
juvenile deli,quency has increased recently because of the 
rise in the r ate of delinquent behavior . . The Children ' s 
Bureau reports , "In the 3 year period from 19~-8 - 51 the number 
of children appearing before juvenile courts . .. increased a 
1/ 
tot 1 of 17 per cent. "- There are no exact statistics on 
the incidences of delinquent behavior . The National Confer -
I 
ence on Juvenile Delinquency reports , 
"Unfortunately, our present statistical measures 
do not cover the total field of juvenile mi sbehavior . 
In general , we are limi ted at the National, State and 
local levels to fractional and noncomparable data . "_s/ 
The complexities of causation and prevention of this 
anti.-soc ·.al behavior have been placed before the citizenry of 
this nation to invoke action. To tr~at this behavior has 
received ·less concern . The purpose of this thesis is to 
11 "Helping Delinquent Children", Children ' s Bureau Publica -
tion Number 341 , U. S . Department of Health, Education , and 
Welfare , Social Security Administration, Children ' s Bureau , 
Washington, _D . C., 1953, p . 6. 
5I Report on the National Conference On Juvenile Delinquency, 
U. S . Department of Health , Education , and Welfare, Social 
Security Administration , Children ' s Bureau , Washington , D. C., 
199~ , p . 23 . 
-10-
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provide a medium for treatment . This is to be in the form of 
a social studies curriculum for a juvenile training school . 
To establish any curricuhun ~ one · must be aware of two 
factors : (l) the specific environment in which it is to be 
employed, (2) the characteristics of the students who are to 
have their needs and capacitie~ served by this curriculum. 
One curriculum study cannot provide the answer to the complex 
question of unlearning delinquent behavior. It can mean an 
introduction of the discipline of education to aid the 
psychological and sociological approaches to solve delinquent 
behavior . . 
The specif~c environment . - - This thesis is concerned with 
the development of a social studies curriculum for the 
specific environment of a training school . There are about 
250 of this type of school throughout the country . Thes'e 
schools differ from public and privat~ schoQlS in the sense 
that the students or inmates are convicted delinquents . A 
definition of such an institution is , 
11A training school is ordinarily a State institu-
tion . In essence and at its best , it represents o~r 
most comprehensive - and most expensive :- effort to help 
a young person understand h i mself and the part he must 
play if he wants to be accepted in normal social life .11 y 
The place of the training school in the treatment process 
of delinquent youth is debatable . Traditionally , the 
y 11Helping Delinquent Children", op . cit . , p. 27 . 
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de l inquent chi ld was placed in a n ins titution in order to 
remove a menace to the community . Cl ark says~ 
"From experience the court s have over - emphasized 
the contributions of the training school to delinque n cy 
prevention and contro l ... There i s scarce l y a training 
school in the United S tates which does not include in 
i t s popul ati on a gr oup of chi l dre n who are committed 
because no mo r e suitable Dl ace has b een provided or has 
bee n found for t hem . rry -
The basis for this situation rests with the apathy of 
the pub l ic . The pub li c does not realize that upon .these 
institutions res ts the responsibi l ity of the re - habi l itation 
or re - education of ab out 35~000 children . The needs a nd 
capacities of these s t udents shoul d be served by personne l 
v;ho by training, experience and unders t anding comprehend their 
types of problems . Indifference to the prob l em cannot refute 
the fact that t he delinquents are in the ins t i t uti ons . 
The students are co nvicted de l inquents --students who 
have found their d rives and emotions have caused them to seek 
satisfaction in behavior which is not acceptab l e to society . 
This is l earned behavior . The caus a l f actors of thi s beha vior 
do not li e in the herechty of t endencies bv_t i n the c ombina-
tion of environmental factors . The cause of the behavior is 
not one environment al fac tor as livi ng i n a slum district, 
. d d 0 . :, • poor hOUSln[, or crow .e. COnOlGlOnS . No r can de l inquency 
be charged against the sociologi ca l f a ctors of divorce , 
y The Ho norab le Tom . C . 
You Hake the ~ ·:or l d. Right . 11 
(December, 1950) , 1!.~;10-12 . 
Clark, 11 If You Ivlaka the Boy Right, 
Federal Probation Quarterly, 
broken homes a nd religious intermarriages . Rather it is 
these single factors in combination which produce tensions 
and frus tra tions that break down personality controls . 
Delinquency is a learned behavior for V·rhtch the child tries 
to f':tnd a S1.7.bs titv.te that IVi ll satisfy his particular needs . 
The problem of unlearning de l inquent behavior is as compl ex 
as determining the causal f a ctors for each case . This 
results in the fact that the training school must not only 
accomplish the t ask of unlearning the behavior but a l so 
preve~t the action from re - occurrence . One can deplore the 
sociological and psychological cond:.'..t:!.ons which invoke the 
delinq_ue nt ber_avior; hovv-ever , one cannot ignoi'e the cornmi t -
ment of the 35,000 pupils in institutions . Cohen expresses 
the probleE1S apt ly v.rhen he says, '!The interest of corm110n 
humanity , therefore demands that attention be turned to the 
orob lem of making the institutional experience as meani ngful 
- 1/ 
as possible for the child . "-
Institut ional commitment to any chi l d is a formidable 
chal lenge . The institution may be cornpared to 2 commun~i..ty . 
A cormnun:i.ty in i·J)J. ich the essentials of food, c lothing and 
shelter are provided . To a delinquent chi l d the re gimen ta -
tion necessary to the maintenance of an institution is almost 
1/ Frank j . Cohen _, Chi lC.I'en in T~--:9u'J:? l e, 1,1)' . \!J . Norton and 
Company, :i\Tew York, 1952 , p . s. 
14 
unbearable . Rules ~ laNs and conformity to regulations are so 
alien to the mind of a delinquent that the immediate reaction 
is one of rebellion . The realization of the need to conform 
to standards of behavio is extremely difficult for the child . 
The usual introduction to an institution is solitary confine-
ment until medical tests and case studies are ascertaine d. 
However pleasant the facilities are that cree t t1e ~hild, the 
s h oc k of p lacement is s ometimes pathetic . Here , comfo rt and 
rea~ s urance t hat the world is not entirely a g<:dnst him is 
nec essary. After the indoctrination period, the child is 
usually transferred to a cottage or dormitory. The adjust -
ments that are to be made are many : new friends ~ set routine, 
_esponsibilit:es for the cleanlinesss of personal clothes and 
possessions . Different institutions vary as to the strictness 
of their program . As an example of how strict a program may 
be , the author quotes from the daily schedule of the cotta ges 
of the Indiana Girls' School . 
"vJhen the breakfast bell rings, have hall girls 
open all doors . Girls will form a line ~ in single file, 
at he d of ste.irs. Have the1:1 go dovmstairs in single 
file , as quietly as possib l e and form a line at dining 
hall door . One officer shall g o ahead downstairs before 
the line starts and direct the line at the foot of the 
stairs, the other officer following the line . Girls 
are to be on silence While in line . "Y 
The training and re - education of adQJ.es cents cannot be 
achieved in an environment which demands the sublimation of 
1/ Indiana Girls' School (unpub l ished pamphlet, Indiana 
Girl s ' School, Indianapolis., Indiana) , February , 195~-. 
/ 
personality ; however convenient it may be for the adminis-
l ,---
-? 
trators . There is little room for the growth of personal and 
social adjustment in such a melieu . Routine should be 
minimized so that observation of personality factors may be 
possible . Young states that~ 
11 Provic1ing oppor.tuni ties to offenders to enable 
them to exercise their own choice and exert their own 
efforts does not mean that they can avoid rules and 
regul ations established for the good of all . It means 
only that they can choose within the limits of the 
administrative set-ups . Generally young people learn 
quickly what such limits are ~ especiall;y- when they have 
been able to establish a disciplined professional 
relationship with some member of the staff who can help 
them face institutional requirements responsibly and 
deal with them constructively . "ij 
Dobbs criticizes the present status of our institutions 
by iterating the following statements : 
tt l . The school is physically and emotionally 
unsuited for their ( delinquent children) ·best growth 
and develop~ent . ... 2 . The admixture of widely differ -
ing children impairs individual rehabilitation and 
precipitates man,r individual and group problel'i1S . .. . 
3 . An urgent need for more psychological and socio -
logica l research~ but even greater demand to u tilize 
better that which is already known scientifically .... 
4 . Lack of coordination on the staffs of the institu -
t • "2 I lOns ... _; 
There is little doubt that these conditions exist in 
many of our institutions . The "~Hri ter does not believe that 
the blame lies in the administration of these institutions 
1/ Pauline V. Young~ Social Treatment in Probation and 
Deli.nquenc~r) second edition ~ ~·1cGraw-Hill Book Company ~ Inc . _, 
NevJYorlc-;-l952 ~ p. 311 . 
?) H::~rrison J;. llen Dobbs_, Ph.D, HAre Correctional Schools 
Evil or Are vJe '? 11 _, Federal Probation Quarterly , (December ~ 
1950 L 14 : 35-L~· l . 
alone~ but to the public who supports them. The public has 
linited the effectiveness of them by allowing the following 
conditions : (1) below adequate budget levels to operate 
functionally~ (2) inadeqtately trained personnel to achieve 
~he aims of ~he inQ~iLutl.Ol,S (~ 'J ll"n1iteo" D-cill"Ll"ea for L.__ _ ,_ t_, • --1'-' v_ G _ _, ~ _) _ . . _ . .l c! _ G ...- _ 
psychiatric treatment of disturbed children . Twenty years 
aso ~ a German psychiatrist , Aichhorn, put forth the position 
of what a training school should be . He said ~ 
11 The ~nore the life of the institution conforms to 
an actual social community, the more certain is the 
social rehabilitation of the child . 
11 There is a gi'eat danger in an institution tha t 
the individuality of the child does not develop along 
lines best suited to his needs but that rules are laid 
down in a ccordanc~ with adrn1niutrative requirements 
which reduce the child to a mere inmate with a 
number . 111/ 
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It is peculiar that twenty years hence~ practice should 
lac so far behind theory in institutions! care . Prevention 
by early diasnosis of behavtoral difficulties is less expen -
sive but it does not eradicate the problem of treatment of 
present inmates i our institutions . These children are 
citizens of our nation . The} r birthric:;ht of lTL~mane treo.tr,1ent 
should not be forgotten because acts have been committed 
against the cornr, unity . If causal f ac tors can be determined 
in enough individual cases ~ they may point out that the 
d terrent behavior carne as a res tlt of conflicting tendencies 
y August Ai chhorn ~ \tJayward Youth~ Revised and adapted fro n 
the second German edition ~ Viking PreSS 7 New York 7 193 5 ~ 
p . 150 . 
.. ~· · 17 
within the environment . This is not to sa· that coddling 
should take place in our institutions ~ but that haphazard 
methods in dealing with these children be eliminated . As 
Cohen states ~ 
11 The period of confinement for a child can be one 
of crystallizing hostility and despair~ or it can be a 
time of lea-ning and growth and of prepar ation for life 
outside . It is the responsibility of t hose charged 
With the inst itutional care of children to accept the 
challenge contained in this choice . 11 1/ 
In conclusion ~ the training school can aid children to 
re-adjustment if it meets this challenge . Many institutions 
have already don e so . Those whose main premise is p~nishment 
for crimes against society fall short of theideal . The ideal 
being that each child within the institution be taken as far 
as possib l e along the road of rehabilitation . This ideal of 
humane treatment cannot be achieved j_mmediately ; hovTever > 
with public support > it should move closer to the goal of 
individual treatment of each child . Children stand and wait 
v.rhile legislatv_res limit the budgets of institutions . It 
must be remembered that unless re - adjustment is made to the 
anti-social behavior ~ these children will become our adult 
criminal population . Action must be taken by the public in 1 
order that our institutions will not be breeding p l aces for 
crime . Rather they should be schools vlhere hope > courage and 
help should reach children deprived of the normal attribUtes 
v Frank J . Cohen~ • .L- r.:: op. Clt...._, p . ~ · 
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of personality development. The institution can be of 
advantage if the choice is made to help the growth and develop-
ment of each individual child. English and Pearson sum up the 
position of the present day institution in the following 
quotation ; 
'Society is resistant to ' Pampering' these delin-
quents. Just as soon as a rehabilitation program for 
delinquent boys , girls or adults is started that con-
sists of social work , psychiatric therapy or a re-
educational program for reformatories, immediately the 
men and women responsible for its financial support 
begin to show a great resistance to spending the 
necessary money . Merely teaching a trade , while having 
its merits , is a too superficial approach to the problem . 
Until we have a more widespread understanding by society 
of these people who give frequent expression to the:lr 
undomest:lcated impulses , the result will be that nothing 
constructive will be accompl ished . "ij 
The students vJho are to be served. -- There cannot be one 
set of specific characteristics which dist1nguish the students 
committed to our institutions . The one conunon factor is that 
each has been convicted by the courts of anti-social behavior . 
To fall into the fallacy that one list of criteria of ch aracter -
istics is a d ilemma into which the Hriter does not wish to 
fall . Several manifestations of behavior are common to delin-
quents ; however , the cause for this behavior is individuul . 
To separate the cause from the overt action of the child is a 
complex s1tuat1on that must be met in inst:ltutional treatment 
of behavior . It can be met by applying the available 
y o. Spurgeon Engl1sh, "P-1 . D. and Gerald H. J. Pearson , M.D . , 
Emotional Problems of Living, W. W. Norton and Company, Inc . , 
Nevi York , 1945 , p . 354 . 
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knowledge and research of the treatment of behavior - problem 
children . 
Delinquents cannot be placed into simple categories 
because of the variation in the causal factors . In spite of 
this, the immediate reason for conviction may be the same~ 
namely: falling into vice and immorality _, al oholism, 
prostitution . Each child has a ai fferent reason for the 
commitment of the actual act . As Ingram states ~ 
"No two have had the same history and frustrating 
experiences . No two in their previous home and school 
experience have mastered i~entical knowledge and skil l . 
No two have developed the same attitudes and the same 
behavior pattern . 11l/ 
This statement could be made of any student in any 
school if that school is to serve his characteristics~ needs 
· and capacities . If this premise is to be assumed, then what 
is the difference between delinquent children and normal 
children? The difference is not to be found in specific 
characteristics but in the degree of intensity of the tensions 
Nhich occur in everyday living. 
Everyday living contains for each child a variety of 
conflicting situations . The development of a consciousness 
of play and school groups as opposed to those of the family 
is an example of a conflicting situation . Through the 
deve lopment of attitudes and behavior patterns in the home, 
l/ Christine P . Ingram, Education In Training Sc h ools for 
Delinquent Youth , Bulletin ~ 19 1~5 , Number 5, Federal Secv ..ri ty 
Agency , United States Office of Education , Washington, D. C . ~ 
p . ~-7 . 
the child is able to make judgments which are adequate to 
himself and his immediate society . 
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What of the students in an institution? They exhibit 
destructive tendencies toward themselves and society . Lists 
of these characteristics cannot determine the cause o:f the 
behavior . One can say that the personality has not been 
nurtured . The medium o:f the development of a social con-
sciousness is absent in these children . The home has not 
:fulfilled its function of preparing the child for the suc -
ceeding group living that he will encounter . The tools of 
good adjustment are lacking . To develop these tools i~ the 
job of the institltions . This is not a job which can be 
accomp l ished in a short period of time or in a specified time . 
For each chilo~ j_t will vary as to the extent of the develop -
ment of the personality that the child possesses . Hate and 
resentment must be peplaced by self - reliance . The difference 
between delinquent and normal children can be stated that the 
delinquents lack the tools of adjustment~ any personal or 
social situation that they may encounter . 
One cannot give any specific behavior tendenc::Les of 
del::Lnqucnt children; yet there are some personality traits 
whtch can be said. are more common in delinquent children . 
Generally~ the basic tendency is one of emotional · immat -_ri ty. 
Friedlander has or~anized personality traits of delinquent 
children as follows : 
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1. One moment they promise to do what is aslced of them 
but the next they act differently . 
2 . They lie without giving an impression of insincerity . 
3 . They are more easily disappointed than are young 
people of the same age ~ and they react to each 
frustration by an increase of anti - social behavior . 
4 . They live for pleasure's sake only ~ and seem to 
have a much better life than young people who are 
social l y adapted . 
5 . They are narcissitic and emotional l y infantile~ 
unable to stand tension while their desires and 
their grasp of reality in so far as it serves the 
gratification of their desires a~e already those of 
an adult . 
6 . These young offenders are also very hostile towards 
their elders and society in general .!/ 
This l ist may seem to be an oversimplification of the 
actions that one may observe in an institution . These 
tendencies coupled with the repressive environment of an 
institution invoke overt acts of hostility . One must be 
aware that these rebellious acts are not the cause of the 
delinquency but rather are symptoms of maladjustment to the 
rules of society . To punish students , aside _rom protection 
a gainst self - destruction , resu l ts in nothing more but more 
hostility . Re - education in its broadest meaning must accept 
the child where it find::: him and by substituting the emotions 
of love and respect for hate ~ bri ng about adjustment of the 
disoriented personality . 
Aichhorn describes the characteristics of committed 
delinquents in another manner . There are two main categories : 
1/ Kate Friedlander, The Psycho - Analytical Approach to 
Juvenile Delinquency , International Universities Press , New 
York , 1947 , p. 111 . 
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1. those delinquents who h a te openly without concea lment ~ -
the overt behavior being open insubordination to the point of 
brutality ; 2 . those delinquents in whom hate is concealed . ij 
Whatever the overt behavior may be, the task remains ~ 
t he taslc of effecting a positive change · in personality that 
will aid the ind.:Lvidual to the society in vvhich he resides . 
This can be broken down into two groups ~ namely : 1 . re -
education within the enviro1ment of the institution ~ 2 . pre -
p8ration for l:lfe j_n the outside community . In the latter 
case ~ t' _is preparation shoul d not be thought · of as voc tional 
traininG a lone . Re-education shoul d mean that the child ' s 
capacities be developed so that he may be ab l e to use the 
vocationa l train:.i_ng facili t:Les o f the larger comm1..mi ty . 
Since training facilities in institutions are limited~ it is 
futile to assume that al l the students can be trained for a 
vocation . Far too often , this has b ee n the emphasis in our 
institutions . Adjustmen t t o living shoul d be the emphasis of 
re - education . Th e primary task is to eradicate the person -
ality disturbances which ca se d the anti-social behavior . 
Methods of procedure for this two - fold task are neith~r 
simple nor clear cut . In order to effectuate any chanse in 
personality, staff co - ordination is of paramount importance . 
~hen guiding the maladjusted child ~ each approach to his 
y August Jl. ichhol"n , op . cit .~ p. 164 . 
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problem mt~st be coordinated . Physician, psycholo[;is t , social 
worlcer , house parents c:md academic te chers must fl~Se their 
knowledge for a cohe rent pattern of treatnent . A child may 
react violently in class to correction . The cause rna~ be a 
sight deficiency . Another violent reaction may o cur in the 
cott"'se . The c2. lSe ma•r b e EJ.nxiety over a home situat ion that 
the sociEJ.l worker can explEJ.in adequately to relieve terision . 
From the avai l ble data , each member can applr his technique 
and lmoNl edc;e towa.rd the common coa l - the re - adjustment of 
the in ivid•al chi ld . Frequent stEJ.ff meetinss should be 
the medium for achieving this end . Tarrasch s~s, 
1
'rhis vvhole process of rehabilitation or recon -
struction of a personali ty i s never just a question of 
direct the rapy but requires the cooperative teamvrork 
of all persons involved in the particular case~1ij 
Since delinquent children are apt to arouse ~n~er and 
resentment by the r overt acts , it is necessary for joint 
and concerted treatment to allevi te this beh vior . Everv 
professional that the child meets in an institution does not 
establish rapport vith e ch child . The transference of a 
positive relationship may take a long time to es tablish . If 
the m lad jns tment is ver,- serious , this m y never or~ cnr . In 
one case , rapport may occur wit~ the academic teachern, in 
another , with the soc i al worl::er . Thus , the oordination o. 
steff members cannot be minimized . 
y Hertha Tarrns h , M. D., "Delinquency I s Normal Behav or", 
Focu~, (Ju l y , 1950), 29 ; 97 - 1 01 . 
The principles that are used to effectuate change in 
personality of individual delinquents can be stated simply . 
Mainly~ it is the substitution of the emotions of hate and 
fear~ rampant in individual delinquents ~ with love and affec -
tion . From the experimental school ~ Lavanbur~ Corner House 
Training School connected to New York University~ the 
principle of permissiveness is employed . Permissiveness in 
this institution means that each member of the staff allows 
the child complete freedom of expression. The expression may 
be verbal and destructive . No matter ~ for the real prob l ems 
of each child can be ascertained by observation . Since there 
is no fear of punishment for apparent misdeeds ~ the true per -
sonality may emerge. Cohen expresses how this treatment 
Etffects the child V'lhen he says ~ 
"If we examine~ in the dynamic sense ~ the relation 
of t1e boy to his life and environment ~ it is apparent 
that the need to blame and hence to punish for his 
behavior grows less as our understanding increases . For 
we lcnow that all behavior is symptomatic ~ that anything 
an individual does has a positive meaning to him~ no 
matter how destructive the end may be~ because it 
reflects hj_s need . That need may e~cpress :L tself in many 
ways~ in aggression or in withdrawal~ but in either case 
it is signifj_cant to the individual. It follo1m that :J f 
we can see the salvation of the individual-as the ulti-
mate goel~ otr concern will shift from dealing with the 
behavior to examining the need behind the behavior . We 
will cease to dole out the punishment for the~structive 
act and turn our efforts to helping the child understand 
the implic~tions so that such action will no longer be 
necessary to him . 11l/ 
It is not possible to expect the child to respond to 
I7- - Frank J . Cohen~ op . cit . ~ p . 15 . 
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o.irect therapy . There re no morals to which one can appea l 
because none has developed . For some ~ there is no real 
person lity which is expressed but tendencies may be seen 
through the destructive exterior . Many cannot accept lcindness 
because it is a. new ex9erience for them. Building of a whole-
some personality can be a slow and painful process . A 
counselor may believe that a point of confidence has been 
reached ; however~ the confidence can~ broken within the hour . 
Here conf:i .. dence and reassurance by the cou.nselor, vvhatever hi s 
position on the staff may be ~ is of utmost importance . r_ro 
break faith in the delinquent by haranguing on o particula_ 
issue can undo the delicate balance of building the personal -
i ty. One must remember that in a restricted envi:r·onment ~ a 
minor incident can assume major proportions to an unbalanced 
child whose first reaction is one of rebellion . The V·Tri ter 
v.ms once asked by a d.e li nquent ~ "VJha t would you do if you_ 
v.rere told that you could not leave the g rounds?" The question 
was a d.ifficul t one to ans ·wer . The counselor must ahrays be 
aware that a slight correct ion Given to a delinquent in the 
restricted environment may invoke a strong reaction . Tarrasch 
says~ 
"The s l:Lghtest feelinG of tensions , of frustration 
brings out the old reaction , often violent , because 
these children feel 1betrayed. 1 and 1 t rapped 1 • That is 
when understanding and pat:Lence are neeo.ed . 111} 
1/ Hertha Tarrasch , i\1 . D . , op. cit . 
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If the coal of rehabilitation of the personality is to 
be accomplished ~ then the principles of permissiveness and 
i n direct therapy must be used. The lessening of violent 
b ehavior does not mean a cure has been made . It can mean 
that the child has learned to adjust to this environment . 
Neither can it be assumed that the submissive and obedient 
child is c tred . More times than not , complete submission to 
authority or withdrawal in psychologi al terms, means that no 
chan£e in personality has occurred . As Deutsch states, 
ttExperts in modern institutional treatment of 
juvenile delinquents ask f or more . They warn against 
the i-'Tidely preve,l ent tenden cy to train children to 
' adjust ' to the artificial , highl y abnormal , regimented 
life of a reform school, instead of preparing the child 
for adjustment in the normal cormnunity to 11rhich he must 
return . Conformity to ins t itutional pat erns is not 
always a healthy sign of pr eparedness for normal com-
- unity life . Indeed, it is sometimes a danger signal 
of serious abnorma l ity . tty 
It must be remembered that no time limit can be placed 
on the rehabilitation process . Indeterminate sentences are 
an aid in this concept ; however ~ cure cannot be confused 
with submission . Time~ coupled with love, is also important . 
The combination of theze factors will effect a change in 
personality from the asocial tendencies of the delinquent to 
those tendencies vvhich conform t o the mores and lavrs of the 
so iety . 
Thus , it can be c oncluded that the students who are to 
1/ Albert Deutsch , Our Re "ected Children , Little.Brown and 
Company , Boston , 1950, p . 51 . 
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be· served in the institutions have serious personality cis -
tnrbances . The pur>pose of every staff member> with wh.om they 
Qeet must be dedicated to achieve this goal of rehabilitation . 
Each member must assume the respons:Lbili ty of achieving this 
goal in his respec tive areas of endeavor~ If this typ~ of 
individual treatment can be made avai l able to our existing 
institutions~ then the problem of recidivism would be Brea tly 
alleviated .. 
2 . Education Within an Institution 
Education is a process whe_ein a child may develop his 
mental and physical capacities to their fullest extent. 
Society has designated the school~ teachers, and facilities 
for the ac complishment of this purpose . Skills and training 
in the tools of l earning are given to the mill i ons of 
children in our elementary and secondary schoo l systems. 
S ki. 2.1s~ coupled with the realization of personality potent j_al -
ities ~ afford the chi ld a medium for democratic living. This 
is the heritage of every child in the United States . It is 
not to be denied to them because of race or creed . Neither 
should it be denied to those '!Jiiho ~ because of deterrent 
behavior , are co:rmnitted to Ol..I:i." institutions . 
The objectives of the Educational Policies Comrnission 
1/ 11 The Purposes of Education in Ame rican Democracy" ~ 
Policies for Education~ Educational Policies Commission, 
National Education Association , Washington , D. C .~ 1946 , 
p . 192. 
y 
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are indicative of the trend in education to emphasize the 
personal and social aspects of education . They are : the 
objective of self-realization; the objective of human 
relationships; the objective of economic efficiency; the 
objective of civic responsibility . To achieve these objec-
tives, it is essential that each child be able to use 
effectively the tools of learning ; namely: readinG, writing 
and mathematics . The child must be ab le to use these tools in 
his v1orlc and a l so in his leisHre. r·.1oreover, they must bee ome 
nids in his interpretat:on of events in his social order . 
Adjustme nts h ave to be made as the child advances from the 
confines of the f mily to the pl y g roup, school aroup and 
inter - personal reletions in the conummity . Education cannot 
assume the entire responsibility for the effective use of 
the tools of learning . Education is directed to the self-
relic..nce of the students . Each child must decide for himself 
how or to what extent he "~Hill utilize these tools tm'l'erd self -
realization . Social studies have a particular position in 
any currie 1lum in achieving this end - a self - reliant 
indi vidtlal . 
The position of the social studies .-- As stated by 
vies ley, the objectives of the social studies are , 11 • •• those 
which stress concepts, skills , habits j attitudes, and quali -
ties , particularly those which have a social significance . "ij 
y Edgar Bruce Wesley, Teachi ng Social Studies In High 
Schools , third edition , D. C . Heath And Company , Boston, 
1950, p . 125 . 
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If our society is to continue to be democratic , then each 
incH vidual must be mature enough in hi s personal and social 
development to adjust to the complexities of the environ-
ment . Each of the socia l st dies courses aid in this 
development . Civics points out the relation of the individua l 
to J.1is society, both personal and. social. Geography points 
out the relation of the individual to h is physical and social 
environment . United States history points out the Cl.l l tu.ral 
heritage of the individual . Problems of Democracy points 
out the complexities of developing a democratic society . 
itJhether a curriculum uses the traditional subject - matter 
organization, correlation or fusion the objectives r re the 
same. From ~ach course ~ concepts , skills and at t itudes 
should be expanded and enriched . 
In achieving these objectives, the soci.al needs of the 
adolescents should receive the utmost attention . It is 
through the personality adjustments and realization of 
potentialities that adolescents bec ome mature adults . 
Hesitancy in the use of potentialities can be overcome by the 
use in soc i al studies classes of the devices of discussions~ 
sociograms, debates and panels . These devices can bring 
forth the qualities of leadership and, at the same time, con -
tribute to the development of the personalities of all members 
- ' 
of the class . All need assurance , confidence and friendship. 
These characteristics can be fostered in the social studies 
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classroom, if the students are willing to accept the challen~e 
.of becomins an adult in a democratic society . The position 
o~ the social studies in achieving these objectives has been 
stated in the bulletin issued by the Comrnonvlea lth of 
Pennsylvani . In the social stv.dies classes of this Gonunon -
wealth, the objective is to uraduate , 
''An inc\i vidual vvho u.nderstands and c.ppreciates 
democra tic values, who c;ets CJ.l onc~ well with himself and 
other peopLe, who works for constructive social pur-
poses and who can adjust to changing conditions and 
deve lop his ovm max:lmurn potentiali tic2 will be a worthy 
citizen and will enjoy a sense of direction and a 
feeling of secu:ity . The development of these citizen -
ship behaviors is a major problem of social education . 
Instruction should be pointed directly toward develop-
ins, fortifying , and changing youth ' s ways of thint:ing, 
feeling , and acting in accord with the democratic 
ideal . "Y 
If the social studies are to coritribute functionally to 
this ideal of the se lf-reliant individual , then the instruc -
tion mnst begin wl.th the individual - his relationship to 
himse l f - a nd progress to the orientation of the individual to 
his cormmmity . From the relation of his local cornmmity , the 
individual must advance to an orientation with his national 
and international environment . Social studies are thus a 
determinant factor ~n achieving an educated cit i zenry . This 
fact does not mean that only those children of a certain 
socio - economic class are to receive this instruc t ion ; but 
that it be made avai lable to all children . 
y Department Of Publlc Instruction, Co 1rse of Study in the 
Social Studies for Secondary Schools , Bullet:i.n 4-10, Com.rnon -
vTealth of Pennsyl vania , Harrisburg y 1951~ p . 9 . 
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Education within institutions . - - Education within train -
ing schools has the same function as in our publi~ institu -
tions . Since it is to be directed toward a specific type of 
student, it must be oriented to serve that group as effectively 
as possible . Personal and social adjustment shoul d receive 
the utmost stress . Academic educa tion p l ays an important 
role in the total rehabilitation of the personality of the 
individual . Social studies education has indeed , an important 
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Education within institutions . -- Education within train -
ing schools has the same function as in our publi c institu -
tions . Since it is to be directed toward a specific type of 
student, it must be or1ented to serve that group as effectively 
as poss1ble . Personal and social adjustment should receiv e 
the utmost stress . Academic educat1on plays an important 
role in the total rehabilitation of the personality of the 
individual . Social studies education has 1ndeed , an important 
role . Through 1ts object1ves of self -realization ~ econom1c 
efficiency and hwnan relationsh1ps, a positive contribution 
to rehabilitation can be made . 
Th1s thesis is to be employed in a juven1le training 
school where the students are of normal intelligence . . If j_t 
is to serve the pupils of other institutions then adjustment 
must be made according to the intelligence level of that 
institution . It would be fut i le to assume that one cu- riculum 
could serve all studetits in all institutions . Institutions 
vary as to the age and level of intelligence of their popula -
tion . Different institutions report different levels of 
attainment in an educational program . The Minnesota Training 
School for Boys at Red Wing, Minnesota, has completed an 
1/ 
evaluation study of their academic program.- The Columb1a 
Training School at Columbia, Mississippi , reports that its 
1/ "Evaluating And Improving The Educational Pr·ogram In The 
Train1ng School", (unpub l ished document), Minnesota Training 
School , Red Wing, Minnesota , 1954. 
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academic program follows the same as that required by the 
_v 
State Department of Education . The State of New Yorlc 
describes the instructual p:ogram for all its institutions 
in the following terms : 
11
:Cnstitt!tions list many objectives of their train -
ing programs . A surmnat ion of those given may be stated 
as: All educatton has t wo purposes ~ (1) teaching the 
inmate the necessary skills for earning an ho _est living ~ 
and (2) teaching him to live harmoniously both while 
confined a nd af ter release .... 
71Train:Lng programs vary from institution to insti -
tution in quality of instruction, vocationa l and academic 
courses .... Hov.rever , every institution is alilce in 
being ab l e to give every inmate an edt!cationc 1 program 
fitted to his individual needs . Every inmate has a 
wide variety of cultural, vocational ond general educa-
tion courses fro v·Thich to choose . '2/ 
It can be essumed that the youth institutions of the 
State of New York were represented in this annua l report. 
The preceding examples of training s_hool programs are 
indicative of the variance in the educational programs of our 
institutions . Since the democratic idea l is education for 
all itizens , the illustrations point out that education is a 
factor in the rehabilitation process. How this is to be 
achieved vms stated by Reeves as earl y as 1929 . She s a-rs ' · 
11 (1 Education in these training schools should be 
made dynamic and ob ·ective , a vital part of 
the rehabil~tation of the girls with conduc t 
1/ ( Letter to the writer) , Harrison Ellzey , Superintendent , 
Columbia Training School, Columbia , ~llississippi, April 12, 
1954 . 
2/ Annual Report of the Department of Cori'ection , John A . 
Lyons , Commissioner , State of New York., Al bany, 1949 , p . 84 . 
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problems. It should be planned to meet the 
needs of the individual both while she is in 
the institution and later when she returns to 
t .. 1e community . 
n(2) Each school should include the various phases 
of education . With proper correlation, each 
part of the educational program will become 
more vi tal and wo'rth while . "Y 
The dual purpose as set forth by Reeves does not indicate 
that the aim in acade~ic education in institutions is differ -
ent from that of public schools . It does indicate that 
individual education is of primary importance . The primary 
aim must be one of social education rather than fact and 
skill building alone . Young states the aim apt! y: 
11
'l1he aim is not to exp ose them to a new type of 
teaching without basic understandings as to how it may 
permeate their lives and alter their social attitudes . 
It should not be assumed that social education is a 
separate course of study . It should pervade all instruc -
tion so that the end product is not so much transmission 
of informatton as an aid in improving social relation -
ships and social thinking . n?J 
The socic l nature of academi c education in a training 
. school has been emphasized ~ 
Education in institutions mt.st be student ori ented . 
Kv a racelS suggests an eight point program for improvement of 
this type of educ ation . Most p~rtinent of this improvement 
prog ram are the following statements concerhing objectives , 
1/ M rs ret Reeves , Training Schools For Delinquent Girls, 
Russ ell Sage Foundation , Ne1- York; 1929 , p. 292 ~ 
?} Pauline V . Young , Treatment in Probation and J:?elinquency , 
op . cit . , p . 317 . 
... _ 
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nLearninr; and. teaching should fo l l ow a unit a r y and 
integrated approach .. . The ob ~ ectives set up by pupils 
and teachers should be meaningful from the point of view 
of the l earne r . '~he del i nque _t s _.Ol..l l rl himse l f know and 
accept the r;oals as valuabl e and purposeflll . rr l/ 
This must occur in a l l phases of t~e curriculum. Character 
ed1cation and personality development must permeate all 
curricul a : .. ngl ish , Mathematics , Science . Not to achieve 
this correlation of the primary aim would eradicate the 
effectiveness of academic educa t ion in the total rehabilita -
tive process . Socia l aims and attitudes can be pointed oLt 
in the deve l opment o f l anguage s_ci lls as easily as in the 
sJcills of social studies . The reading sk:ill of determining 
fact from opinion can be taught in an unit on propaganda . 
The purpose of thi s curriculum is to show how social 
studies objectives can be a pos i tive factor in the change of 
the delinquent personality . The change in personality behavior 
j_s slow . To assume that the i ntroduction of group dynamics 
a 1d purposeflll object i ves wil l constitute an immedic-,te change 
is a fallacy . To achieve the pllrpose , two steps must be 
taken , name l y : (1) the clarification of the purposes of 
educ~tion in the mind of the faculty 2nd administration ; 
( 2) the gradua l introduc t i on of t hese purposes into the class -
room . If the l atter step ~ s done arbitrarily in the class -
room , it may involce the hosti l e tendencies of the stl..ld - nts . 
y \r.Jill iam C. Kvaraceus , The COii1Iimnity anc}_ the Delinquent _, 
·.Jorld Book Company , Yonkers - On-Hudson , Nev-r York , 1954 ;- p . I:87 . 
This is to be avoided as nuch as possible . The cla~sroom 
o~fers untold opportunit"es fo0 the development of the social 
attitt~des of a self - reliant individual . Pr·h3.rily ~ it is a 
group situation . With proper direction ~ the atmosphere of a 
delinquent classroom can be one of demo~ratic principles . 
This can never be imposed upon the students ; however , with 
patience and on understanding of the ultimate objectives ~ it 
can be achieved . If so , education for this group of young 
people will not be the disgrace of the nation . 
Specific prob l ems of the classroom . - - Since this 
curri ulum is to be employed in a specific environment , there 
are problems unique to this environment . The students in 
this envi~onment re adolescents . They exhibit all the 
characteristics of this group in the classroom; however , 
they do exhibit a de finite lack of enthusiasm for school . 
It must be remembered that many of them are habitua l ·trEants . 
In the institution , this behavior is i mpossib l e , but one 
sees a student with no interest , bad manners , and a tendency 
to day - dream . To effec t uate any change in the personality , 
first , interest must be arou.sed . No singl e device of motiva -
tion can be employed . Mot i vation must occur on an individual 
basis . In this way , the nee ds of each student can be served . 
Another problem uni que t o the del i nquen t c l assroom i s 
the frequency of temper tant r ums . A simple request of 
openi ng a window can result in an angry response . If t .e 
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facult is aware of the problems of each student ~ these are 
not considered a s personal insults ~ but r ther as the un-
leashing of hostility . Once rapport is established in the 
classroom, the students find that regression to these tenden -
cies are not necessary to them. Patience and understanding 
alleviate the necessity for hostile acts and words . If the 
cooperative spirit prevails , tantrums can be kept to 
minimum . In the experience of the writer~ tantrums could be 
curbed by quietness . So many delinquents have had nothing 
but angry responses to tLeir actions that silence is the 
device that assuages their angry retorts. 
By far the most common problem is reta.rdation . Thj_s 
occurs in every phase of education : reading~ writing and 
mathematics . Frequent l y , students are two or three years 
behind comp2rable students . Motivation~ - egularity of school 
attendance and remedial work can eliminate these differences 
quite effectively . 'I':cuancy has resulted in a laclc of interest 
and retardation . Providing that the students have normal 
intelligence ~ these situations can be taken care of by a 
classroom teacher . Each new student must be handl ed individ -
ually to ascertain the amount of retardation . 
The entrance of new students into the classroom is 
frequent and disturbing . This should be handled with the 
least amount of disturbance . The prevailing attitude of the 
students is soon apparent to the entry . Effective group 
control eliminates the imposition of rigid disciplinary 
methods . 
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In conclusioh ~ it may be said that the specific problems 
of a delinquent classroom are indicative of personality 
disturbed children . Temper tantrums 2 l ack of interest and 
group control must be hand l ed with the characteristics of 
these children in mind . Extreme repression of expression 
will antagonize the students further . Vith the dual purpose 
of education in mind y a relaxedy cooperative cl ssroom is the 
goal of the educator . The same prob l ems may exist in any 
classroom2 but in the institution 2 there is a certain type 
of homogeneity - convicted delinq~ents . It is possib l e to aid 
these children in the classroom with positive objectives of 
purposes . 
The teacher of an institution.-- The resul ts of the 
purposes of re - education depend upon the execution of its 
principles . To construct curricula that ~erve the needs of 
the pupils is useless if the faculty is unable to cope with 
the situation . Far too frequently , institutions are for ad 
to accept as teachers those who are inadequately trained for 
the situation . They are of t wo types : (1) those who are 
unable to teach in publj_c schools ; ( 2) those who are un2.ble 
to adjust to society and find a haven j_n the instj_tution . 
This is an absurd situation which faces administrators of 
institutions . Classroom problems and the complexity of the 
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student's needs demand teachers capable of fulfilling the 
objectives of education in the inst~tution. A person whose 
' personality is warped can hardly effectuate a positi~e 
influence upon the students . Rather ~ this type of person is 
a detriment to the rehabilitation process . Correlation of all 
members of the staff is :·.,ecessaPy . If teachers cannot com -
prehend the psycholoGical and sociol ogical factors involved 
in the treatment of delinquents , the whole process of 
rebuilding the personality is thrown asunder . The qualifica -
tions of the training schoo l teacher is stated by Ingram when 
she says ~ 
"Effective pt~pil guidance and j_ns true tion in a 
training school require a high type of teacher ~ with a 
consuming interest in teaching children rather than 
schoo l of subject matter and with broader experience 
and. training tha n . one finds in the average public 
school .... In addition to the genera l teacher training , 
which shoul d afford courses in child development and 
mental hygiene , the teacher should have specialized 
courses on present trends and methods in the study ~ 
diagnosis ~ and c linical treatment of behavior problems , 
on juvenile delinquency , on e ducational programs to 
meet the needs of exceptional children , and on varied 
arts - and - craJ. ts e.ctivi ties for creative and free 
e xpr'e"'"'l. on· 11 1 I 
-- )...,.. ...... • ::::.1 
Th:Ls list of qt~a l ificat ions implies that the teachers 
have at l east a state certificate . . In practice ~ this is not 
the case in many instances . This di l enml8. j_s not the fault 
of administrators ; but once again, the fault lies in the 
apathy of the public . Until the realization that institu-
tion t eachers fohould be recompensed vvith state minimum pay 
V Christine P . Ingram , op . cit ., p . 29 . 
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scales, the acquisition o:f teachers will continue to be what 
is available . How one can impress the public that the 
responsibility of the care of these children rests with them, 
the writer ventures not to say . It will suffice that tte 
execution of this curriculum or any curricula depends on the 
quality of the teachinG staff . In public schools , this is 
important ; in a training school , it is a necessity . 
·conclusion . - - The purpose of education in a training 
school has been discussed . It is a dual purpose , effecting 
the adjuutment of the individual within the institution and 
in his life outside the institution . The psychological nature 
of the student demands that educat iort be vita l and dynamic . 
It serves two purposes ; (1) t h e teach inr; of skil l s necessary 
to living in a democratic society ; (2) the development of 
social attitudes and thinking that wi l l aid in personality 
reconstruction . Each is dependent on the other . In order to 
carry out the purposes of social re - education , a high type of 
teacher is required . The responsibility for the execution of 
this program rests with the pub l ic . The resul ts of this 
curriculum can be achieved to serve our delinquent children . 
As Fried l ander states , 
'~y realizin~ the emotional needs of these boys 
and gir l s and by ~<~mrking out p l ans for their re-
education on scient ific lines J we shall not only prevent 
an increase in criminal careers but a l so increase the 
number of happy, socia l ly adapted and therefore useful 
citizens . 0 !./ 
1/ Kate Friedlander , op . cit ., p . 287 . 
CHAPTER III 
UNITS FOR NINTH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES 
FOR A JUVENILE TRAINING SCHOOL 
Basic Texts for A Course of Study in Soci 1 Studies 
for a Juvenile Training School 
A. Ninth gr ade 
I . Robinson , Clark, Making the Most Out of School and 
;!;:ife , Ginn And Company , New Yorlc, 1952 . 
B . Tenth grade 
I . Wallbank , T . alter, Man ' s Story, Scott Foresman And 
Compan· , Chicago , 1951. 
C. Eleventh grade 
I. Muzzy, David Saville and Horace Kidger, The United 
States , Ginn And Company, Nevv Yorl-:, 1953·. 
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Uni t I. 
Or ien tation to Academic Educatio i. the Institution 
This unit is desisned for new students to the ~cademic 
school. The unit may be g i ven to any group entering the 
school~ rather than to nint h graders alone . The purposre of 
education in the institution are to be made clear to the 
students . They are : l . to provide a meaningful process of 
development within the institution ; 2 . to prepare the 
individua l for life outside of the institution . 
In presenting t~is unit , extreme caution mtst be taken 
by the teacher to avoid a moralizing tone or attitude . The 
coo l of the classroom attitude shoul d be that this is where 
the chi l d is . Through efforts o n the part of both teacher 
and pupi ls~ interest and abilities will be developed as far 
as possib l e . 
Reactions are apt to be hosti l e ; yet , it is to be 
remembered that here , no truancy can occur . Expressions of 
hostility ivi ll abate when the attitude of cooperation has 
permeated the c l assroom . 
I. Objectives 
A. Basic Understandings 
l . The academic school of the institution is 
available to serve vou . 
2 . Facilities and services are available if you 
vvish to malce use of them . 
B . Attitudes and Appreciations 
)_~2 
l . The student should lmder·stand what is expected 
of him in the academic school . 
2 . Education .in the institution means the develop-
ment of the individual . 
II . Scope of the Unit 
A. Life goes on in the instit~tion. 
l . The purpose of the institution 
a . To aid you in finding a satisfying life 
pattern .. 
b . To train you to understand yourself so that 
you wi ll be ab l e to talce your pla ce 1n 
society. 
2 . The institution is a. community where you must 
l ive with peopl e . 
a . It provides the essentia l s of l ivinz: 
(1) Food. 
(2) Clothint; 
( 3) She l ter 
b . It p r6vides an opportunity for wo_k 
(l) Vocational and prevocational work 
(2) Academic School 
c . It provides essential services 
(l Medical services 
(2) Soc ial services 
(a) Counseling 
(b) Religious services 
3. The institution is different from the outside 
community 
a . You do not live in a family unit . 
b .. You are not here by your free choice . 
c . This institution is a temporar~ com.mu1ity . 
(l) The length of your residence depends 
on your adjustment . 
(2) Freedom of choice is avai l able in the 
temporary community . 
B . The behavior that is·expected of you in the 
institution 
l . Give yourse lf a chance 
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a . Do pot decide that you are s;oi ng to c!o time 
alone . 
b . Find out the activi tie s l•vhich su:Lt you. 
c . Discover how each staff member can aid you . 
d . Become acquainted with the rules of the 
campus . 
2 . Standards of behavior 
a . The student is exp.ec ted to report to all 
appointments promptly . 
~ . The student is expected to handle books and 
supplies with c re . 
c . The student should attempt to adjust to 
the c l ass behavi or . 
d . The fa cul ty understands that errors wil l b e 
made . f1is takes are not as imDortant .::~s von-r· 
.... t. --
attitude in preventing them from occur ring . 
3. Findi ng the right opportunities for you 
a . IVIany ac tivities are here from whi h to boose. (1) Music --chorus and piano 
(2) Danc ing- - ballet and square dancins 
(3) Dramatics --plays and prize speaking (4 ) Sports--baseball~ basketball and 
softbal l 
(5) Girl Scouts- - an organi~ed intermediate 
troop is on the campus 
-b . Courses whj_ch are available to yo,_ 
(l) General course 
(2) Comrnercial course 
(3) Tutoring in special subjects i f needed 
by any student 
c . _Vocational training is available in the 
followinv fields 
'l) Hom~ nursing (2) Domestic service 
(3 ) Beauty culture 
III . SuGsest ed Ac tivities 
.A . Spec::tfj ·~ 
1. The class shotlld m, ke a conducted tour of the 
2 . 
5 . 
building to learn the physica l plant of the 
school . 
The class should make a tour of the entire campus 
to noti e all the faCiliti es of the community . 
A 1· st of all staff mernbers and the pos:Ltions 
they ho ld should be obtained . 
The duties of the so cia l servi~e staff will be 
explained t o t he group ~ emphasiz ing the co -
ordinat~d effor t of a ll . 
It should be explained that the cott age staff 
will be substituted for the fami l y . 
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6 . Each school activity will be explained . 
a . Have students l ist those which interest them . 
b . Have an older student give the examples of 
the activities . 
c . Describe the qualifications for participa -
tion in each activity . 
(1) Musical talent for the chorus . 
(2) Interest in the Girl Scout ~ovement . 
d . Explana tion must be made as to the tirne 
allocated to activities in the institu-
tional progr am . 
7 . Have a discussion on the basis of how much time 
should be devoted to non - academi activities . 
8 . The teacher should point out the type of behavior 
he will allow in the c l assroom . 
a . No moralizing attitude should be inferred 
by this lesson . 
b . Students list the type or behavior -vrhich 
annoys the. in a classroom . 
g . A list of the di ferent types of schools from 
which the students have transferred should be 
made a8 a group project . 
10 . The similarities of the students will be 
ascertained . 
11 . The differences between rural and urban schoo l s 
will be listed . 
12 . A chart should be made by the students to 
indicate their ''home towns n :Ln the Stnte of 
Maine . 
13 . Have the students VL i te in their noteboo!cs the 
fol l owing questions : 
a . What do I expect f_om the school? 
b . What are my interests in ports and other 
activities? 
c . If I have ever d:Lsliked school ~ 1vhat are 
my reasons? 
cl. Do I lmow vrhat each member of the staff does? 
e . What are the similarities and differences 
of the nembers of the class? 
f . In the classroom ~ what type of act:Lvities 
do keep me interested? 
14 . The followinG ter·ns should be examined for their 
.. eaning in the ins tit tion 
a . Institution 
b • C OEllilUni ty 
c . Services 
d . Staff 
e . Individual 
f . Group 
g . Activities 
h . Vocation 
15 . A omposition is to be written chosen from the 
following topics. 
a . Why I wish to receive more education. 
b . \<Jhy I like or dislike school . 
c . How I hope to abide by the rules of the 
campus . 
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d . Hov·J my stay in the institution will help me . 
B. Culminating - -This has been an introduction to 
education in the training school . 
1 . A list will be made by the students of the staff 
members . 
2 . Compos i ti.ons and group work 111ill be dis cussed. 
3. The 9urpose of the institution wil l be revie wed 
so that all the member's of the class comprehend 
the task before them . 
4. A diagram of the camp1 s should be prepared. 
5 . Ea c h student will make out a chart of the daily 
schedule of the institution and how his activi -
ties fit into this schedule will be marked . 
IV . Evaluation. 
This is an introductory unit . No doubt~ hostili~y to 
the routine of school has been realized . No actual test should 
~e given at this time . Notations by the teacher on attitudes 
and work habits should be made . Interest in eac student ' s 
reaction to the purpose of education will be ascert .ined. The 
written work in the notebook should be kept nor ftrther refer -
ence no m_tter what the quality of it may be . 
V. Aids 
A. Pupil 
1 . Billet ~ Roy 0 . and J . Wendell Y.eo , Growing Up, 
D. C. Heath 1\nd Company , Boston , 1951 , 
Chapter XI . · 
2 . Crow~ Alice and Lester D. Crow , Learning to 
Live \'lith Others, D. C. Heath AncfCompany ~ 
Boston-~ 1 9 ~-4 . 
3. Getting the Most Out of High School ~ (pamphlet), 
Oxford Book Cornpany , Nelrf York , 1953 . 
11. . Life ll.d;jus tment Boolclets y Science Research 
Associates Inc . , Chicago 
a . Getting Along In School 
b . High School Handbook 
c . What Good ~s High School 
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5 . Robinson ~ Clark ~ i11al:ins the r.1ost Ot_t of School 
and Life ~ Gii1n And Company ~ New Yori~-
1952 ~ P --I'ts I and II . 
6 Smith ~ H rriet Fullen ~ ~our Life as n Citizen ~ 
Ginn And Company ~ New York ~ 1 :;52 ~ Unit-II.- -
B . Teache_ 
This is not intended as n bibl iogrnphy on education 
VJithin the institution . It is recominended that the 
rec.der ::_--.efer to the b:Lblio:::;r2phy of the thesis . 
l . Aichhorn ~ Au~ust ~ Wayword Youth ~ Revised and 
adapted from the Second German Edltlon~ 
Vikin~ Press~ New Yor~ ~ 1935 . 
2 . Inc;ran ~ Christine P . ~ Edn ation In Training 
Schoo l s for Delinquent Youth ~ Bul-le-:~i n ~ 
194 5 ~ Number 5 ~ Federal Securit' Ac,ency :~ 
Washington ~ United States Office of 
Educo.tlon ~ l9ll·5 . 
3 . Ul1l , \·Ii ll in I-~ . and. Fl.,8i1Ci3 F' . Pot'ler·s~ Personal 
and Soc ic.l Ad.] lS tment ~ The Hac11illi n 
Compu.ny ~ New York ~ 1938 . 
Unit II 
Personality 
This unit is desi 6 ned to help you understand •ronrself . 
Everyone has a personality . Through the activities and 
readings you will discover facts about yourself which may 
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not have been realized before this time . I11any fact s and 
experiences will be the same for all of you , however, you will 
discover we are each different from each other in manr respects . 
Personality change can occur, but it requires effort and 
time . This unit is a beginning . During the course of your 
education in the institution , the changes in your personality 
will become clearer to you . 
Person lity change is a process of growth which develops 
at a different rate for each one. Classwork , therefore, will 
be on an individual basis for the most part . 
I. Objectives 
A. Basic understandings 
1 . Personality is common to a ll peopl e . 
2 . Factors of environment and heredity shape 
pers onal:l t :Les. 
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3 . Personality grows with the individual . It may 
grow in either direction . 
B . Attitudes and Appreciations 
1. A person can change his pe:sonallty if he is 
willing to put forth the effort ~ but it is work. 
2 . Pe rsonality is not static . Each new experience 
a ffects it in daily living . 
3. To change the personality is a s low process . 
Time and effort are necessary . 
4. No change can be made unless the individual 
wishes to he l p himself. 
II . Scope of the Unit 
A. What is personality? 
1 . Personality can be defined as the total combina -
tion of the effects lvhich Ne have upon people 
and upon ourse l ves . 
2 . These effects are produced by a conbination of 
physical and social factors . 
a . Inherited characteristics cannot be changed ~ 
but these are not the most decisive in suc -
cessfu l l iving . 
(1) Native intelligence 
(2) Race 
1
3) Musical aptit ude 
4) Mechanical apt itude 
5 ) Physic al features and statu_e 
b . Acquired characteristics or habits are 
within the control of the individual . 
3. Change in personality occurs very ·rapidly in the 
age of adolescence . 
a . I n daily life~ this j_s the age when more 
people of different environments are met . 
b . Physical growth is extremely rapid at thi S 
level of development . This can leave the 
indi vidv.nl awki'Jard . 
4. Factors that affect personality 
Each of the followin g factors does not apply to 
everyone . The extent of the effect depends on 
the individual . 
l.J.CJ 
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a . Other peo.J l e with \'Ihom t• e individual has 
had contact affects person .lity . 
( 1 Family mer:1bers - - paPents and s iblinc;s 
( 2 :!friends :md neiGhbors of the :tmnedi. te 
home environment 
(3) Schoolpersonnel and acquaintances 
(4) Customs and t raditions of the _amily 
and group 
b . Physical defects 
If a1y :Lndiv::Lchw.l has a defect , whether it 
is slight or serious in the true sense of 
t he wo d , it does determine attitudes wit1in 
the individual . These ray be self - pity , 
inferiority or super - ensitivenens . 
(1) Paralysis - - infantile o~ cerebral 
(2) Birth mark disfic1rements 
(3) Sensor:- de_ects--audio and v·s.lal 
c . Bool<:s 
It has been ascertained that the type of 
bool._s read have an effe t on the personallty . 
The influence nay be cood or bad : depending 
upon wh t the literature is . 
d . HoBes 
The quality of the home is not in the 
physical com~orts 1hich it gives to people , 
but in the love and affection that is given 
and received by each individual . 
e . Money (1) The absence of money an make individu -
als jealous of one another . 
( 2) Too much money tencl.s to ma!ce some 
people snobbish and spendtn~ift . 
f . Gove _ nr,1ent 
The attitude of the government of t l is 
country is that each individual can express 
his personality until he omes into ~onflict 
tith the rules of society . Then, action 
:;:ust be t3lcen by the ~.overnment to prote. t 
both the incJ:L vldua l and the comrm.mi ty . 
5. Psy hologi cl factors of personality 
a . Emotions --are the feelinss which influence 
t1e behavior of all peopl e . 
(1) Love - - everyone needs to love and be 
loved . 
(2) Anzer --the feelin3 that releases excess 
enersy o:.. the hnman body . 
( 3) Fear - - is the feeling which ale_ts the 
body to ph .. rsical and menta l danser . 
( 4) SorrovT--is the feeL_n~~ -vT~1ic __ is m,O'...l8ed 
at a physical and mental l oss to the 
incUvid kl . 
(5) Elation --is the feeling in which joy 
or happiness is expressed by the 
individual . 
b. Emotions are c orrm1on to all . The control 
of emotions determines the personality of 
the incH vidual . 
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c . The previous list is a basic one of emotions. 
Many more fee l ings are in the range of 
emotions~ however ~ they are gradations of 
the latter list . 
6 . Types of personality 
There are numerous categories for types of 
personality . 
The three major groupings are as follows: 
a . Extrovert- -A person who has an extrovert 
personality is one who is outgoing . They 
enjoy being with other people , working with 
other peopl e and leading other peopl e . 
People of this type are usually talkative 
and friendly . They enjoy sports and other 
group activities . 
b . I ntrovert - -A person who has an introvert 
personality is one who turns inward. They 
e n joy solitary activities . People of this 
type are usually shy and restrained in 
their activities . 
c . Ambivert - -A person Nho has an ambivert per -
sonality combines the qualities of both the 
introvert and extrovert . · 
d . Few individuals are the extreme in any of 
these categories . The correct balance o~ 
each must be ascertained for each individual . 
No one list of ch~racteristics is perfect 
for every individual . 
B. Essential personality traits fo1 good adjustment 
This list of personality traits is by no means C9m-
plete nor correct for each individual . It is a 
list of characteristics which bring; about favorable 
reactions . Development of these traits can be 
accomplished if you are wi ll ing to make the effort . 
1 . Reliability. This is the characteristic of 
dependability . Society expects affairs to run 
on schedule . Trains , streetcars , and buses run 
on schedule . In the same manner, individuals 
must be able to meet the schedules of dally 
llfe . 
2 . Optimism. This is a quality of personality in 
which individuals look onto the better side of 
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things. liS mi l e and the world smile s with you 11 
is an old saying ~ ~vhich is · a good description 
of this quality . 
3 . Tolerance . No two individuals or groups are 
alike in their ustoms or traditions. When orte 
possesses this characteristic ~ he can understand 
another ' s viewpoint on - different subjects . 
l~ . Unselfishness . Every person wants material 
things and reco~nition . To overdue this 
characteristic is to never consider t h e wishes 
of anyone else . It is pl east~rable to do some -
thing for others when no reward is in sight . 
5. Consideration . This characteristic is closely 
related to tolera nc e and unselfishness. It 
implie~ a certoin amount of thoughtful attention 
to another ' s wishes nd likes . ~onsideration 
should be applied to all people ~ whether we 
like them or not . 
6 . Industry . This characteristi refers to effo_t . 
llithout effort ~ there is l ittle to appeal to 
others . 
7 . Sincerity . This characteristic implies meaning 
what you say or do . In the long run~ sincerity ~ 
like honesty, pays , both in personal and group 
conduct . 
8 . Personal appearance . No other personality 
trait is more indicative of good ad"ustment 
than correct personal appearance . The amount 
of clothes or expenditures for them is the least 
important factor . ~he following characteristics 
concerning personal appearance are important : 
a . Cleanliness --both of the person and of the 
availabl e clothes . 
b . Neatness --Clothes should be mended when 
needed . Nothing can create an unfavorable 
impressi on r.s fast as buttons missing and 
straps which show . 
c . Style - -This is the abi li ty to deve l op a 
taste for the right type of clothes and hair 
style that suits you . It is an individual 
tasl{. 
d . Choice --Two factors are invo l ved in this 
process : 
11) To be able to choose the right type of 
clothes for the occasion--school , 
s ocial , and sports activities require 
different types of harments . It is 
largely a m,tter of learning the 
socially acceptable garments for each 
occasion . 
Boston Univer8 ~ty 
Schocil of Educ~tlon 
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(2) To be able to choose color combina -
tions that blend_ or contrast adequately. 
9 . Friendliness . This is an attractive feature of 
personality . Pleasantness and a smile always 
receive a smile in return . For some people~ it 
is natural ; for others, it is a habit to be 
d. eve loped . 
10 . Courage . To endure pain is courage in a certain 
sense . In personality, it can be described as 
the quality of facing reality to the best of 
one 1 s ability . Courage is a habit which we 
can al l develop . 
11 . Confidence . This is the quality of personality 
tha t means confidence in one 1 s self . Confidence 
is largely the result of tasks well done . 
12 . Enthusiasm . The qua l ity of enthusiasm should 
be developed . This can be accomplishe d by 
participation in ac tivities . 
13 . Poise . Thi8 quality is the habit of carrying 
oneself well. This may include both physj_cal 
posture and merrtal equi libri um . 
14 . Adaptability . One can acquire this quality of 
personality . To acquire this trait one must 
learn to fit into a variety of situations . 
II~ . Activities 
This plan of ac tivities wi l l serve as the basis of our 
study . As we progress~ we may see fit to make cha nge s 
in the outline . No one can participate in all activi -
ties . The act ivities marked by an asterisk will be 
the comr:10n ground for the c lass . 
A . ,s pee ific 
*1. The following class activities will be direc ted . 
a . Each student is to make a l is t of the 
personality traits which he considers im-
portant in making a good effect upon others . 
b . Ea ch student shoul d make an outline of his 
i nherited characteristics . This will be 
his personal judgment . 
c . A list should be made of habits that are 
not desirable personality traits . 
*2 . In comparing the different lists of the class, 
many tra its V·Tere found to be common . \tJri te a 
composition~ a paragraph or longer~ why you 
think this happened . 
3 . A group of student~ may prepare a discussion 
on the physical conditions that affect 
pel"Sonali ty . 
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a . Weight 
b . Height 
c . Skin conditions 
d . Physical statu_e 
4 . i\ composition or oral talk m y be -ci ven on the 
followj_ng topic ) 1A person Vlhom I know to have 
a good pe_sonality . 11 
*5 . Students should list the customs and traditions· 
o · their homes VThi ch have affe cted them. 
-r.-6 . t_ list should be !",1ad e of books and storiffi whic 1 
yol have read that bring out personality traits . 
Fror.1 the list of boo~:s at the end of ·the unit ) 
one boo1: vvil l be re nd by every stt.ldent . The 
report may be oral or written and i s conside red 
as an Bn~lish ass ~ gnment to be e-ven in that 
c l asL . 
-r- 7 . The te a --: 1"le .c ' ~-ril l l:Lst the emotion:-- . 
Students .re to Ci ve an example of ":.. '"'"·: :~~ -~;:; -'" 
a _eal situation . Fxample - - the first tine you 
enter a new classroom . 
8 . ."!. :;roup 1·r:Ll l disc1ws hovJ emotio 12 c "'n be Ct he l p 
in everyday li v~ng . 
*9 . From the list OL de~irnble tr2its that has been 
nadeJ a chart wj_ll be made b y everyone in the 
following manner : 
What I Want To Be 
Persona l ity Traits 
I Feel .t,.re Im~)or t &:1t I-Iovf I Stand _1\_t Pre2ent 
---~,--,--Reliabi l it' 11Ieak Jlverage Strong 
Opti 11ism 
To l erance 
--lC . Fron the infOl'"'mation on yo nr chart J te ll vJ1ry 
- ou vrj_sh to :tmprove s ome of the Pesponse8 . 
· 11 . De c1de and mat:e a list of the methods yo11 Nill 
tlS e to achieve t his coal . 'l'hi.s list will be 
d:Lffer·ent for ea h student . £1.:1 example mie;ht 
be - - ni will not 2 peal-:: vihen someone else ~-s 
talking . I will do it today and tomorrow it 
will be easier to accompl ish the same task . 11 
12 . Another method of determinin§; what trc its you 
s h ou l d try to improve is by ansHering the 
following questions . 
a . Do you hesitate in he lping others? 
b . Do you make promises which you d o not keep? 
c . Do you exaGgerate i.n your conversations? 
d . Are you sarcastic? 
e . Do you dominate your friends ? 
f . Do you cr1~1cize thin~s only because they 
displease you? 
g . Do you laugh at the mistakes of others? 
h . Do you gossip about others? 
13. From the discussion of the types of personality_, 
decide how you hope to achiev~ more the 'middle 
of the road" characteristics than the extremes .· 
14 . Si nce you meet many people in the institutjon_, 
chart or discuss how each may help you to 
identify and improve personality . Each person 
uses different techniques or methods to do this 
task . . , 
15. Those students who like to draw may do a series 
of cartoons that point out facial expressions · 
in people as they meet different sj_tuations . 
16 . Personal appearance has been stated as a factor 
in good ad~ustment . A group may make a booklet 
on persona l appearance containing the following 
ideas : 
a . Why is personal appe ranee important1 
b . Common errors in style end choice . 
c . A list of the acceptable dress for different 
good personal appearance . 
17 . As well as helping yourself_, decide how each 
member of the class can aid the other . For 
exampleJ those who enjoy oral work can describe 
the feelins of confidence that this activity 
gives to them . 
18 . 11. summary of the new terms and vocabnlary should 
be put into your notebooks with complete 
definitions and examples . 
B . Culminating activities 
1 . Notebooks should be checked for answers to 
specific activities . 
2 . Students who have gone beyond the minimum 
requirements should display their activities . 
3. Group chairmen report on their activities . 
4. Book reviews should contain the following 
information : 
a . Name of book Qnd author. 
b . . Does the b ook c ont ain a real person in a 
real situation? 
c . How did personality fit into the story? 
d . V.Jhat particular traits of the main character 
did you discover? 
e . Tell why or why not ~rou l iked the book . 
s . Improvements in behavior of the class will be 
noted in a general discussion . 
6 . A summation of the definition of terms shoul d 
be made . 
IV . Evaluation 
A. Pv.pil 
1 . Did you enjoy the activities in this unit? 
2. Write a summation of what you have learned 
about yourself during the activities . 
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3. List the improvements in your behavior recent l y . 
These may be li tt l e things, but they can add up 
to a big improvement . 
4 . Reference will be made throughout the ourse on 
these activities . Check your notebook to see 
if all i s in order . 
5 . Make a l i st of the type of activit ies that you 
like to do best . 
6 . Expl ain the meaning of each of the objectives 
in your own words . 
B . Teacher 
l. During the various act ivities, have the needs 
of the individual members of the class been 
asce.rtained? 
2 . Has interest increased in helping themselves? 
3. ~ach slight improvement shoul d be notPd b, the 
teacher . It may be as slight a thing a s corning 
into class promptly . 
4 . Pormal testing of the unit should be kept to 
the minimum . Aside from vocabulary tests , it 
vrill be informal graspi n e; of the materials . 
5. An objective test may be given to those 
students who are e motionally able to accompliBh 
this task . 
V • .Aids . 
A. Pupil 
1. Billet 3 Roy 0 . ar1 J. Wende ll Yeo, Growing Up ~ 
D . C. Heath And. Company J Boston ~ 1951 , 
.::hapter VII . 
2 . Crow , Alice and Lester D . Crow , Learning to 
Live With Others~ D. C. Heath And Company , 
Boston , 194~- . 
3. Life Adjustment Bookl ets , Science Research 
Associates , Inc., Chiceryo 
a . Getting Along -!Jth Others 
b . Exploring Your Personality 
c . How to Increase Your Self - Confidence 
d. Understanding Yourself 
4. Robinson , Clark, il'lalcing .the Most of School and 
Life , Ginn And Company, N~w York , 195~, 
Part V . 
B . Teacher 
l. Hamrin , Shirley A. and Blanche B . Paulson , 
Counse l inG Adolescents, Science Rese~rch 
Associates , Inc . , Chicago . 
2. Blaich, Theodore P . and Joseph C . Baumgart ner, 
The Challen;e o_ Democracy, (third edition 
revised ), McGraw-Hil l Book Company, New 
York , 1953, Chapters I and II . 
3 . Humphreys, Anthony J . and Arthur E. T axler , 
Guidance Services , Science Research 
. . ssociates , Jnc ., Chicago . 
4 . Uhl, Willis L . and Francis F . Powers , Personal 
and Socia l Adjustment, The Macmillan 
Company , 193-s-. 
C. Tests and Films 
1 . Coronet Films , Coronet Building, Chicago , 
Illinois . 
Ac t Your Ag e 
b . ~ontro l Your Emotions 
c . Developing Your Character 
2 . Science Research Associates , 57 West Grand 
Avenue , Chicago, Illinois . 
a . Kuder Preference Record-Personal , Form A 
b . Youth Inventory 
c . What Are Your Problems - filmstrip 
d . What Are Your Problems - booklet 
e . Your Problems : How To Handle Them - bookl et 
VI : Free Reading Program 
*easy **average difficulty ***mature l evel of reading 
A. *Easy books 
1. Cavanna , Be tty , Going on Sixteen , The West-
minster Press , Philadelphia , 1946 . 
Sonny, a beautiful colli e , steals shy Jul ie ' s 
heart and yours on a farm . 
2 . Deringer , Helen Fern, Adopted Jane , Harcourt , 
Brace And Company , New York , 1947 . 
Jane Douglas' visits are almost fa iry- tale in 
results , but are very modern . 
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3 . Field ~ Rachel ~ Hepatica Hawks~ 'The Macmillan 
Company ~ New Yorl{ ~ 1932 . 
P ta l e of odd sizes brings you to t he trail of 
a troupe and the smell of s2wdust . High 
adventure with a surprise endj_ng . 
4 . Sattlej ~ He l en R .~ The Young Barbarians ~ 
Vil li am Morrow and Company ~ New York~ 1947 . 
This is Bah ' s junior year in high school . She 
finds fun and friendship in building up the 
"JuJ':e Box 1 ' ~ Ler club ' s meeting place . 
5 . V.Joody , Regina J . , Boarding School ~ Hough tor_, 
~llifflin Company, Boston, 1949 . 
Abby ' s activities in a school near E l lsworth ~ 
Maine , are very familiar . · 
B . **Average diffi culty i n reading 
1 . Bianco , Margery , Wi nterbound , The Viking Press , 
New York _, l93o . 
Garry El l is is one girl who likes the country , 
including the stove , Bertha and hiking . During 
the winter in Connecticut , her sister ~ Kay , 
as l::s how cold it can get . r'Iother Natu_ e 
SHrprises them . 
2 . Cavanna, Betty ~ Spurs for Suzanna , The West-
minst e r Press , Phi l adelphia ~ 19L!-7 . 
Ridin~ and jumpin~ on Calico are Sue ' s interests 
of the summer . Although she is a "c; ty r~al 1 , 
her country friends show her the 11 dcine;sn on a 
horse farm . 
3 . G_ay _, E l izabeth ~ Janet~ The Fair Adventure , The 
Viking Press , New Yorl::, 1940 . ~ 
Page , in one wonderful summer ~ discovers many 
thin~s with her family and friends . 
4 . Lewiton , Mina , The Divided Heart ~ David McKay 
Company , Philadelphia~ 1947 . 
Julie's "divided heart' takes her from a small 
city apartment to love ly New York state in her 
fifteenth s UlTIIner . 
5. Low , El i zabeth , Hi gh Harvest ~ Harcourt ~ Brace 
A1d Company , 1\Jew Yor1.c, 1 9L~8 . 
Zan finds her "high harvest 11 on a farm in 
Ve~mont . Wil l and romance open the door ami d 
yummy maple susar parties and slei:;h rides . 
' r 
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C. ***Mature reading 
1 . Bro , Margueritte Harmon , Sarah , Doub l eday a _d 
Con any , Inc . , Garden City, 1949 . 
Sarah is the life stor~ of a f csc inating gir l . 
Music is her life and you will see why this s 
so . 
2 . Kubie , ~ora Benjamin , Joel , A Novel of Young 
Am ~rica, Harpers and Brothe~s , New York , 
1952 . -
Joel has hish adventure in the American Revolu -
tion . Fiery Abby and quiet Judith spark inter-
est in this story of a boy ' s faith in his 
country . 
3 . Means , Florence Crannell , Teresita of the Va l le~ 
Houghton f<liff l in Company , Boston, 191!-3 . 
Teresita Martinez , or Terry Jones , as she lil<.:es 
to be called , t~avels to Denver from Valley . 
Her adventures in a l arge city sre very differ -
ent fran life in the Valley, but Christmas is 
still Chris tmas an;nvhere in the vwrld . 
4 . Means , Florence Crannell, Whispering Girl, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston , 1941 . 
Vensi is a modern Hopi Indian girl . She ahd 
her family have hi gh adventure at the World ' s 
Fair . 
5 . Stolz., Mar y, Ready or Not, Ha.rper and Brothers , 
New York , 1953 . 
Morgan Connor at sixteen is mov~ng once again . 
A real - life situation about city life is told 
in an interesting way . 
Unit III 
r,.Iental a nd Physical Health 
Your health is one of the most valuable assets . It is 
s ometh i ns V.Jhich cannot b e bo ught . Many people ab use t heir 
phys:~c al and menta l health. 'I'h:ts unit VJ i ll examine tvm 
pa rts of the problem : l . What is g ood health . 2 . How to 
maint a in this to the beBt of yourability . 
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I . Objectives 
A. Basic understandings 
1. Both physical and mental health are important 
to a heal tli.y personality. 
2. Health affects the wa~ t ,hcy act and feel . 
3 . Mental and physical he ~. i th are closely related. 
1+. All normal people are born i<ITith 2. basic ph- sical 
equipment ~ which you should understand . 
B . At titudes and Appreciations 
l. The body , a l though i t can be compared to a 
mac hine, does not have the ability to repl ce 
injured parts . . 
2 . Knot-Jledge of the organs and f:!ystems of the body 
prevents harmf1l behavior . 
3 . Health i s '1A sound mind in a sound bod - . 1 
4 . Bad health habits can st nd in the way of normal 
El.d justment . 
5. Good physical health can improve attitudes and 
conduct . 
II . Scope of the Unit 
Physical structure of the body 
l . The body is made up Ol cells, tissues , or~ans , 
and systems . Each part has a particular f _n~~ 
t~_on . 
2 . The sy3 terns of the bod- ~ are interdependent . 
a . Skeletal system has three important func-
tions . 
(l) To give shape and support to the body . 
(2) To make locomotion possible . 
(3) To protect delicate organs , such as 
heart and brain . · 
b. The muscular system produces motion , of 
which there are two types. 
c . 
(l) Skeletal muscles that move the b ones . 
These are voluntary nmscles controlled 
by the brain . 
(2) Involuntary muscles that work auto -
matically . 
The 
(l) 
( 2 ) 
( 3' 
(a) Heart 
( b Smooth muscles that control 
internal organs. 
nervols system works ns a control nnit . 
Sensory nerves carry messages frorn the 
sense organs to 
The brain i,vhich interprets the me3sage 
and gives orders b. way of 
The motor nerves to the musc les . 
d . 
e . 
.(;> 
.L • 
g . 
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(4) The entire nervous system consists of 
four main d ivisions : 
(a) The sense organs 
(b) Nerves , both sensory and motor 
(c) The central nervous system (con-
sisting of the brain and spinal 
cord ) 
(d ) The autonomic nervous system which 
controls the vital pro_esses . 
The circulatory system carries food and 
oxygen nd removes certain wastes f om al l 
parts of the body . The system consists of 
the following parts : 
( l) He art 
(2 Blood vessels 
( 2.) f J.."terie s 
(b) v e ·i ns 
(c ) Capil l aries 
The respira tory system is the bre3thing 
system of our body . It supplies the oxygen 
and removes the waste of carbon dioxide from 
the blood . The important parts of this 
system are : 
(1) Nose , throat , and traqhea 
( 2) Lungs 
(3 Diaphragm (4) Larynx 
The digestive system is the system which 
changes food into a soluble form and passes 
it into the b lood stream. Food passes 
through the following organs: 
(l) Mouth 
( 2) 
(3) 
( 4 
~g~ 
Esophagus 
Stomach 
Sm 11 intestine 
:::o lon 
The re 
(a ) 
are two processes i~volved: 
Food is cut and ground by the 
teeth and muscles of the 
intestines . 
(b) Food is chanced chemically by 
dicestive juices poured into the 
system b- glands a long its course. 
The excretbry system filters the wastes from 
the blood stream at certain places 
The blood wastes are taken care o~ by the 
lungs, sweat glands of the skin , and the 
kidneys . 
T __ e colon 1s usually classed as an excretory 
organ because it eliminates undlzested food 
materiels . 
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The reproductive systeg produces an~ 
nourishes ce lls for forming new individuals. 
The primary organs are the gonads . (1) Ovaries in the female 
(2) Testes in the male 
(3) The gonads are also duct less glcnds 
which furnish the blood with chemicals 
important in the maintenance and 
deve l opment of the body . 
i. The endocrine system stimulates and _ecu-
l ates a ll life processes . Thefe du tless 
glands are responsible for stature , genera l 
build , texture of the hair , vitality or 
rate of ene:c'GY production, and to a larce 
exte nt personality . (1) The ductless gland secrete hormones 
int o the b lood stream by osmosis . 
( 2 .Some prod 1ce immediate ction , such as 
anger . 
( 3 ) Most effe ts are slower, such as the 
control of bone growth throughout 
chi l dhood and adoles .ence . 
(4, c~uses of gland d~.sturbances 
( 5) 
(a) Prenatel disturbances 
(b) Injuries and childhood diseases 
can disturb the chenical balance 
( c ) 
(d) 
The 
(a. 
(b) 
( c ) 
(d) 
( e ) 
( f ) 
(g) 
of the body . 
~-1alrn.1.t:r>:L tion 
M ntal maladjustment can result 
in a slandular disturbance . Worry 
can c2use i llness and people can 
die from grief . 
glands and their functions 
The thyroid regulates the m~tabo ­
lisn and the growth and develop-
ment of both physical and mental 
ftmctions . 
The parathyroid glands regulate 
the calcium content of the blood . 
The adrenal glands g i ve 
stre -Gth for crises fui~h arouse 
fe3.r and anger . 
The pituitary g l and regulates 
growth and development . 
The thymus glands control the 
growth of the other glands . 
The pineal bod retards the growth 
of the sex g l ands . 
The sex g l ands or gonads become 
active in the early teens and cause 
t he changes of adolescence . 
3 . Diseases of the body 
A diseasi is n departure from the state or 
health in any part of the body or nind . 
There are two types of disease . 
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a . Organic - -Thic type of disease means th t 
there is a malfunctioninG with an o~gan of 
the body . They cannot be comnuni"ated from 
one person to another . 
·Cormnon ftmctional d.iseGs<=s are: 
(l) Heart dise~ses 
( 2) Diabetes 
b . Infectious- - This type of disease is caused 
by tiny living organisms l:novm GS gern s . 
Each infectious disease is caused by a 
snecific germ and is spread by passing the 
Germ from one person to another . 
Conm10n infectious diseases are : 
(1 1 The .ammon cold (2, Poliomyelitis 
(3) Tubercul osis ( 4) Inf l uenza 
h . Prevention of diseases 
a . A balanced diet which gives the person a 11· 
necessary food reqLdrements is a primary 
step in the prevention of dise9se . 
b . Exercise is a prevent-tive to disease since 
it strengthens musc l es , sti.ulates the 
appetite , and creates a condition in which 
rest wil l do y0u the most good. 
c . Proper amount of sleep is one of the best 
investments for growth and health . 
d . The correct clothing to maintain a healthful 
condi t i on is necessary to good health . 
Clothi ng shoul d protect against both co l d 
and hea t . 
(1) Cl o t hing should al l ow for evaporation 
of perspiration , and should prevent 
sudden chill ing . 
( 2 ) Cl othes should be chosen for health . 
Ha t s are sometimes ne essary and s: oes 
should have proper support _or feet . 
e . Personal cleanl inesss is one of the est 
health measures in the world . Cleanliness 
not only removes dirt and improves appear -
ance ~ but also allows the s~in to pe r form 
i.ts funct_:ons . 
B . Mental health 
Mental health is the maintencnce of emotional con -
trol of the individual . Men t al h g i ene prevents 
_ental disorders by building the mental habits and 
attitudes necessary for facing :!:'eality and ass .mint; 
normal responsibility . 
l . Mental diseases or d isorders 
The re are a l ways two elements working together 
to produce a mental disorder : a predisposing 
vJeal~ness nd several exciting causes . 
2 . Insanity is the loss of cont rol of the mind or 
body , or both , by los s of memory , hal l ucina -
tions, delusions ~ or si~ilar ~alse notions . 
a . A neuros is is a fun ctional disorder in 
which there is no demonstrable change in 
the nerve ce lls . 
b . A psychosis is a major menta l disorder . (1) Organic psychosis --t~ere is an impair -
ment of the nerve cells . · 
(2) Fl..l.nctional psyci1n .~~"- -- j_s more dif1.lcult 
to determine. It ;3eerJS to arise from 
faulty emotione~ Gevelopment . 
3 . Physical actors in mental health 
Mental disturbances do not always have a enta l 
origin . Any condition that continually irri-
tates the ne r vo1s system probably stimulates 
nome of the ductless g l ands and .auses an 
emotional reaction . It ~s difficult , there -
fore, to maintain sound mental health lf the · 
b ocly is suffering fl"Om a ny of the followinc; : 
a. Anemia 
b . Malnutrition 
c . Minor physical defects 
d . Fatizue 
4. Relation of physical to menta l health 
Physical and mental health are interdependent . 
The brain is the besis of our emotions. 
Emotiona l upsets cause bodi l y h~rm if they are 
allowed to .. occur often or are prolonged . This 
is the reason fo_ our lonz study of the subject . 
C . Methods of achieving physical and mental health 
l. Physical- -The methods here are very nmch the 
same as in preventing physical dlseases . 
a . Correct diet . 
b . Co_rect amounts of rest and relaxation 
c . Correct uosture 
2 . Me~tal -- In a~hieving sound mental he lth, one 
mould ·~ cquj_re the habits and attj_tudes to I"c:lc:e 
daily experiences easily . Two i ·.portant 
examples are: · 
a . Cooperatj_on 
b . Sportsmanship 
CoJTIJTilmi ty services to physical a no. menta l 
health . The corn.munity provides many se~rvices 
to this part of your development . 
a . Food and water purification 
b . Sewer2 ge disnosa l 
c . Medical and dental services 
d . Recreational activities 
e . Diet SHpervision 
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f . Adequate and hea lthful living accommodations . 
III . ~ctivities 
A. A grea t deal of material is given in this unit . 
Each student can choose a sepa r ate section and 
de velop i t . P?rts of the unit will be done in 
connection with the general science course . 
l . From an overview of the unit , students will 
decide which sections interest them . 
2 . Examples may be written to show how when you 
are not feelin g well, it affects their actions . 
3 . A composj_tion or oral tall-~ may be Given on the 
interdependence of the systems of the body . 
4 . In cooperation with the science course > diagrams 
may be drawn of the sys t ens of the b ody . 
5 . St 1dents should chart their hea lth habits . 
Particular attention will be paid to those 
hab:ts of cleanliness and correct clothing . 
6 . A discussion will be based on the topi c : Wha t 
are some of the things that you do which 
affec t the hea lt h of those about yo _? 
7 . Each student may look ~p the life and work of 
a fa ·TJ.ous person in the field of hea lth . Here 
is a l ist of suggested topics : 
a . Wa l ter Reed and the conquest of ye llow fever 
b . Robert Koch and t he conquest of tuberculosis 
c . The work of Loui s Pasteur 
d . Dr . Jonas Salk 
8 . A notebook section may be used for vocubul a ry 
work in this unit . The basic l is t nay be made 
up by a group of students . 
9 . Those interested in home economics may make up 
diets containing the seven basic foods . Ca lorie 
count may be k ept . These diets should be made 
for health . 
10 . l\1alce a chart entitled. nFood I Need D3ily That 
Is Pr ovided by the Community . " The fol lo\..Ying 
form n2y be ~sed : 
11. 
S~bstances I Need 
a . Carbohydrates 
b . Fats 
c . Proteins 
l'Jhy I Need Each 
i'or energy 
for energy 
for building 
l"epair, and 
some energy 
One 
The 
or two systems may be studied 
choice is up to a c l ass vote . 
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Common Sources 
of These Foods 
grains,potatoes 
cream, fat meats 
e ggs ,milk and 
cheese 
1n deta::Ll . 
Emphas1s wil l 
be on the functions of the system and its inter -
dependence . 
12 . Reports may be made on food and health habits i n 
other nations or other parts of the country . 
13 . Write a composit1on or p r epare an oral ta l k on 
a c11s ec.s e which interests you . Incl uo.e caus e , 
symp toms, treatment and results . 
14. The physical factors in mental hea l th may 
receive the attention of the whole class . 
Examples may be given of those listed in 3 . 
under Section b . of the course outline . 
15 . A list of habits and attitudes may be made of 
instances of how cooperation and sportsnanship 
benefit the individua l s in the community . 
16 . Each student may make a l ist of the metho~s he 
may use in achieving good habits and att1tudes . 
17 . Sunm1at ion v-ril l be ;;1aci.e of the com .. mt!.nity services 
avai la.!)le in the 2ommuni ty . A g ro v .. p or inc!i vid -
ua l s could find out how ea ch i ndividua l uses 
the faci l ities . 
18 . Compa rison between the accommodations in this 
community and others cou l d be made . This need 
not be personal if it arouses inc orrect atti -
t ud es . Private school facilities may be 
compal"ed . 
B . Culminating activities 
1 . Reports and assignments in notebooks may be 
2 . General discussions on pertinent subjects may 
be El2d e . 
3 . Compa.ris on wi t h other membe rs of the r!s choo l u 
may be drawn in personal c le an l i ness traits . 
~ - Improvements in appearance and pos t ~re may be 
noted . 
5 . Vo cabu lc.ry c ontent and control may be chec{ed . 
IV . Eva l uation 
A . Pupil 
1 . Have the ac tivities and discussion s of this unit 
he lped yo~ to i Jprove appearance a nd attitudes? 
2 . SunTTia.Pize your r-eactions to the materials in 
the unit . 
3 . Do activities point out the relation of the 
individual to the group? 
4. Will you try to keep the cha_ts of good food 
and personal appearance th-oughout the year? 
B . Teacher 
V. Aids 
1 . Rave the needs of the indiViduals in the class 
been determined? 
2 . As well as improvements in appearance and 
attitudes , has skill in readin~ fact s :ncreased? 
3 . A sociogram woul d be helpful in this·unit to 
determine if any of the social isolates have 
gained in social · elations . 
4 . A true and fa ls e quiz could be given to the 
class , if disposed to it in the attitudes 
building se tion . This cannot be made ~p in 
advance since it mus t be based on the individ -
uals in the c l ass and their reactions to the 
unit . 
3 . Forn~al testing should be kept to the minimum . 
6 . Reading exercises based on the materials can be 
helpful in developing skills of both reading 
and social studies . 
A. ~upil 
1. Billet , Roy 0 . and J . Wendell Yeo, Grofing Up , 
D . C . Heath ::And Company , Bosto"l1, 1951 , 
Chapters III, IV , VII. 
2 . Clemensen , Jessie Williams and William Ralph 
La Porte, Your Health and Sa1ety , 
(revised. editio-n) , Harcourt , Erace And 
Company , New York , 1946 . 
3. Life Ad justment Booklets Science Research 
Asson ~ at es, Inc ., Chicago 
a . A Gui de to Log!c~l Thinking 
b . GiT:lds--t·o--·Good Groom:l.ng 
c . UndersL-nding Yourself 
d . You and Your ~ealth 
e . Your Behavior Problems 
4 . Robinson , Clark, Making the Most Out of School 
and Life ~ Ginn .Cmd Company , New Yo _lc, 
1952 , Chapter XX . 
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5 . Wheat , Frank Merrill nnd El izateth T . Pitz -
patricl: , Health and Bod'· Bt~j_ ld:!.n,~, .Americ n 
Book Comp3ny, New York, 1S51 . · 
B . Te2cher 
1. · s<:nglish , 0 . S purgeo , "f>I. D. and Ge:c>ald :E-I. J . 
Pearso1 , M. D., Emotiona l Problems of 
Li -,J"ing ~·J . H. Norton and Com.pan~; ,- Ii1C . . , 
Nev;r York , 1945 . 
2 . Rivlin , Harry N. , Teachi~s Adoles ents I~ 
Secondary .Schools, _!!_ppleton -,-=:entury -<~ro t:::, 
J=n-6 . , New York , 19~-8 , Ch pter XII . 
3 . Turner , Clair E . , Personal and Comnmnit,- IIealth , 
The C. V. f/io~by CompaLy, S t . LOl.iS, 19I~8 . 
4. Uhl; Will is , L . and Francis F . Powers , Personal 
and Socia l Adjustments~ The Macmillan 
. -·f") 
r;or.1pany , Nevv Yo_ L:: , 193o . 
C. Visual A:Lcls 
1 . Association Films Inc . , 347 Madison Avenue , 
I·Te·vl Yor~: . 
a . The Clean Look 
b . !-Ieads Up For-Beauty 
2 . Co~onet Films. ~oronet Building, Chicago , 
Illinois . 
a . Food The t B"Ldlds Good He21 th 
b . Eearnin[ About., Our Bodie2 
Posture Habit~ 
d . You~ Health At rtome 
e . Your Hea l th : Disease and Its Control 
Unit IV 
Choosins Life Goals 
This unit is designed for use with a class , perhaps 
fifty per cent of which may leave school before they fi nish 
hi~h school . Ninth grade may be the termina l year for a 
majority of the students . Some of the students may not 
have c; i ven any cons idera ti on to the field of vwrl<:. Since 
field trips a nd on - the - job surveys may be undesirable in 
many institutions, it will be directed primarily toward 
de termini ng interests and abilities . As i n several institu -
tions , the Maine State S chool for Girls does have visitors 
from different occupations explain the qua lifi c a tions and 
training necessary for specific occ upa tions . 
I. Objectives 
A. Basic understandings 
1 . Every person must work or support himself 
during his life time . 
2 . The abilities a nd interests of every person 
are different. 
3 . Choosing your l ife goa l shoul d not be a hasty 
decision . 
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4 . The limits of success in the occupation of your 
choice depend on the individual. 
B . At t itudes and Appreciations 
l. Jobs can be monotonous unless they suit your 
interests a n d ~bilities . 
2 . A successful job is one in which ypu can 
forget about yourself and think of others . 
3. One can overcome financial difficulties by 
effor·t . 
4. Success in a ny career is gradual . 
s. Succes s in careers depen ds to a large degree 
on a hea l thy persona lity . 
6. A mi nor start in bne fie l d of interest l eads 
to success . 
II . Scope of the Unit 
A. Analysis of one ' s self in order to see how well one 
would fit into a certain occupation . 
l. Your likes and cHslikes reveal interests . 
a . They reveal re al interests . 
b . These likes and dis l ikes are subject to 
change as you mature . 
2 . Interests are revealed in subjects you enjoy 
in s ch.ool . 
3 . Interests are shown by the types of activities 
one chooses . 
4. Hobb ie s reveal two parts of one 's interests . 
a . 'They may serve as a n introduction to a 
vocation . 
b . They may serve as a release ahd change from 
3 . Rea l interests should coincide with one ' s true 
abilities . 
6 . The types of interests : 
a . Personal - social i nterests. These interests 
~nclude association with or service to 
people, such as mee t ing th~m face to face, 
listening to their problems, giving advice , 
waiting up bn them, offering personal care . 
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b . Natural interests . This field includes 
int rest in plonts: nim ls, and minera ls, 
especic 11-- interest in using and p_ otecting 
natur l resources . 
c. Meehan·· cal interests . Jt person who has 
these interests usually enjoys activities 
connected with construction and manufactur -
ins . 
d . Business interests . Those with business 
interests show preference for activ· ties 
such as selling, buying, working with 
numbers , bude:;etins, and boolckeepins . 
e . Artistic interests . These are evident by a 
lilcing for music , dramati production , end 
art . These interests find outlets in 
creative work . 
f . Scientific interests . Scientific interests 
are usually characteristic of people who 
like to experiment . They like to know 
causes and effects of event8 . 
7 . Careers must be chosen vrit~l ~ n·,n·- bili ties in 
mind . 
a . Intellectual ability and willinsncss to work 
usually determine ~ whether :ou c2~ GO to 
co llege . 
b . Spe ial abilities like music lead into a 
wide' range of occupations . These special 
abilities usually requ- re fur ther trainin~ . 
B. Study of the occupations and their requirements 
1 . General discussion of vocations 
a . So'_;:>,::.·::~~:: tion in work is possible . 
1~. ::-:c;; __ :_;!:t..::. ati on is not always importar:-':., 
~2pecially ~1en experience or sale~r~le 
skills are being acquired . 
2 . Persona l characteristics have voca tional 
sisnificance . 
a . Bein[_: -':1 t~_ ;ne 2uilds responsibilit-- . 
b . Whil ,-: · ·q' r:~": c.1oi ng a job, work at it . 
Inatt~~tion rna lead to misfortune . 
c . Have a ~enuine interest in your work . 
d . Learn to ake o ders without hurt fe linGs . 
e. Don't take chances . Since .lmost all 
occupational accidents'~nd injuries result 
from person~l carelessn~ss rin the job , 
employers insist on safe practices by 
employees. 
f . Your employer will expect good social 
conduct from you . 
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(l, Dress appropriately for the job . 
( 2) Keep up to the schedule of the position . 
3 . People are employed in many occ Ipations . The 
following groups are often used : 
a . Professio nal and semi - professional workers 
b . Proprietors , manacers and orficials 
c . Clerical , s .les , and ~indred workers 
d . Craftsmen , foremen , and kindred ~orkers 
e . Operatives and l.dndred vrorl-.:ers 
f . ?rotective and service workers 
0 • Service workers , except protective 
h . L borers , in - 1 ding f rm laborers 
4 . People are employed -in many indust~ies . These 
wor~{ers 8 e class if led as to where they worl: , 
rather than what; they do . 
5 . Training must ta1·=e place for one of t>.e 
occup .tional families according t~ . u .r· 
interests and abilities . 
6 . "'<'ntrance occup · tions are tyves of worl~ \'!hich 
CAn be entered without previous experience . 
L • ~-~c.·t.c· odd jobs and pal"t - time "obs h2ve 
p:>'O~J ~i-tl;- ·, ·'::>·::n O.t.. t~is type . 
1J. -_.· ;·c,·. ::-::.::: lookinL for worl: which will .sive 
; c,,__. :---;2nd:i..i, -; mon2:; TJ ln:: valuable experience , 
:·,;·: ~-:::..11 ·:~·-··. ·:. .·.· .: · '·',:p lo;rment ;n ~~~ ._,,-J... 
or<·l-~9<.,JC.~Otl ~· ___ ,·;.'. :1.-: )."·-:J.::,·~cc1 t(J ... ,_ . , 
·:~~ r.::c··::; ·:.o ~ !::..:· 1 _ _. ~- '--~· \ .. tJt · atir;~·l . 
\rlhc:n:; Jtla"=E:::o 2 60od ,jol::;.? 
a . Is there provj_sj_on for advo.r.cc:uent , deduc -
tions, ~- nri ~·,2-nc i'i ts in the position? 
b . Arc c:;···. ·: .:. : .~c.."' employment rea::onable and 
cj_l=:r,~ -:1. ~·-Di.~? Encl1 occ,~~pot:Lo11 hcs (!j_~fer -
c . •:tll ":;hc.:.'8 j:---, -.:·::. ···:c:::.~·:i.c; · r."· C •1l!J'J;·.J::y;~ ? 
d . Do ;:·o·, 1 ~no:1 t'.~e d<:~:L; ._ · .::nr~';_-:-5_o._,_ t:1~ .. ~~ ~-, .. 
:c,CC[l~il'CcO f01 · the )OS:!. t :i.Ol '? 
8 . S·~CP.::· _:·: .' e ·/ldence on possible soLl.t·· ,..J_, -·-o ~-- ·:::..· 
o . ~.-,·~:.: · teachers and socj_-=-1 ':JC':L' 1 ~r:rs will ~_ive 
~--, 'l ::..nforrnat_on al-~ov_~~ ~ -. d. ~ ,- __ ·f ona l q•.talifi -
;'"lt~_rm s ~ interests and c..:J:il:L.ties . 
b . :Jan;;'" pampJ'J ... · .. -., :·.1:egazines and books c..re 
avail'"lbl: --.< i·.i;_i h. desc:."'::..be 1. __ erent 
occ-~;-:'i'~!·:~.:~on e . 
c • . ,r,_, ..: ·-·;·! ,)~J serve :,_ =··y.,-,_, .-_,'l;n '- •r:-.! .. !.'1-:tltJ dj_f-
ferent occupatio:·:'. :: :_.r-.~li ni. ~ . e:~p:::c·-
ience , and. educe;L;-i_nr~ i'C ·:s~::::.r~r .L'or t.:t<_..Je 
posj_ tions wi.l1 e:·.v0; ~ ,·.;. ~- ;:_;ood j de a of the 
occupations . 
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6. . Personnel dir·ec to_ s from dif f erent 00. r: ,~i-;:1-
tions wi ll interview you. and descr:iY r: ~:;'w.i.,.> 
oc:cnpatior.. s . 
e . F i e l d trips may be made to firms and 
ind.ustries o..: t he COimmmity . 
III. Sug~ested activities 
.A . Spec:Lf:lc 
The ac ti v:l t:les for tJ~··_ s 1\~1:. -':; u :.ll ''e C.i(; r_: Oicll)l :i_shed 
in an individ1..w l Elci1nr:; ::· :.:.:;:: :i:'<..:·:· 83 J·, _;__::; ~;osc_:..-;le . 
The ~Jr~1n2I")~' tas! ~ 
thinkinr~ fo~C" : .. ~.--
·::;o c~o 
-; '-~. '--~ .... :: .. 
. ' . . ~ , ... · ·_ - ~- - - -~ .· )-:. · . ; -~--·.:: f l l~G--- ·c 1:: 
_ .. 'l' ~,:~ -::· . :. Jot , I.J.eo: l l: :_,·: ~ .r .:. .... ·~ .'rpor-o:-
T;.:.L on ~-J+(i f.Ie ll os e Street, Boston , r.1as s . 
I) • T Uo:nt a Jot, Icleo.l Pictures 'Corporation, 
TI() Melrose Street , Bo.::ton, l"lass . 
2 .. T tl1e ~ tu. Ct~r of t 1is 1~-~i t t lS .eJ~,,_l ... on1rilitteec 
1<mst ·be : 
o. . Library Corrunittee : to post l ists of bool·:s 
~nd pamphl et material on iocations which 
wi ll be helpful to the c l ass _ 
h . B11l l etin -Board Conmi ttee : to t;a ther "~-;cl 
. . . 
I ·~ t ' ' ' ~ ., • . ~- _:_ J. •• : -~ C"l 
.J ._ ........... .. 
'./ha t courss _ . ,:: :c yon enjoyr..:ci j_n ·.:: ·:'10r)l , 
and wl:y? 
b . What courses have you d:Lslilced in school , 
s.nd why? 
c . L; s t the jobs which --ou have held c.nd. their 
respe ctive dut i es . 
d . Which j obs i~terested you most . 
e . \·.Jl1ich jobs c1id you dis l:Llce? 
f . I s there any t ask whlch you do tha t interests 
~ou to the point that you l ose all sense o~ 
t:i.me ? 
c:. . Hha t are your hobb le s and how long; have you 
hod the 1? 
h . What ore the activit i e~ i n which you hav~ 
pnrt i c ipa t ed. i n this ~ommuni ty . 
i . Why did you choose these activities? 
j . As far as it ls possib l e , describe your 
outs t and ing abil it i es . 
k . What are y our specia l weaknesses wh ich 
woul d prevent you from attaining or ma i n -
trini ng a posi t ion? 
l . Fhat are the p e rsona l ity traits 1·vhich a r e 
invo l ved in this unit ? 
n . :!:n 'c~1:i .s co n·_ection , what are your specia l 
weal:nesses ? 
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!_~ . •;> oo::c; the occn':::_~·;_or..:::~ ficlcJ which inter sts 
a . Find out the related occupations to this 
ceneral _ield . 
b . Find out the t r aininG and education 
necessary for thi s fie l d . 
c . \'!hat ere the ent ry occupation::: "'"'r· .. ~-. ·.::: 
fi2ld ? 
Th:Ls ii1c:teri::tl should te ke)t _·_~: -J·:;~ :1Gceboolc 
..=·or further peference . 
'"our prese .1t occt:pation is that of a student . 
~~n what '\'.Jays would yot.r vrorl;: per ... orrnance on the 
~:lrescnt ,job indicate Hhat your work Labi ts are 
2pt to ~e on another job? Each student should 
list how they hope to a hieve i mprovement in 
this respect . 
i·, ·:c :J ll of the pass ib l e s ol u tion::: to ac quiri nc; 
',;'~s necessary training and education for the 
occu.pation of yo1~r choice . 
·.! J,app:renticesl:.ip 
b . N:i_ght --:ncl c rJrr·espond.ence courses avai l able 
c. o:-1 - ':: '--:. : -:· ·:> ·:,;-··-:-··_ning pro(.~rams 
7 . Pa neL: :.· ~~ '_c ::::ct FP to discuss the advanta.=;es 
and dls~6vantases of diffe _ent types of 
occup:_;t:Lons . 
8. The ;o llowins activit· shoul d be planned in 
cooperat i on wi th the Enslish departnent : 
l 
a . Writing lett e rs of application 
b . How to prep~ie for int erviews 
r)ral L.:~ ··:· ;,·;::_11 "C :;:i.ven b;· ~~·:.r-:: .. ::!~1be :r• s o the 
~~lo~:-· ·-~_)l_y:_;_, t~1: _;r,.:C:i~~'2·:~-·_otl ~;~-1 1 ,:::~~. , :-~r; . .;o~_~c~:· (l~_· -:..~o 
--cn.~r· -~>:.'.":::·.::,.: no ·:l ~ \•: ill 1-:-2 c~-:.2 OCCllpC.t_;_Cl1 O.i.' 
-- ·c: · !_··. · "Jol_c c .. 
.-·ur:!m2rize the person3.l charac te::'iS ttcs tha'c 
2::."e i_,lpO~"':.?n t --.. 1 r:'n~r oc upation . 
;. tune ts ni_l J. ·,._ ... ·~ ·0:'_r;c c~i vinr::; interviews to one 
another . 
}.~. . Rcporl s or .. -t~;.e ~-::-' ' '1 "}_t?.ts a11d t.oo ~-: s of, dif :'e~e11t 
p2.--o l'ess iCl12 ~ !_:_l~- "1. ~ ~::._ 1JSl1 an.c1 diSCllSSed .. 
5. Cor:q)osit:Lon;3 iT: .::·~ be wrj_tten on the follm•r:1.ng 
top:!..cs : 
8. . 'r 1y plan for 1nc_e3Sin~; m;· c;rJ.c-:-::) i lity ns a 
worlcer . ' 
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b . "How may 2 chool help me to achieve my goals?'' 
c . 1What are the opportunities in this cot -
munity to achieve these otjectives?" 
6 . Dramatizations of conditions of different 
occupations can be p l anned and executed . 
IV . Evaluation 
A. Pupil 
l . Did you enjoy the ctivities that concern your 
fut LJ.re? 
2 . Did you discover ~hat your interests and 
s.bili ties were ? 
3 . From the discussions of different occupations, 
did you fin· new and re l ated occupations which 
coincide with your interests? 
~- . Hhat t;eneral plans have you nc.de for ths _ utt~re? 
5 . What specific plans have you made to achieve 
your long range goals? 
B . Teacher 
V. l'.ids 
l . Have the students expressed their wishes to 
participate :Ln th:_::: community 1 s af~'airs? 
2 . Has there been an increase in use of potential-
ities of the students? 
3. Have any students shown progress in attempting 
to achieve zoals of self - reliance? 
4 . Has profj_ciency in the use of sl:ill~::; inc1. eased? 
5 . Evaluation of this unit must be based on the 
individual ' s reactions to the materials pre -
s entec1 . 
A . Pllpil 
l . Billet, Roy 0 . and J . Wendell Yeo~ Growing Up , 
D. C. Hc~t~ and Company , ·Boston , 1951 , 
Chapter X: . 
2. 
--' ' 
Brewer, John M. , and Edward Landy , Occupation 
Today, ( new edition ), Ginn ~nd Company , 
I ew _ ork , 1949 . 
Dictionary of Occupation Titles , Part I , 
Superintendent of Documents , Un i ted 
States Printing Office , Washington , D . C . 
4 . Life Adjustment Booklets , Science Research 
Associates , Inc ., Chicago 
a . Choosing Your Career 
b . Getting Job Experience 
c . How to Get the J ob 
d . Your :ersonality and Yo1r Job 
5. Robinson , Cl ark , MakinG the Mo~t Out of School 
and Life , Ginn And Compariy , New Yo k , 19~1 , 
Part V.t i. 
6 . Roth , Lawrence V . and ,::. tilln.an l\1 . Hobbs , Your 
i'iorld And You , Laid l aw Brother s , Inc-.-,-
New York, l 95h . 
7 . Smith , Harriet Ful len , Yotlr Life as a C tizen , 
Ginn And Company , New Yor::, 19:;2 , Unit III . 
B . Tea.cher 
1 . Eaer , Max F . and Edwerd C . Roeber, Occ lpntional 
Information , Science Research Associates_, 
Inc . , Chi ca.go . 
2 . Billinss , Mi l dred L ., Group Methods of St0dyins 
OccFpations , International Textboo~·= Corr.p.::my , 
Scranton , f 9 1·1. 
Forreste _, Gertrude , Methods of Vocational 
Guid~nce, D. C . Heath And J ompany , Boston, 
l9)_!.r! . . 
l.j. . ttlyer·s, Geo c;e E ., "Principles and Techniques of 
Vocat i onal G1ddance , McG-raw - Hill Book 
Compa rr , New York , 1941 . 
5. Reilly , William J . , C ~ reer Pl nnin~ for Hi~h 
School Students : Harpers And Brothers , 
New York , 1953 . 
C . Aids . 
1 . Coronet Films , :oronet Building, J _icaso , 
Il l inois . 
a . Aptitudes and Occupa t ions 
b . Choosing Yonr Occt~p - tions 
c . Findiri[ the ~iGht Jot 
2 . Sc i ence Res e arch Assoc5.ates , Jnc ., 57 West 
Gr::1n•::! l'.renne , Chicaco , l linois . 
Kuder Pre f e _ence Record - Vocati'Jnal 
3 . Ideal Pictur es Corporation , 40 Me lrose S t reet , 
Bosto 1 , JV1ass . 
a . How to Keep a Job 
b . I \fant a Job 
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VI . General Reading Material on Choosing an Occupation 
l. Betz , Betty , The· Bett- Betz Career Book, 
Grosset and Duniap , New York , 1949 . 
Sound advi ce is given in the first section of 
this book on how to carry out that first inte_ -
view , h oN to hold your job , and how to climb 
the ladder of success . Then , meet the top 
people in many different fields . They know the 
business and can give practical Stlg ·es tions . 
2 . Brooke , Esther B . , Gui de to Career Success , 
Harper And Brothers , New York , 1947 . 
Scientific tests may help you to discover what 
cereers a_e best - suited to your personality , 
aptitudes , and interests . These tests are 
explained . A helpful chart lists occupations 
and the personality , mental and physical 
characterist:lcs necessary for them . The author 
admits of "pull " :ln gettinG some positions . 
What do you think? 
3 . Davey , ~L, Smith E ., and. I11yers , T . , Everyday 
Occupations , D. C . Heath And Company , 
Boston , 1950 . 
There is a way to go_about studying a career . 
Education and training , worlcing condltions , 
and personal qualifications , are only a few 
considerations to be made . If you would like a 
working plan for your career , perhaps this book 
can help you get started . 
4. Detjen , M. F . and Detj n , E . W., Your Plans for 
the Future, Whitt l esly House , New York , 
19WI-.---. 
5. 
~hether you want to go to junior college , 
vocational trade school , or take home study 
courses, this boo~ has some good advice for you . 
Hints on how to get the mcst out of these 
oppor'tnni ties, as well as hoN· to tal· advantase 
of apprentice training in larce companies , is 
give n . 
Kitson , H. D . , I Find My Vocation , McGraw -Hill 
Book Corr.p<:my , Inc .-~New Yor'k, 1954 . 
Very p:cactical ad.vice is r;iven on how to choose 
you? vocation and most import .nt , how to be 
happy in it . ?erhaps you would like to apprc.is e 
your own assets and liab ilities and also the 
advantages a nd disadvantages of the field you 
plan to enter . 
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6 . Myers , G., Little, G. M., and Robinson , S . A ., 
Planning Your Future , McGraw -Hill Eook 
Company , J..nc ., f~Tev; Yo rt::, 1953 . 
Perhaps there are questions you should ask your-
se lf before de ciding upon a vocat i on . Condi -
tions have changed sin ce the time our fathers 
were job - hunting . See if you can find how they . 
have changed and what the authors claim to be 
the most necessary i ngredients fo· success ! 
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Unit V 
The Family 
This unit is of extreme importance lOr students in an 
institution for delinquents . A majority of the students 
come from homes which are broken physically and/or spiritu -
al ly . Thi s unit is not to be used in a critical manner in 
any way . Rather~ it is to point out the functions of the 
home . Since i t ~-s no1~mol for ado lescents to envj_s"',:-;e family 
lile in the near future~ it wil l be well to examine the 
functions of a normal family . . The work should be cond~cted 
on an impersonal bas is ~ except when students volunteer the1Y' 
react ions and experiences . In spite of the fact that the 
families ~rom whence they came are sub - normal in their 
performance of functions :~ stll.dents a_e reluctant to rea liz e 
this . The emotional leve l of the students reveals their 
attitude towa- d the f amily . No att itude ca n be i noosed 
upon them by the teacher . Through a positive study of the 
family~ healthful attj_t ndes can be built :l.n the clc,ssroorn . 
Ab ove a ll ~ a moralizing attitude on the part of the teacher 
is to be avoided . 
I. Ol: jecti ves 
A . Basic understandings 
1 . The family is the bas i c social unit of o;_:p 
society . 
2 . Mono[~anw i s considered the most pract:Lcal w::ry 
to develop a home that is democrati~ . 
So 
j . The home has numerous functions , both tanuible 
and intant';ib le . 
4 . Homes and families are laboratories for ~ivins . 
B . Attitudes and Appreciations 
1 . The horne is more than a social sroup which 
p~ovides !ood, shelter and lot~inc . 
2 . The financial condition of the family does not 
determine its wop'~~ . 
3 . Family relationships are of lifetime endurance. 
4. Emotions can be released with underst c ndin3 
among fnmi ly members . 
5 . The ~eoeral education re eive1 from ~he home 
and fa1nily gives the bas is of pers onal:L t~r . 
6 . The sense of belongin~ to a family is basi to 
~rowth of the individual . 
7 . The pattern of family life differs in rural 
nnd urban areas . 
II . S ope of the Unit 
:.;, 
A. The Family Unit 
l . The fam:L l -- and home coincide because of the ro1 e 
of marriage in our society . 
2 . Specific functions of the home and marria~e 
a . The biological function - - This consists of 
the reproduction of 'the species . 
b . The protect i ve function --The home provides 
the basis of care of the human baby . 
c . The religious function --Young people acquire 
their religious traini ~~ in the home . 
d . The counse l j_ng funct:i "·:·1- - The home continues 
to be a center of lo ,e ·J;~d companions~ip . 
3 . The real me as nre of a home: 1...: I'Jhat it does for 
the members of the fru.ily . 
a . Satisfying basic needs 
b . Developing the personalities to the fullest 
extent . 
4 . The hon~ provides conditions for developins the 
person:::lity . 
a . he member'S of a family are intimate comrades . 
They 1mderstand thet the family does not 
exist for the benefit of one alone . 
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b . Understandin~ amons the members of 3 fami l y 
l l ows i t t o be a ounselin~ center . There 
should be no p ob J.em that cannot be dis -
cHs::.:ecl in the home . 
c. MPmhers of c family stimulate one another . 
Cl . ~-~,..,--, :2::"~ -,:" ·, :'.'r• .. , ~l. : r 11AVe responsi'bilities 
(l ) Respect and love for one another 
(2 ) Home duties or cho es 
e. ti!embers o a fn::1ily are interdependent to 
one onothe_ . (l ) Chi l dren are dependent on parents for 
:~inancial suppo._ t . 
( 2 ) Par ents depend on one another for love 
and affection . 
f . Families and homes p ovide desirable c on -
flicts . It is place where you can ~eveol 
your ?eal feelinss abo:.1t sit.lat::!..ons ,.ihich 
d :1. 8 t llT b ~TO~.l. 
c . The no:;1e pro•.Tides for p:!ysic21 edu·:·~tiOl! . 
(1 , Entin::.; 
(2 ) Wa l kins 
(3) The control of todily ~unctions 
h . General education takes place in the home . 
( 
2
1 ~ Lan;;ua;;e 
( J Custoos and tradttions 
B. P·chevior· ln the Fa1~.j_ly 
1. Chant;es which ad ole:" c enn~ ·- • ··· ., ..... ·· ·,1 .f:J.:·1::Lly 
:>."'el3t:~onship 
a . This is th~ "':-··" c•:.' -~ .::.n,_;e s both phy,2j';al 
2nd men:~·j_ .'.,l yuFn people . 
b . ' ou· -:.~ pec·ple 1 e2.ch Otlt fo:>."' nev1 . .; o . panions 
J.n do l escence . 
c . In t erests in ths opposite sex come into 
"OCllS . 
2 . Family habits that should be out[rown as 
adolescence prosresses 
Permittins p~rents to do too much fo r the 
ch~ld . One 1mst learn not to ex pect th t 
parents are to provide fo _ al l tne whims 
and desires of young people . 
b . Pl aylng one pa~ent against the other . One 
mu.st l ea· n to respect the wishes of either 
parent without running to the other f or 
support . 
c . Family dis t rust . The decis i ons of the 
family should be made tos:ethe . 
3 . 
li 
.. 
s. 
6. 
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Some family problems that should not worry you 
too much 
a . Grandparents living in t he family . You 
should learn to accept them as people . 
b. The family schedule . Every sroup must have 
c certain schedule , the family is no 
exception . 
c . The divi sion of labor . Each member of the 
family has certain functions to perform . 
These should never be so rigid that one 
may not do a function of another member of 
the far11ily, b:ut there shotllc1 always . be a 
cooperat :L ve spir:Lt vvhere Em-- member lends a 
hand to help out another . 
Means of achievins good fam:Lly relationships 
a . Tallc things over vvi th yotE' parents . 
b . Respect and cooperate with all the person-
alities in the family. 
c . Have fun with your family . Nany activities 
can be done with the 1amily as a whole . 
Picnics and games are two examples . 
d . Behave as well at home as you do when you 
are out of the home. 
e . Working :Ln the home bui lds up the fee l ing 
of belonging i n the t,_oup . 
The effe t of urban cm!lmunities upon the family 
has chansed some condit:Lons of the unit . 
a . Crowded livinG conditions 
b . More act:Lvities re done outside the home , 
such a s rec reation . 
Modernism has c used the disintegration of the 
fam:Lly . (Optional depending unon the emotional 
level of the class . ) 
a . Divorce 
(l) P esent statts 8nd causes 
(2 Separation and de sertion 
b . Homes 
( l) Brolcen 
( 2 ) Poo r 
(3) Diseased 
Attempts have been made at stab:Llizing Ameri an 
faraily life . 
a . Lega l reforms 
(l) Uniform marriage and divorce laws (2 Improved court procedure 
b . Social reforms 
(l) Training in homemaking 
(2) Wholesome fami ly life 
(3) Solution of related social and economic 
· prob l em::: 
n ~ 
Oj 
III . Su~~ested activities 
A. Spe ifj_c 
l . DifiCU.S2il'~1~~ ~.-~41~ 1J2 ~1e ld on the f'u.n .t~ ~, ~~~ r\·:• 
a . 
1; 
'-' . 
c . 
2 . The 
for 
a . 
b . 
c . 
d . 
e. 
f . 
g . 
H~w do you hope to achieve these functions 
in your own home? 
Why is successful marriage based on ~ore 
than .jnst the physical fun tion? 
How do members of a _amily stimulate one 
anothe ? 
following vocabul ary wil l se:..ve s a basis 
discussion : 
f'Iarri ge 
Biological function 
Interdependence 
S i3;lings 
Basic needs 
Family 
Any other voco.bulnry v..rhich needs _ ·u:-·ther 
e::planation 
3 . Bool:lets, DI'O,iccts .- nd exhibiti:. C:<.Hl l.le made 
dep:i_c .. ~ ·_,.,~: J.••L:,.'ica n family life . 
11. ::_, .st2 c:.n ~:12 . .Jade o home duties which di:c-ectly 
) . -~:2['~~~~~: ... , , : ·:_.J. ; J.;··l:_!.,L~{.-~; __ o;.··L -; __ · · :.~.)1ni~~- ___ ... ~·--
-~-_eetins; . ~l1GOEe 8 t)l1 01"'}t:Yj1 : {}~· -!_.--\·.: l'U!.Li_l~, 
~--_,_,_ . _;_>~ ::< :.:'>:::vo~:t on : ~'-i'hc kind of 1-,0T!'C , nd i amily 
I would lil{e to have . ' 
-( . Students who have art abili t:;· : :.il prep:::re an 
exhibit of color schemes nd furnishin 8 S wh· ch 
wonld malce an ettractl ve home . 
su de to 
chc:c: ..:.y'.>i•.1' ·::;hlnking : 
a . iould yo~ want your friends to }udge you by 
the wa- you act nd appear around your home? 
If not , why not? 
b . Are there s ome common situations whic"'l cause 
tensions between brother and sister? If 
there se w to be , list them n the board 
a nd let members of the l as s SuGsest ways 
of avoiding or handline such situations . 
c . If there ~re some thinGS which yo1r parents 
have not been able to do for you , bu t which 
you wo 1ld li~e to do for ~our child_en , 
name these things . 
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B . Culminating activities 
l . Suurnarize the funct~ons of the family . The 
continuity of this m-y be traced by reports on 
ot .. er family l ife . 
a . An Ecyption fomily 
b . A Roman family 
c . A Hebrew family (Bible tine~) 
2 . Study the home llf'e of any great man o_ viOman . 
In wh3t respects was that person a homemade 
pr·oduct? 
3. Make a list of social customs p_acticed in the 
home . The fo l lolin~ CX3Qpl ~ mry Eerve ~s 3 
guide for the list . 
3 . Show courtesy to ench memlJe::c· o · the f8 nily . 
b . Use GOOd tab le ~~nncr2 . 
c . Plr:n : ·r::. an cnte::.'tet ::. ·1r. Ci:'::; for f1·~end;::; of 
~ro l.ll" ~ ._;e . 
l! . '3Ch student :ls to r c:L::e a plan lor t!1e-1.r f~1t1~r 
ho~c . t discuss_on on· ~o~par::.son ~~ ~1e vQrious 
pl~r~ s~o1ld be ~-:d . 
The folloi'f::i.. s :::-:;t::..•_;it~r 1.o:r Lc em:r:'l'J~r~d if t~c 
ms t1:r- .i t;r of' the s tndents vrarrant::: t t . Good 
rc.~port with the students wou_d te et pre -
r•2C}1.1.iG J ·c e . 
To find Ollt i~10T'e c:~bo lt you::. CO:-'!J:!On rroblems' 
write one or more of t:h.e::.1 on J. piece of p.3per . 
.?.ls o , your plsn of hancEinc them . !, comr.1::i.. ttee 
::hm:ld be appo:i .. nte d to ~~o th!· ou~)1 the ol ips and 
cla~sify the p~oblems and sugsestions . Now, 
with the help of the teacher , plan p. nel 
dis.ussion , f llowed by a class discussion . 
TV . Ev · hwtion 
A. Pnpil 
l . Have yot~ fornl'J.lated an ide3 o:' the type of home 
and fo~ily yov. wish? 
2 . s the meaning of the femlly clear to you.? 
3 . In yo1~r Oi'il1 WOI'ds , Nha t have yon thov..::;ht of 
thi~ l~._i t? 
lJ. . Do ~rou understand ~ov!' ~he il1st:ttution ta1:!2:: 
over· for 2. short period of time the :'nnctions 
of the family? 
B . Tsar::her 
l . Have the objectives of the unit been a hieved? 
2 . Have the functions of the family been adequately 
understood by all meri ers of the c~ass? 
A qui.z of the i allowing type may be administered 
to determine this ~ 
V . .1\ids 
T~e followinG st~tements a~e eit~er true or 
f<Jlse . Deter::nir..e 1·J!!j_cl1. one :~nd c1e:L'end. you.r 
::l-:~:;1·re1 · :l.r.. a parc'~~:·cpl: . 
(l) P.. f' mily m1~st l:Lve on the " :.:Ljtt stde 
o "'che street,. to ~· nl::.,::..l 1 ·c::e :t~n·:::t:i..Ol!S 
o .. t t . (F) 
( 2 ) Educ~tion as 3 proc ~s doec not o.c~­
in E1e :wme . ( ::::' ( 3. ~ ~,od ~orne necessaril~ ce~~c : p0~so1 
-': C' ' re l l "" d . , 1 <:! ,_ e a' ( n ) 
........ ~ ~ - =' \... ~ )...... L.. . . • ' r , 
( lt) Desiro.bl~ conflicts do o-:r:!1'.:C' i :1 ".:;~-!'=' 
.one . (_) 
'u . P.1S1,rer tlle follo\"T:i.ns quef.: t~_ons : 
( l H'l"'t ·"·,-.,., -;-·,.., ···h·1·1 ··ro"' .~...11"'-'- ··c1ol """'c·en··~ I •• l _ ..;..{ ._ ....... '--' VA--' '-'"--l--J. G'..... '..J ~ . .. u ,_ .. _ .._....... ... ....... 
briD[2 in :aillily rel2t~onsh:i..ps? 
( '2 "::1:' j_ ,,, ·;:;;v:; Li ol o._::ic 2.1 .:>~r..c t :· on J;_· L1e 
f'J.1il:i.ly con::: :i_derc:_~ .'J.:: ;:, JI i 10.1:· on-2? 
( 3 , 1J:1o. ·c ::-.re t~!e 0')pO:..""'·C' 1.ni v::..2c ir.. C\ :101t.e 
.L'o:.' 2:rowt:·1 o:L a Se 1ce O.L, rC .... !"JOns~_L::..lit:r? 
1'·. qn:.L of thi:J J::;:·p:; ::::::wnot Le J:cl~eo Oi th:: 
b2s~s of abso l ut_ grades . It is e\u1uated 
::..n the sen~e or ~rowth in _onpre~cnj~, ~ t~e 
o~J~r.:ct~!_ves . 
::; . Has thepe been an J.ncrease i_n the ;3o•~:.i ::1 st1ccJies 
lt. Ha' e s"Sudents been nore "'='J:i.ll:.t.nc to pa2:·tlcipate 
in ~12~2 3~tivities ? Eac~ slight lmprovenent 
in p8rttcipation response to corre~tion and 
attitude shoul d be noted 8nd recorded b~ the 
teccher . 
5 . What were the reactions of the students to ·he 
vrorl: of the uni t? 
6 . Have anv s tndents reacted 'l olent l y to the wor 1~ 
of the nnit ? If so, disc ·,ws the prohlem with 
the case worker . 
A. Pupil 
l. Cla~lc ~ "Robinson~ I•:Ial.ing the T-Iost of School and 
Life, The ~:1acmillan ::::6mpany ~ New Yorl:, 
1952-, Chapter J:Iv . 
2 . Smith , Harriet Fullen , Your Life As A Citizen , 
Ginn _nd Company, Nev1 .:·orL, -1952 , (]hapter I . 
":) 
.J • L:l.f"e Adjustment Eool~lets ~ Science Res earc:h 
Associa t es ~ Chicago . 
n . Gettins .AlonG w1t:1 E··othe_s 
b . Lookin~ Ahead to ia_riage . 
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B . Teacher 
1 . Blaich , Theodore P . , and Joseph C . Ba1mgartner , 
The Cha l lenge of Democracy , Third Edition 
Revised , l'!IcGravJ-Hi l l Book Compan-- , New 
York , 1953, Chapters VI, VII . 
2 . Burgess , Ernest W. and Harvey J . Locke, The 
Far.1ily , t~ merican Boolc Company, New Yorl<:: , 
l9ll,S-:-
3. Groves , Ernes t R. , Conserving Marriage and the 
Family , The fv'lacmil l n Compai1y , New York 
l9LJ.s . 
4 . Uhl, Wil l is L . , and Francis F . Powers , Personal. 
and Socia l Adjustment , The Macmillan 
Compa ny, New York , 19-38 . 
C . Vis ua. l Aids 
l. Association Films Inc ., 347 Madison Avenue , New 
York . 
a . Farm Family Ameri can 
b . Fo r Some Mus t Watc h 
2 . Coronet Fil ms , Coronet Buildinc, Chicago: 
Illinois . 
a . Fami l y L]_ f e 
b . Friend ship-Begins at Home . 
c. fu a rria ge i s a Partnership 
d . ~ou and Your Parents 
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Unit VI 
Leisure Time Jctivities 
Activities throu!hout life are many . In the world of 
work today, there are more opportunities for free time. 
During the hours of the day~ time is allocated for the 
physical needs of our bodies . This unit is .designed to 
point out the value of using free time effectively . Rea l -
izing that free time in a n institution is planned for 
recreation~ the unit will ha~ e two purposes : l . How free 
time can be utilized VJi thin this community . 2 . How free 
time can be utilized outside of the institution . Emphasis 
will be placed on the growth of self - di:ection in the use of 
leisure time . 
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I. Ob~ectlves 
A. Basic understandings 
l . Every person needs recreational activities which 
BI'e divorced from the fields of worlc and school . 
2 . People engage in these activities either in 
groups or singly . 
3 . Recreation may be active or passive in nature . 
B. Attitudes and Appreciations 
1 . Mental recreation or relaxation is as important 
as physical recreation . 
2 . A person does not outgrow his need for 
recrec:ttion . 
3 . Recreation does not necessarily mean p id 
enter·tainment . 
4 . Periods of recreation brine about a renewing of 
physical and mental strength ~ so that you m.y 
return to rour work with vigor and interest . 
5. Recreational activities should never cause you 
to neglect your responsibilities . 
6 . Recreational activities reveal your true 
interests . 
I~ . Scope of the Unit 
A . ecreation within the institution 
l . Planned recreation 
a. In the institution , recre2tion is planned 
in order to serve the physical and mental 
needs o~ the students . 
b .· Dithin a range of activities , you have a 
·choice which will suit your interests . 
2 . Types of recreation available 
a . s~o- ts - - There is both an organized sports 
program and time allowed fo free sports 
activities . 
b . Dancin;_; --Both r;roup .nd individv.21. c!ancin;:; 
are avai l ah l e to you . 
c . Music --The ch orus is an excellent activity 
for those who have or wish to develop 
musica l ability . Vocal and instrumental 
lessons are available . . 
d . Girl Scouts --The intermediate troop offers 
a varied program in both individual and 
e . 
group activities . 
DI'amatics --Throur;hont the 
plays, and prize speaking 
the stl.td.ents . 
ye3.r, pac;eants , 
re prod.uced by 
-::;: 
.J • 
)I 
.. 
s. 
Radio and television programs of merit are 
available to students~ if conclitions a _·e 
feasible . l 
The library i_s an excellent source of mental 
recreational material . · 
a. Novels 
b . Eiographie ;3 
c . PePiod:tcals 
IIJany hobb ies can be developed W~Lthin t'1e 
:; m: t ~- cut ion . 
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a . Co llections can be made of some in-~eresting 
::-_ ~:" ti.cle to you . 
_, . '>:or:;-:- t:;_ve hotbies can ranee from sl~ :tchins ~ 
·t:.c, i< l.':~l ~in.._; o:( dol l:::: and their ~ lothrnc; . 
c . These hobbies which are your avocs ~ional 
act:Lvity can lead to the clarific:a';ion of 
yo11r vo~ational intepests . 
6. A balan:2 of leisure time activities i: neces -
~ 2-)l-.~T . 
iJ • 
·.·.-r ~ecre2tlonal activity should be done to 
e~ ess . Moderation should always; e con -
E ~h "'' ct:L ve ond oniet forms are de:;:, irsble . 
YGu should choos~ activities in bo Jh 
c . ::·s:~ _ sure time a tivit:Les are 3 chan~:e in 
:·"-'-'-tine . Yon_ sho,_lld choose the on vrh:Lch 
~~tere sts you the most, with recreztional 
·value . 
B . Hcc rP.::'tion ov_tslde of the institution 
l . '11 1-< .• ::: out:::j_de community has 2. hride r>anse of 
recreational activities for your choic Since 
this is so, you must be sble to choose 
which se rve you the best. 
2 . Types of recreation available . This d pends t o 
a large degree on the size of' the commtnit:,r . 
The location of any coranmnity affect3 i_he 
recreational facilities of the com@,ni y. This 
list is a general one of services ~ene- a lly 
available . 
a . Movies -- ca n be an excellent source of 
recreation , It is in the choice o~ the 
available films that deterElines :L ts v_s e -
fuln ess for recreation . 
b . Radio and Television - -The same sta ement 
can be app l ied to these media of e:tertain -
ment . 
c . Sports - -Iilost comrrmni ties provide s me 
facilities for the playing of spars . 
( l Tennis ~on:t~~s 
( 2 ) Pl aycronnds 
( 3 ) J3:" ll f i e l ds 
d. . l\L,ny comn:unj_ tics l~::1ve f acil~ties for r·o l ler 
sl:atin~; o. n d bowlin ,s . 
3 . Large ~onrn1nit i es us12 lly have a planned 
recreat i on progr am whic h provi de s instruction 
i n va1 ious group and i nd i v i d~ 1 a t i vit i es . 
a . Chur ch epons ored a~ t vit "es 
b . oun c ~en 1 S Christian ~1BOciat~on 
c . Young wo~en 1 s C~ris t ian Association 
d . A1ts rnd Cra f ts e nt ers 
4. The types of re creat i on are VPried . 
2 . .c t i ve parti e ipo. t :L on i s reqtdr ed in such 
I ecre2.tion ac c:~mes anc5. hil:i nr; . 
b . ?.'JSS:i e part i cipation is !""·eqt.~5_:.. .... ed o::':' t'!e 
spect:Jtors of Epo ts , viev;ers of , OYie.s and 
te le vision . 
c . Soc i al pa r ticipation iE a necessory p.rt 
of attend i n[ parties -nd dances . 
d . Ph;,-cic:tl :Jctivit•~ i n a lclSel"' scn.:::e :i.s 
necessary t o po.rtic_patjon in ~ports . 
s. P.ctL'.yltj_es shou l a be Euiteo. to \·'That is avatlab l e 
to 2rotl . 
r, L • 
2. . They shou.ld be s1..~i ted to ;r .. "::." a,~e 2nd 
QlJ il i t~r . 
t . Rec~eo.tion sh0 1 llrJ i)e i ,_ 1:eepi n:.:; of :-o - ·l~ 
f i nances . I t is n o t alway s necessary to 
spen d money for recreation . I nowled~e and 
U.Se Of ~ro· .... c C0111Dllll1:it'r 1 S _esourceS \'Til l ci.d 
thi s situation . 
r- . f'.n ctivity shCJn l c1 be s11ited t0 Jche 3Yail -
o.b l e l ei::mre ti.me . Sone a t i v:Lti::;s re qu i. r'e 
more time t han others . 
Fa:;to~s in l eisure the vJhlc:h afi'ect the pe_ -
2 onalj_ ty . 
8 . S011e i n t erest shD1J l d .;o_r_vr ove·r i..nto : -en:-:' 
adul t l ife . 
lJ . ~c tivi t ies shoul d be chose n in whi ~h there 
i s a deve l op nent of s:::i.lls . 
" !ctivities shotld be sh02en W~i ~~ develop 
~-'Jt'T' :1:Jtllrt... l ta l ent E or i ntere sts . 
d . ~c tivit i es s hould b e viewed as D broadenino 
of exper ience . 
7 . F?~tors i n le i s lre ti~e actjvities which a fee t 
;ro':., :c,e l 2t:l.ons l1ipE vi i th ot 1e·cs . f·~any a.:! ti vit i eE 
req,~i:t..,e group pal"tir' ipat i or: , ho-vrever, t h e fol -
l owing statements shoul d be rene . ~ere d . 
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a . Yo;' :Jhould not always have to be with 
;)ther·s . ~; ~! ;·,le interests ShOl. ~:'_C' oe develO'Jed 
wh i ch 2· ,-:_-,;, can enjoy b;y- ;:,'OD_:.·r:: : lves . 
b . Some forms of recreation are suited to 
family participation . A picnic is a good 
exampl e . 
c . Recreational activities must not harm 
others . 
III . Suggested activities 
A . Specif:Lc 
1 . Make s survey among c l ass members to find out 
the number of different hobbies that they have. 
2 . Individua l s may describe their hobb ies and 
interests either or 0 l!~ 07 in writing . 
3 . A class di s cussio2 tTi~! be held on what services 
a co~nunity coul d offer for recreation . 
4 . Class r:.1embers shonlcl describe the available 
services of their variou_s comrmmities . 
5 . ! compa r ison of the resources available to rural 
and urban areas should be made . 
6 . filal(e a l ist of nnusual hobbles V·rhich :1ave 
brought enjoyment to others . 
7. Each member of the class should make a chart of 
those activities which interest her . ThP fol -
lowin~ q~estions should then be answered : 
2 . Do I ba l ance mental <:"tnc1 physic8l r c l s.-· a tion? 
b . Ar·e all m~r interests :'L!v::1uded in r:r;r a c t i vJ_-
ties? 
c . Do these activit1es r id me in social rela -
t:i onshi~Js? 
B . Culmina tinz activ1ties 
1. Reports should. be r:1aoe by t_ e membep.:: of ths 
class of their various interests snd hob ~ies . 
2 . E~hibits and bulletin board displays of hobbies 
should b e. mode . 
]. Students who are intere2ted in sports should 
tell the others wl1at holds thei.r :i_nteJ.'est in 
cpor-·Cs a.ncl. v~rt1.:.:t t~~~~_Je o ~ :~·,c ,:-)~-) 1 ~:: -~ ~>2 ~ --- -~ l-l. -c\ :_;-
J.:. . c~ L)a '!Cl d:i.;3Cl~ssion ~<_l ·_ r, e held on one of the 
folloqlns topics ! 
a. Why should young people develop hobbies? 
b . HrYr recreation can ai_d :Ln d.evelr:>p:Lnc: :::.;ood 
social relationships . 
c . I6terestins hobbies of people i n the news . 
5 . A list will be compiled of valuable rRdlo end 
tele vls~on programs . It ¥ill be well to 
include various types of programs such as 
comedy, dramatic sho~s , and variety showE . 
6 . Draw a model recreational program for this 
conm1tml t-r . Compare this p l an Ni th whs t is 
3vai1abl c j_n your home town cmmn"Lmi t~r . 
7. A study will be made of the various organiza -
tions which have dedicated themselves to ti""le 
recreation of young people . 
IV . Evaluation 
A. Pupil 
l . Is the i dea of recreation as a purposeful 
activity c le ar to you? 
2 . Has the re l ationship ~ctwe en int e r ests and 
hobbies been clarified fo r you? 
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3 . Can you undeT'S tanc1 how this c ornmunl ty pPO'Jld.es 
different forms of recreatiOi""l "~dhich can be · 
c om.par-ed to any community? 
4 . How does recreati on a i d you in deve l opin~ the 
haracteristics of your personality? 
s . From the d i fferent types of recreation disciussed 
in class, have you devel oped new intere~ts? 
B . Tea chei" 
1 . Have students exhiJit~d the ab ility to discuss 
topics more easi l y in class? 
2 . Here Cl. ny cO':",?-':;:;:-'·,_(;~;;_ v:; •:ribic :l_sms made of the 
re c :;_~e .::; t :i_ o:-1:' l fa c :i_ L~ -~ ~- •.:; ::-; :Ll1 t 11.:. u c orrm11.m:t ty made 
by the "!!~:db -:n·s 01' the c lc>s :::: '? 
3 . Have U1e :::..-~;_;c-o:;::; L;s of each student been deter -
mined in the c l oss ? 
4. Have new 3roups and c lubs been organized as a 
res u l t of this u __ j_t? 
s. Doe s t he class realize that passi1e participa -
tion in an act ivity as readins , constitutes 
recreation ,s well as spo~ts activities ? 
6 . The testing of this unit can be as .ertained by 
the writing of a composition based on the 
foll wing topi cs ; 
a . Play is defined as ac~lv · ty in which the 
sa tis faction is found in the a tivity 
it:;,elf . 
b . Under certain conditions, worlc m y seem as 
play . 
c . My most en j oyable recreation 1 activity . 
V . Aid~~ 
J • Pupil 
1 . C70W, Alice and Lester D. Crow, LearninG to 
Live ~ Iith Others, D. C . Heath Pnd Company, 
Boston, 1 921.4 , Chapter XVII. 
2 . Robinson , Clark , Making the Most of School and 
Life, The Macmillan Company , New York, 
1952, Chapter XX . 
3 . Smith , Harriet Fullen , Your Life as a Citizen , 
Ginn And Co~pany, New York , 1952, Chapter 
XIX . 
4 . Trow , Wil liam C . , et 1 . , Recreation and Leisure, 
Junior Citizen Series: ~1cGraw -H-i 11 Bool: 
Company , New York , 1951 . 
B . Teacher 
· 1 . But1er, George D., Introduction to Community 
Recreation , JV1cGraw - Hill Boo1.;: Company, New 
Yorl~ , 19110 . 
2 . Gist, Noel P . , and L . A. Halbert, U_ban Society, 
(Second Edition) , Thomas Y . Crowell 
Company , New York , 19L!-l . 
3. Overstreet, Harry A., A Guide to Civilized 
Leisure , W. W. Norton .a nd Company, New 
York , 193!+ . 
C . Audio-Visual Aids 
l . Coronet Films , Coronet Build i ng Chicago, 
Illinois . 
a . Better Use of Leisure Time 
b . High Scho~l : -o ur Cha l lenbe 
2 . Association Films , In . , 347 Madison Avenue , 
New York . 
a . Design for Tomorrow 
b . Finger Paintinc 
c . Music in Motion 
d . Why Young ~meri~a Paints 
3 .. Modern Talking Picture Service , Inc .. , New York . 
a~ Magazine Magic 
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Unit VII 
Cons~v~er Education 
This unit on consumer education, although based ori the 
outside conununity , is important to students within insti tu-
tions . They will become consumers of goods and services . 
Even within the institution , some have choices to make c on -
cerning their clothing . I t should be stressed that the 
amount of money available for the necessitie s of living can 
vary from family to family . For the consumer , the exact 
amount available is not as important as obtaining value from 
the products which are purchased . 
This unit is designedto introduce students to the aims 
ot' consumer education, the available inf·ormation to help 
consumers and credit and its uses. Helpful attitude's in 
spending an¢. budgeting their future incomes c a n be developed 
within tb~ institution . 
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I. Objectives 
A. Basic understandings 
1. Every one is a conslimer of goods and services. 
2.. Price and value of a product do not mean the 
same thing. 
3. Agencies, both public and private , work f or the 
benefit of the c onsumer . 
4. Credit is very useful to a pers·on until it is 
abused . 
B . Attitudes and Appreciations 
1. If young people learn to handle money wisely, 
it will oe useful to them throughou-t their 
lives. · 
2. Wise choices in c ons1..uning g oods a.n d services 
does not mean the expenditures of large smns 
of money . 
3. The job of adverti s ements is to sell. products , 
regardless of the real worth . 
4. The government r equires that products be 
·labeled a~ to content. The meanings of these 
labels should be understood clearly. 
5. Long range planning of finances aids in 
avoiding the problem of over-spending. 
6. Urban and rural communi ties vary as to the value 
of g oods and services received and purchased . 
II. Scope of the Unit 
A . How to buy 
1 . The value of' any produc t does not alvJays 
co :tncide with the price. 
a ~ Value is defined as the price paid divided by the length of time the article g ives 
you satisfactory service. 
b . A bargain is an article which is bought at 
a reasonable price, combined with useful- · 
ness . 
2 . Wh.en buying by names, the follo-wi ng information 
should be recognized ; 
a. A trade -mark is a property right granted by 
the government, which distinguishes a cer-
tain product by a producer . An example 
would be Coca Cola. A trade-mark is not 
synonymous with quality. 
b. A trade name is usually a nune to cover 
the true identity of an article which is 
an imitation . Synthetic fabrics a nd s orne 
food products are examples of this type of 
labeling. The New Fur Labeling Act takes 
care of trade names in furs. · 
c . One should buy on the basis of comparison 
of products~ rather than r~ly on brand 
names alone . 
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3. FActors which are important in the purchase of 
clothes , 
a . 1:Jool is t~e best ty~_Je of c l othin£ for 
warmth becanse of ::i.. ts inSlllating quuli ties . 
b . Pure si lk is the strongest organic ~aterial 
used in making clothing and is, therefore ~ 
economical in the long 1un . 
c . Synthetic fabrics such as nylon and dac1on 
a:I'e c'>n:petito_ s of silk 2nd 1vool . They are 
advant age ous for some purposes because they 
dry quickly and resist wrinkles . 
d . Cotton is a fabric which is che~~, washable, 
and can be obtained in many weaves . 
e . The choice of clothinG is a person 1 
matter . Two factops r::houlcl be conside:..ed . 
(1) 'rl'1e article of clothinb sho~llc! i':i_t t_le 
purpose for which it is us6d . 
' 2) The article of clothinb should be 
co1:1fortablt;; . 
4 . P2.ctor's 1vhich are important in the rn:rr.:~1cse of 
i'oods . 
a . Read the label . 
':!'his tc:::!.ls yon of the content oi' tho c.:....,ti,~le . 
3~- 1..,eodL1G t~1:.:: label ) yoH c~m c:o .. lp.J::·e 
;:·re:;_;~:l-:.-; 2.cd ~rice . 
b . Seasonal and c;_uC1ntity Ln~r:!.nt;_ . 
f. de :::':L nit e c or:c-e 1 n t:i. on e.:v:~Ls t '=' b.e t1,r0e n 
S e C.S 01121 ~: _d Cl t~C: Ll t t t~r- 1: ~l ~~~ri. i1C: . ~~!~10 11 :,r01.1 ~)1.l~/ 
in se3son J you C:t:!. .. ': Luy·inr; 2t the lowe~t 
~ossible pri_e . The~efore, it is the time 
to buy :i_n quantity . 
E . l·ihe:::'e to ln~y 
l . Sc~vices to look for in all storeE . The most 
corn:mon are : 
a . t wide r3nge· of sizes end quclities fro·n 
"\'Jhich to choose . 
b . Lcbeling that aids in intelligent telect~on . 
c . Fail .. l)rice based on qual.ity c.nd ser'vice. 
d . Conve~i ence th t saves time and enersy . 
e . C:eed:Lt . 
f. Dell ve·r'y . 
f~ . R .l:Lability . 
h . Courteous treatme~t . 
2 . Servicee offered by different types of stores . 
c• . The r11ail order llous e - -Lo1·r p::-:-'i:~ e::: ma~· b 
o~fered in a variety o· items in a mail 
b . 
c . 
d . 
0 
'-- . 
f . 
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house catalogue because the concern does 
not have a large overhead . 
The ch-in store --A chain of s tores c&n buy 
in qucntity &nd se l l at lower cash prices . 
The stock in chain stores consists largely 
of staple goods in popular brands . 
The neighborhood store --The greatest asset 
of this type of store is its convenience 
of l ocation . . Since it buys :Ln smal l er 
quantities , its prices are higher than chain 
stores . 
The unit store --The unit store c -rries a 
single line of me rchandise , such as shoes 
or ha t s . 
The department store --This type of store is 
coumon to lo.rge cities . It offers v riety 
under one roof and service . 
The exclusive shop- - These shops specialize 
in sel lins l abels . Gracious service is 
paic1 for by the consu1i1er . Fine ;ner>chandise 
is o.vailable a t h:igh prices because of 
::: e :r·v :L c e c o s t s . 
g . The insta llment house --Here you pay for the 
2-~j_sk th.e house is tDldn:-:; for the payment of 
the merchandise . 
3 . Sales can be good places to buy if yo1~ realize 
the purpose of the sale . The types of soles 
are : 
D. Pre - season sales --Since this type of sale 
increases the cross receipts for the yecr, 
merchandise can be off_red at a reduction . 
b . Post - season sales --After the season, qu2lity 
~oods are offered at 2 reduction . 
c . The close - ou.t ssle --T!r!_s ty~)e of sa].e way 
include all typ~s of merchendise . One 
nmst l:now merchand:Lse to re·:::o;;nize vii-"8t is 
of ~~ality and value . 
d . Special sa l es - -Theoe sales are ru. by stores 
VJith much Cldvertisin::; . TJ1.e merch.:mc1:i._se 
fa l ls into three classes . 
(1, It is below standard mer~hand!se 
bought for the salR . 
(2) It is standard mer>chandise boucht from 
an overstocl::ed · __ anuJ:'actnrer . 
(3) fer-,c1ers - l:::nmm quality mer>chancHse 
which brines the customer into the 
store . 
C. The Family Budget 
l . Everyone in a familv must respect the family 
income . 
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a . YoP :::houl c1 not demand what the fnmily can -
not 1)ny for you . 
t . Livins \'·Jithin the income takes fnmily 
planning . 
2. It is possib l e to ea~n persona l spending money . 
a . You nTc~st be \'J~Lllin:; to Se.cr~_f:lce :hn.necUate 
pleasure for future =oal~ . 
b . 0 1e should begin to save earni~;s eRrly for 
fv.ture p l 3nS . 
c . To be given an allowance wit~out resuon -
sibilihies ~ ten .s to make young peoDle 
careless in s~endins income . 
3 . 3sssnt:l:J.ls such as food~ rer:. t ~:nd clothin:; come 
~irc t in the fanily budLet . 
D. Credit for the Consumer 
l . -:.;redit is bo:crov·rin(::; 1:1one:r from d~i_ffere-nt sou ces 
i'o:e ::::pecific pt~r~ ose~ . 1·1an~r t>rpes of inst:Ltt'-
tions have plens ~or bo~rowi~~ . It ut,st be 
:c")e:t.118YntJe ·l~ec1 t:1ot credit t:e1·q7ices cost :110rle~.r .. 
2 . Types of credit buying 
a . Installment buying --This is borrowing on 
your future income . The best a nd cheapest 
plan to fo l low in installment buying is: (1) Make the length of contra c t as short 
as cash on hand a nd income will al low. 
(2) Make the down payment as l arge as 
poss:tble . 
( 3 ) Always remember that the smaller the 
deb t, ahd the shorter the payment, the 
less possibility of l osing your equity 
and you r ar ticle . 
b . Remedia l Loan Associations --This type of 
lo an company grants loans on pledges of 
remarketable persona l property . 
c . Lo an Banks --Credit i s granted by l oan banks 
on a promise to pay over a definite pe r iod 
of time . 
d . Licensed Persona l Finance Companies --These 
are licensed by l aw and make no loan over 
$300 . They l e nd money on three types of 
securj_ty : 
(1
2
)) Promises t o pay 
( Chattel mortgages on furnis hings 
( 3) Wage assess ments. 
e. Commercial a nd Savings Bat1k Lo an~ -=--In receht 
years, these types of banks have begun to 
offer loans to individua l s . 
3 . Abuse of credit leads to loss of responsibil i ty. 
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E . Aids to the Consumer 
l. Government Aids to the Co ns umer 
2 . The United States Department of Agricul ture 
(l) It grades canned fruits and ve ge tables 
The standard grades are A, B, A and C, 
or Fancy, Choice, and Standard. 
(2) 
( 3 ) 
(li· ) 
( r::, 'l 
- ' I 
These grades refer to tenderness, 
uniformity Df size, a n d co lo r . They 
do not refer to vitamin content, 
minera l s , or calories . 
It has also established grades for 
mi lk that is shipped in interstaie 
commsrce . The highest grade carries 
the lowest bacterial coun t and the 
greatest amount of but t erf a t. 
The Department of Agriculture has a l so 
developed standards for t he i nspec tion 
and grading of meats t hat are shipped 
in interstate conunerce . The inspec t ion 
stamp signifies it is safe for huma n 
consumption, but does not signify the 
quality of the meat . 
Eggs and butter are a l so graded by the 
Department . 
The Bureau of Home Economi cs is with 
t he Department of Agriculture . This 
bureau does research in nutrition 
and standards, which corre l ates wi t h 
its major funct ion of aiding in the 
development of higher standards of 
living. 
b . The Food a nd Drug Adm~nistration of the 
Department of Hea lth, Education, and 
it!e lfare . The task of this office is to 
adminis te r the PureFood, Drug and Cosmetic 
fc._c t . 
. (1) The cons ume r is now protect ed from 
unsafe c osmetics . Most of them that 
contain poisonous drugs are prohibi te d . 
The l aw , however, does not require t he 
producer to list the ingredients of 
the cosmetic . This means that there . 
is no protection to the person who is 
a llergic to certain chemic a ls. Nor 
does it estab l ish a basis of comparison 
between cosmetics . 
( 2) The F ood section of the law protects 
the h one s t producer and consumer . Any 
food t hat is detrimen t a l to health is 
banned from shipment in i nterstate 
2 . 
comiilerce . Products must adhere to 
certain standards and so labeled . 
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( 3 ) Drugs are the third section of the 
Act . 1··fhen approved by the jl,dmini s tra -
tion, y ou may be s ure that s u ch a drug 
is standard, has be en t ested by use 
over a lor g period of t ime , and has 
been acce~ted by the pharmaceutical 
and medicc l professions . 
c . The Bureau of , tandards of the DepaPtment 
of Comr:J.erce 
d . 
(1) The Burea ' s testing program determines 
whether t .e materials presented meet 
the stand crds of the g overnment . 
( 2) The Burea of Standards also cont rols 
the we i gh's a nd measures of the nation . 
The Federal Tr de Commission (1) It was fo nded for t he pur pose of 
eliminatii s unfair compe tition in 
busi n es s . It investi gates a n d inspects 
the rec or .s of b usiness establishments . 
(2) Added to his purpose is t he pro t ec tion 
of the corsumer of f raudul ent and mis-
leading aqver t isements . 
Non - Governmenta l A~ds to the Consumer 
a . Agencies Issui· g Sea l s of Approval . These 
sea l s are pres nt ed upon some type of 
test ing of the article in question . 
(1) The Arneri a n I'~ed ical Association 
publishes i ts approved pr oducts in the 
magazine , Hygei a . 
(2 ) The Ameri an Automobile Associa t ion i s 
constantl' checking hote l s and over -
night ace modations t hroughout the 
nation to determine comfort and 
sanitatio •. 
( 3 ) The Ameri a n Inst itute of Launderin g 
tests f ab ics for was habi lity. 
(4) The Ame ri an Gas Association se t s 
rigid sta dards of safety for gas 
equipment a nd app l iances . 
b . Organizations Jhich a i d the ir members in 
buyi ng (1) Consumers Research issues monthl y 
bulletins of the products tested . 
It cl ass i - ies these products as 
recommend d , in termedia t e , a nd not 
recommend d . 
( 2) The Amer i an HOme Economics As socia tion 
pub l ishes the J ournal of Home Economic s 
whose pur' ~- ose is to educa te a nd prote c t 
the consumer . The Association also 
supports consumer leg islation . 
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c . Private Ag encies which aid the Consumer 
(1) Better Business Bureaus ori g inal l y 
were set up to protect the businessman . 
Now, they have expanded their activi -
ties to inc lude the protection of the 
g eneral public through the investi g a -
tion and reporting of fraudu l ent busi ~ 
ness practices . 
(2 ) The E le ctrica l Testing Laboratories, 
Inc . lists all types of ele c trical 
equipment, appliances , and tools used 
in electrica l work . 
(3) The Better Fabrics Te sting Bureau 
tests fabrics for t h e fo l lowing 
q u alities : sun - fastness , laundry 
fading , fiber content , pers piration, 
twist of yard, thread count, tensile 
strength , and wearing qualities . ( 4) The National Board of Fire Underwri ters 
tests various and sundry types of 
a r tic les to determine Vlhether or not 
they are cons tructed so as not to b e a 
fire hazard , cause an accident , or be 
easily rifled . 
III. Suggested Activities 
A. Specific 
1 . The fo l lowing words shou ld be st u died in con -
nectio n wi t h this unit . Others may be 2dded 
at the discretion of the teacher . · 
a . Co ns t~mer 
b . Consumer education 
c . Produce r 
d . i\1anuf a cturer 
e . Credit 
f . Budget 
g . Trade-marks a nd trade names 
2 . Individuals or small g rou ps prepare a talk on 
shopping for c l othes, noting the re a sons for 
their choice . 
3 . From different labels on food products brought 
into class, compare weight and price figt~res . 
Notice what it tells y ou and what it does not 
reveal . 
4 . From descript ions of stores in your own cornmun -
ity , decide which fac tors determine your pur -
chases . 
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Sma11 groups shou1d describe in more detai 1 the 
service of different types of stores , 1isting 
the advantages and disadvantages of each type . 
List and discuss the advantages and dis -
advant ages of buying at sa1es , taking into 
account the types of sa1es. 
The fo11owing questions will be the basis of 
a lesson on the family budget : 
a . Does the family budget concern me ? 
b . If I were planning a bud~et, v.Jhat vwulcl 
the essentials be ? 
c . How can I plan to add to the i ncome by 
earning my spending mo ney? 
d. Vihy is it necessa.ry to fore g o i mrr,edi.ate 
pleasures for future goals when planning a 
budget ? 
After an explanation of the types of credit, 
each student shou ld gi ve an example of the 
different types of credit . 
In explanation of the work of the United States 
Department of Agricu1ture, students should note 
how the standards set up are used in the main -
tenance of the institution . 
From copies of the Pure Food, Drug and Cosmetic 
Jl.ct , l ist the parts V·ihich definitely concern 
you. List drugs that are in co~mon use that 
are affected by this act as aspirin and epsom 
salts . 
From current magazines, study the advertisements 
so as to notice the claims set f orth by the 
products . Make a c ritical list of them . See 
if you can pick out the misleading claims . 
List the services vrithin your home community 
for the protection of consumers . 
B . Cul mina ting 
l . Prepare a written report on the work of the 
Bureau of Standards and the Department of 
AgriC'nlture . 
2 . A bulletin board display should be made of the 
different types of advertisemen t s and their 
specific appea l s . 
3 . The buying of c l othes for value will make an 
interesting series of discussions . · Types of 
fabrics could be brought into class to point 
out their Serviceabi lity . 
4. A discussion of films should bring into focus 
t h e aims of t he unit. 
a . Managing the Family Income 
b . Com: tuner Protect ion 
c . Installment Buying 
5 . S mn.mar iz e the work of the unit in your own 
words, emphasizing how it wil l aid you in 
becoming an efficient consumer . 
IV . Eva luation 
A. ?upil 
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1 . Are you more aware of advertising now? 
2 . Do yov. see the 'need of a g ood credit r'ating in 
Ol.H' society? 
3. Is the difference between government a ids and 
private aids to the consumer clear to you? 
4 . Can you unders t snd how value and price are not 
the same thing? 
5 . Does the shoppin g opportunities within the 
immediate com.rnuni ty give yOl.l experience in 
efficient consuming? 
B . Teacher 
1 . Has the s ki ll in reading increased? 
2 . Note participation in group a nd individual tasks . 
5 . Wha t particular type of acti~ity s uits the 
individuals in this c lass ? 
4. Has correlation taken place with the departments 
of the institution that handle consumer products ? 
5 . Testing of the materials should be objective . 
True and fa l se items may consist of the fol -
lo·wing type : 
a . A bargain is something which is cheap . (F ) 
b . Value depends upon how well you l ike an 
article . (F) 
c . Rayon is · now a n accepted fabr~c and no 
longer needs to disgtiise itself with trade 
names . (T) 
d . The exclusive shop genera l ly has fine 
me r chandise . ( T ) 
e . Always sign a contract for installment 
buying without reading it . (F) 
f . A person should buy - rather than be so ld . 
( T ) 
g . Qua l ity merchandise is ~enerallv the 
C'neapest in the long r un . (T ) u 
6 . Match - up items for a quiz may be of the follow -
ing type : 
a . Installment buying ( b) a . Loans money on 
p l edges 
b . Remedial Loan b . Borrowing on 
Association ( a ) future income 
c . Co - signer ( e ) c . They are in the 
price . 
V . Aids 
d . Wage assessments ( d) d . Taking payments 
on wa ge s 
e . 11 no carr·y:lng charges" e . The second per~on 
to sign a note ( c ) 
1~ . Pup:ll 
1 . Boss:lng~ Ne l son L . and Robert R. Martin~ Youth 
Faces its Problems~ Laidlaw Brothers~ New 
York, 1 950~ Chapter IX . 
2 . Robinson~ Clark~ Making the Most of School and 
Lifey Ginn And Company~ New York~ 1952y 
Ch --.,_ vrx .ap ver -"'-1 • 
3. Roth~ Lawrence, V ~ and Stillman M. Hobbs , Your 
i:.Jorld and You, Laidlaw Brothers y Nevv Yor·k~ 
19 ~li Ch t -T~ :; • y _ap er l._,_.L . 
B . Teacher 
1. C l ark~ Harold F . (Editor ), Economic Education ~ 
El eventh Yearbooky 1940 ~ National Counci l 
For the Social Studie~, Washington , 1940 . 
2 . 
3. 
5 . 
Coles, J . V . ~ Standards a nd Labels for Consumer 
Goods ~ Ron a ld Press ~ Nev.r Yo rk~ 19T~9 . 
Graham~ Jessie and Lloyd L . Jones~ The Consume r 1 s 
Economic L~ fe~ Gregg Pub l ishing Company~ 
1 9 1!-o . 
Lasser~ Jacob K. and Sylvia F . Portery How To 
Live "';:Jithin Your Income, Simon and Schuster 
Company y 1940 . 
Wingate, I . Gillespie~ K. and B . Addison~ Know 
Your r·1erchandise ~ f:1cGravJ-Hill Book 8ompany ~ 
1953 . 
C . Visua l Aids 
1 . Business Edu2ation Visual Aids~ 104 West 6ls t 
Street ~ New York . 
Managing the Family Income 
2 . Coronet Fi l msy Coronet Bui lding ~ Chicago~ 
I l linois . 
a . Consumer Protection 
b . Installment_Buying 
3. Encyclopedia Britannica Films~ 1125 Central 
Avenue, Wilmette ~ Illinois . 
The Basic Elements of Production 
4. Household Finance Corporation~91 9 North 
Michigan Avenue~ Chicago, Illinois. 
How to Use Consumer Credit Wise l y 
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Unit VIII 
Communi t y Living 
This un it is designed for students who ·will retv.rn to 
their cormnunities j_n the near future . .Also to b e served are 
terminal students . The present c ommunity of the ins ti t v.tion 
has been the basis of the previous units; however , it must 
be remembered tha t personal adjustment in home comrr.unities 
is one of the criteria of the worth of academic education in 
the institution . To provide students with knowledge a nd 
unders tanding of the faciliti es of their individual com -
munities is of utmost import ance . 
The social responsibilities of the individual will be 
emphasized in this unit . Al so to b e stressed are the 
democratic principles of c omr.m.ni ty pal"ticipa tj_on and res pon-
sibi lity . These factors s hou l d tend to bring into focus the 
concept that each individual has rights and privileg es in 
the conmunity until he infring es upon the Pight s and freedom 
of others . 
The characteristics of communities in general will be 
discussed since home communities of the students vary from 
urban to rural . 
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I. Objectives 
A. Basic understandings 
l . A conmunity is a social g roup in which the 
members live in the same place under the same 
conditions . 
2 . Cormm.mitles are a more compl ex form of social 
organization than the fami l y . 
3 . KnOidledg e of one ' s comnn.mity a l lOV·iS the 
individual to fun c tion more ef f ective l y . 
~- . Comrm .. mit~_es have characteristics in COinmon _, 
1ivhether they are rural or urban . 
5 . Co rnrnuni ties are interdependent for services . 
6 . Cormntmities provide l" j_ghts and privile ges f'o1~ 
their lt1embers itihici1 in turn req-u.ire respons ib il -
ities of i ts ~embers . 
B . Attitudes and Appreciations 
l . Zvery corrmnmi ty provides services_, such as 
housing _, transport ation , c onsumer services, 
government facil~ties_, and recreationa l 
facilities . 
2 . Educational services are a vital part of the 
services of any co~nunity . 
3 . Each comnnmity has a personality-- tha t is e a ch 
one has a distinctive quality . 
4. Law a nd government of each community guarantee 
the free individua l. 
5 . Modern transportation has made it poss~bl e to 
break down barriers of isolation from one 
c omrnu ni ty to a nother : 
6 . The n1ai.ntenance of tl1e hea l tl1 of the rnerJber~s 
of the community is of -~ltmost importcmce . 
7 . Each corrnnunit;y- protects the oasic socis l 
guarantees of our Constitution, as the Freedom 
of Reli g ion , Fre e d om of ~nquiry, Freedom o f 
Speech_, Freedom of the Press . 
8 . Local corM1uni t ies are an integral part of the 
larger communities of the state and federal 
governments . 
9 . In order to maintain the privi l e ges of com -
munity liying~ each individual must assume 
responsibi l ity for its correct functioning . 
II . Scope of the Unit 
A. Comrm.m i ties 
l . General characteristics of co~.~nities 
a . .Each cornmuni ty has a definite geo graphical 
area whi ch affects its deve l opment . 
b . Communities are mac1e up of' various natio nal 
and re l igious groups . 
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c . Cons umer services are provided according to 
the size of the cornrnuni ty . 
d . Hea l th a nd sani t ation faci l ities are offered 
by the communities . 
e . The ge neral welfare of the community is 
guarded by the following : 
( l) Ri ra de ·oar~~e~~s 
- - - - ........ . ' u .J. ! .. ll lJ --
(2) Po l ice protection 
f . Educationa l facilities are a part of every 
conmnmity . 
g . Faci l ities for religious worship are a part 
of every c om.Inuni ty . 
2 . Types of communities 
c:ormn;__mities are commonly classified as rura l 
and urban . Each type has advanta g es and dis -
, advantages . 
3 . Rura l communities l~efer to those v;hose popul a -
tions are less than 1000 . 
a . In t his category are villages c:md hamlets . 
b . Rural also refers t o farm land outside of 
the actual center of the community . 
c . Adva nta ge s of a r u ral conununity 
( l) Rural communities are faT' more restful . 
( 2) People are more dependent on one anothe r 
for companionship . 
( 3 ) Modern transportation facilities 
e l iminate the isolation of rural com -
muni t ies for consumer services . 
d . Disadvant ages of a ru:L"al cormnuni ty 
( l) Facilities for health services are 
limited . 
(2) Educational faci l ities are limited in 
scope . This problem is being elimin -
ated by the consolidated school move -
ment . 
4. Urb a n communities refer to those communities 
whose populati om are usually above 2000 . 
Towns , cities and metropo l itan areas are in 
this category . The differen t states have dif -
ferent requ irements for the designation of 
ciJcies . 
a . _£1.dvantages of a n urban community 
(1) Physi cal mobility from one area to 
another is more plausible in the urban . 
commun ity . 
(2 ) Social mobility from one gr oup to 
another j_s eas:Ler in urban communitie s . 
This may be either u p or down the 
social l ao.der . 
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( 3 ) Within each level of society, organiza -
tions for different purposes are a v ai l -
able . (4) There is le ss class - consciousness in 
urban society . 
(5) Differentiation in the choice of 
occ upa t i ons is obtained in la rge~ 
c ommu n:L ties. 
(6) Concerts, a rt museums a nd other 
cultural fac i l iti es are a vailab le in 
urban communi t ies . 
( 7 ) i·/Ia ny communi ties h a -·..le a n orga ni zed 
plan for recreation . 
( 8 ) In order to provide adequate educationa l 
resov.rces for t he members of a n urban 
c ommunity, the faci l ities usua lly a re 
compl ex a nd diverse. 
b . Dis adva nt age s of the urban c omrnuni ties 
(l) Ec onomic exchang e is on a money basis 
( 2 ) 
(3) 
fl.l.) \ ' 
( 5 ) 
( 6 ) 
(7) 
( 8) 
( 9 ) 
(10) 
a lone. 
Contacts between peo p l e a re ap t to b e 
impersona l in urban communities. 
Amo ng the things which are emphasized 
i n urban comrriuni t ies a re punctua l i ty, 
precision a nd accuracy . This mechani -
zation le ads to t ensi ons within the 
i nc.i vi duals . 
Dress a nd adornme nt receive an impor -
tant role in the l i ves of urban people . 
Re l igion ap d moral i ty are a pt to 
r e c eive less emphasis amo ng members of 
m -:.1rban c OlTununi ty . 
Personali t ies are ofte n b ur ied be n eath 
man ne risms of speech and dress . 
The competition of urban l ivi ng te n ds 
to produce t ensions . 
S pecia lization of fun ct ions of urban 
dwellers leads to a h i gh de gree of 
interdependence. 
The contro l of f u nction of the family 
tends to b e rel axed in the urba n a reas. 
Due to t he coMgestion a nd value of 
l and , housing tends to smaller and 
more c rowded conditions . 
5 . Services necessary to the maintenanc e of urban 
commtlnities. Ma ny are the concern of bo t h rural 
a nd l..U"ban commun i ties; hovJever, the c o n~plexi ty 
of t h e systems require special a ttent ion . 
a . Transportation s ystems of urban areas must 
be constructed as to a llow for the c arrying 
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of a l arge number of passengers ana grea t 
quantities of goods . 
b . Comm.lmity housekeeping and planning requi:ce 
the efforts of many people . Zoning or the 
regulation of land for specific uses is a n 
important part of this function . 
c . In every community, a system for the dis -
posa l of wastes is of extreme importance 
for the hea l th of its inhab~tants . 
d . The ma~ntenance of a tested and puri fied 
water supply is an important function of a 
c ommunity . 
e . A comp lex system to provide l ight and powe~ 
or public utilities is a service of the 
c ominuni ty . 
f . Ad equate fire and police protection is 
n~cessary for any cornnn.mit;y- . Not only aiQ. 
in case of fire or the breaking of the 
rules of the commun:tty are the interests of 
these groups , b ut a l so the prevention of 
the occnn~ence of these facto rs are their 
concern. 
B. Services of the community 
l . Pub l ic welfare is the responsibi lity of a ny 
community . This r efe r s to t he care of people 
who, for various reasons , are unable to support 
themselves . 
a . Pub l ic we lfa re organizes to prevent 
dependency . This refers to the training of 
handicapped people - -the b l i nd, the cripp l ed 
and other physical l y handicapped . 
b . Pub l ic welfare consists of remedia l services 
1·'1hereby they try to remedy or change c ond:l -
tions 'l'·lhich l ed peop l e to b e dependent . 
c . The aid and protection of children are among 
the most iraportant taeks of public welfare . 
( l) They find homes for children v,rho other -
wise would l i~e in orphana g es . 
(foster-home placement ) 
(2) · ~ub l ic we l fare agencies are concerned 
wi t h recreational facilities for 
children . 
( Op t ional ) ( 3) We lfare agencies wo rk with de l inquent 
bo t h in prevention services and super -
vision outside of institutions . 
2 . Every c onnnuni ty provides certain hea l th s erviceB . 
In rura l com..rnu.nities , many of theBe services are 
provided by t he county hea lt h service . 
a . fA bu.reau of 11 vit a l Btat:i.stics 11 _records 
births and deaths in the c omrnuni ty . 
(Op t ion al ) 
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b. The Bureaus of Sanitation have many func -
t:Lons: 
(l) Unsanitary condit i ons which ~an endan -
ger the citizenry of the COJill!lun :~ ty are 
i ns pe cted and eliminated . 
(2) Food i nspection services i nclude not 
only protection for the consumer fro m 
c ontaminated foods ~ but a lso the 
protec tion of t h e cons um~r from 
fraudulent practices of food p r oducer s . 
(a ) Prevention of adulteration . 
Thi s is particularly important 
in t he inspect ion of milk 
prodT.Iction . 
( b ) Grocery stores~ ba:{eries ~ mea t 
markets and restauran t s are 
licensed according to cleanli -
ness and sani t a tion . 
c . The contro l of diseases t ha t may b ecome 
epidemic in a community :;_s a sig nificant 
pa rt of the ac tivities of the Department of 
Health . 
(l) Quarantines for .c ont agious dise~ses 
such as sc arlet fever~ typhoid ~ a nd 
inf a nt i le para l ysis are put ~nto 
e ffect . 
(2) Vaccinations are gi ve ~ against 
dipthe ria ~ soallpox~ tet a nus and 
whooping cough 2r~ prov ided by the 
Boards of a ealth . . 
( 3 ) Both state and l oca l communit ies provide 
for the prevention of tuberculosis . 
(h) The problem of t h e rec ogniti on, 
prevention~ a nd cure of venereal 
diseases is of great coricern to com -
mun i t ies because of its destruc t ive 
nature to this ge neBa ti 6n a nd future 
generat ions . 
d . Chj_ ld hybiene is increasi n g i n importance 
in c or:unu11i ty health ac ti vi ties . 
(l) Infant hy giene includes pre - natal 
~are a nd the c a re of chi l dren from 
infancy through t he pre - school period . 
(2) Child hyg iene cons ists of the school 
health programs . These generally 
consist of c l ass instruction of 
physica l education and hygiene a nd 
re gul ar medical and dental exami n a -
tions . 
e . The Public Health Nursing S ervice in any 
community inc l lJ.d.es educational servj_ces in 
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the correction of defects , prevention of 
disease , and the promotion of health, and 
may include the care of the sick a t home . 
This varied pr dgram begi ns at the local 
l eve l s and is cont inued by state and federa l 
l eve l s of government. 
3. J ust i ce or a protective sys tem is a part of 
every community . JLJ.stice syst ems range from 
justices of the peace i n civi l a ffairs to the 
compl ex court organizations in metropo l itan 
areas . 
l~ . Col!11111.mities a re becoming increasingly av.JC:1re of 
their responsib i l i t ies in the faci l ities for 
the organization of l eisure time activities . 
2 . The development of commercialized recrea tion 
i2 on the increase in corr.rn.unities throuc;hout 
the natio n . 
(l) The cinema is a n agency for the tra ns -
ference of ideas . 
A ae l ec t ive process is necessary for 
wholesome recreat io na l benefits . 
( 2) Roller - skating 2nd bowling facilities 
a.re nm·J an important paJ..'"' t of conuTJ.ercia l 
recreation. 
( 3 ) Fac ilit ies for dances vary fro~ cdm -
muni ty to c ommunit;y- . They may be Lcom 
the dance - hall type t o the l uxuri ous 
hotel ballrooms . 
b . Private a nd pub lic faci lities for the parti -
cipation in sports and games are inc reasing . 
Faci lit ies vary as to the loc a t ion of the 
conum .. mi ty. They consist of the fo llowing 
types: 
(l) Parks and p l ayground areas 
(2) Ball teams for va r ious sports as bas e -
ball and so f tba ll. 
( ":)' 
..J; Boys ' Clubs and faci l i ties of the 
Young Men ' s Christian Association and 
the Young Women ' s Christian Associa -
tio n are a part of this type of 
recreational service . 
5 . Commv.ni t ies pl~ovide j ourna listic s ei'Vic es . 
These va r y as to the size of the community. 
Newspapers , dally and weekly, are a rnirror of the 
attitudes and wishes of the peopl e . Due to the 
standardization of news releases by syndicates~ 
newspapers present the same di et except for 
l oca l news. 
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a . Rura l papers are large l y weekl y and local 
in scope . 
b . Urban newspapers are daily and are special-
ized in the fol l owing types : (1 ) The departmenta l ized newspaper 
(2 ) The tab l oid sheets 
( 3 ) The forei g n - language newspa per has 
become an important factor in the 
assimi l ation of minority groups . 
6 . Housing is becoming an increasingly important 
problem in our communi t ies, especia l ly in urban 
areas . 
a . Housing is c l assified as to space per person 
and sa nitary condi t ions . 
b . Lc:q;e areas in urban communi ties are zones 
of deterioration because of the waves of 
succession and migration o f mi nority groups . 
c . Urban areas have multiple - family dwel l ing s 
while rura l communities predominately have 
homes . for single - fami l y occupancy . 
d . Local, s t ate and federal g overnments are 
concerned with the housing problems . 
(l) I nspections are he l d to maintain 
minimum s t anda r ds o f l ivi ng conditions . 
( 2 ) Communi ties have inm1ediate and l ong 
ra nge p l ans for s l um clearance and 
building adequate facilities for the 
low and med i um income brackets . 
7 . In Amer'ican communi t i es, the . peopl e choose the 
type of govermaent 1··lhich s ·c,l i ts ·their community . 
Responcibi l ity for carr ying out the wishes of 
the peopl e are in the hands of elected rep r e -
sentatives . 
a . May ors a nd city coun ci l men i s a long 
es t ablished form of c ommuni t y gove r nment . 
(1 ) In vi l lages and smal l communities , the 
p l an may take the form of a president 
and a board . 
( 2 ) In the v·:eak mayor form of g overnment, 
the respons i bility of the city 1 s 
business is divided among members of 
the city c ounci l . 
( 3) In the strong mayor p l an , the mayor is 
g ranted e nough authority t o make him 
responsib l e for a l arge part of the 
activi t ies of t he city . 
b . In the c ommission p l an of government , C O in ~ 
misB i oners are e l ected , each of v·rhom has 
the responsibility of 2 department of 
government~as the He a lth Department . 
1 ]_1.~ 
c. The city manager form tends to combine the 
go od features of the previous types of 
go vernment . The follovJin g elements are 
ususl: 
(1) The citizens e l ect a small council . 
(2) A professionally t r ained city mana ge r 
is hired . 
(3) The council makes laws, hears problems 
presented by the citizenry, and makes 
out the budget . (4) The city manager is responsib le for 
administration of the Wishes of the 
council and the citizenry . 
8 . Local con~unities are a part of a larger and 
the more complex organization- - the state . 
a. Governments vary from state to st.ate 
according to their constitutions . 
b. 
(1) Governors are the administrators of 
the state and are elected . 
(2) State le g isiatures consist generally 
of two houses which discuss and make 
laws for the benefit of t he people . 
The citizenry can make their wishes 
known by the fol l owing meth ods : 
(a) The initiative is a fo~m of 
petition by the citizenry of a 
particular issue. 
(b) Certain states have the referen-
dum--v>Thich a l lows a law to go to 
a public vote before it go es 
into effect . 
(c) The citizenry has the right of 
recall of officers of the govern -
ment with whom they are not 
{ , ) \ o_ 
Services 
satisfied . 
The citizenry may change the 
state constitutions by ame ndments . 
which are designated to state 
governments. 
(l) Education throughout the state is 
supervised by adnlinistratoi'S . l'!ic:my 
states require that teachers be certi-
fied as to their qua lifications . 
(2) Pub l ic health services include the 
establishing of clinics and vacci6e 
c onti'Ol . 
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(3) The ~are of dependents takes a large 
part of the -s tate ' s bud gets . 
~a) Child welfare 
l b ) The maintenance of institutions 
for the care of the menta l l y 
defective and menta lly i ll a re 
the responsibility of the s t ate . 
(c ) Institutions for the .re habi lita -
tion and custody for those peopl e 
who are unable to l ive in society, 
are under state administration . 
9 . You and the comrnunity. 
a . Participation in the af fairs of your com-
munity provide worthwhi le experiences for 
later life . · 
b . Att i t udes toward the cornmuni ty. young people 
should assume . 
(1 ) Be l oyal to your town or city . 
( 2 ) Follow the r u l es for the benefit of 
all . 
(3) Be a good neighbor - - this means to 
learn to accept others and respect 
their different viewpoints . 
(lJ.) Find •Nays to serve your community . 
This can be done by mea ns of clean -
li P cornmi ttees a nd volunteer work in 
hospitals and recreational faci lities . 
~II. Suggested Activit i es 
A . Specific 
l . Each student shou l d be preparing a booklet to 
be discussed i n the cillminating activities that 
V·Til l pertain to the services of the ~:-: c ornmuni ty . 
2 . List the general characteristics of the com-
munity on the board . From this list, comprehen -
sion of the ideas and vocabulary given should 
be stressed . 
3 . To point out that the institution is a commu nity 
with the welfare of its citizens paramount, a 
comparison of services with the general 
characteristics of the c omrn.uni ty s honld be made . 
4 . Students fr~m rural areas will plan a discussion 
on the advantages and disadvantages of their 
c omrrnmi t i es . 
5 . Students from urban areas will do the same t hi n g . 
6. A deba te shoul d be held on the topic of rura l 
versus urban l ivin g . 
7 . A comp os :Ltion on the topic of "I:Jha t the Services 
of the Comr.mni ty Mean To Ne 11 vwu l d ·be usefu l in 
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il l ustrating the interdependence of individuals 
and the commun:Lty . 
8 . vJr ite a composition ent it l ed "Why I ~r~m Prou_d of 
I'~Iy Community . 11 
9 . Each student prepare a short history of the :;_r 
comnnmi t y . 
10 . MEps may be drawn by those students with §rt 
abi lity o:Z' the ir coumrt-mities . Similarit:!.es in 
the deve l opment of communities should be 
pointed out . 
ll. A commit tee 1Hill p::::'esent a disc :_~ss ion on the 
effect of communities upon personal i ties --
especially urban ones . 
12 . Have students l ist the times and circumstances 
tha t the health facilities of their communities 
have been employed . 
, 13 . After l is ting and explanatlon of the types of 
physical handicaps , chart the lo ca l and state 
facilities for care of t he se people . 
14 . From the dis cuss ion of l eisure time ac t ivities , 
chart the avai l ab l e r ecrea t ion for each home 
c ommu.ni ty . 
15 . From the charts~ e ch student can e va luate the 
facilities and make sug estions f or t heir 
commv.ni ties . 
16 . After an explanati on of the governments of 
comrnunities, list, chart and compare the govern -
ments of home connnunities . 
17 . A comparison of different states aod local 
services can be drawn . 
B . Culminating Activities 
l . Dis pl ay and coordinate chart materia l over the 
unit . 
2 . Fr om magazines, pictures and cartoons can form 
an interesting bulletin board disp l ay on 
community livinc . . 
3. S tudents li s t how t heir interests and ab ilities 
can be used to serve the co~nunity . 
l.J.. Sv.mmation of the uni t v-lill be nade in the own 
words of the stude nt. 
5 . A pane l discussion on the topic - .:.'The ri ghts end 
privileges of l iving in a co rrmnmi t y a\·'dll brint?; 
about the re a l atti t udes of the students . 
6 . Indi vidv.al projects cone erning the 11 vi t a l 
s t atisti cS 11 of the community .) 
7 . Each student should answer the ~allowing ques -
tion : \·Jhen yov_ rrs ettle dovm It, do you hope to 
l ive in a town, city or the country? Why? 
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8 . Make comparisons of the services of home c om -
muni ties and others of the sa·ne size . 
IV . Eval .._~ation 
A. Pupil 
1 . Do you understand the job of the community to 
protect the health and welfare of its citizens? 
2. Can you express tbe interests and abilities in 
your home town that you h~ve? 
3. After your examination of the recreational 
facilities of your community~ do yOl-1 plan to 
make better use of them in the future? 
4 . Do yo1). understand how communities expand. from 
local to state and federal communities? 
) . Has this unit given you an opportunity to express 
your ideas of where you wo uld like to live? 
6. From the ways that young people can serve 
coimnunities, V.Jhat caught your fancy or interest ? 
B . Teacher 
V. Aids 
1 . Since this is the l ast unit in this series~ 
have the students shown responses of a culmina -
tive nature? 
2 ~ Is notebook work a nd project work done more 
neatly? 
3. Has participation in class activities been 
easier? 
11. . Have the ad_vant ages of r -:..u'al livine; been 
covered thoroughly? 
5. Has interest, asid~ from homesickness~ been 
shown in the home communities? 
6 . An analysis of th~ r~sponses of the students to 
the unit will or should be made on an indi vidual 
basis . 
7. A quiz of the followih g manner is suggested : 
a . List th~ facilities of health in your 
communi ty . 
b . List instance wtien cooperation has aided a 
problem in your cormm.mi ty . 
c . Hhat are issues that \'·Till 11 get out the vote " 
l n your corrmn.mi ty? 
d. How do you think this unit will help you in 
adj1..1.sting to tli.e outside com..rnunity? 
A. Pupil 
1 . Citize nship Education Project, When Men Are 
Free~ Published for Teachers College, 
Co l tunbla Universlty ~ Houghton £ilifflin 
Company , Boston, 1955 . 
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2 . Robinson, Cl ark, Making the Most of School and 
Llfe , The Macmi l lan Company, New York , 
1952, Chapter XX::CII. 
3. Smith~ Harriet Fullen, Your Life as a Citizen , 
Ginn And Company, Boston , 1952, Chapters 
II and XV. 
B . Te ache r 
l. Anderson, William and Edward W. Weidner, 
American City Government, (Re vised Edition)~ 
Henry Holt Company, NeV·i York, 1950 . 
2 . Blaich, Theodore P . and J oseph C . Barungartner, 
The Challenge of Democracy, (Third Edi t ion 
Revis~d), McGraw - Hil l Book Company, Inc ., 
Nevr York, 1953 . 
3 . Department of Public Ins t ruction, Course of 
Study j_n the Social S tud ies for Secondary 
Schools, Bul l etin 4 1 0, Corrm~onweal th of 
Pennsyl vania~ Harrisb-c.n"'g, 1951. 
4. Gist, Noel P . and L . A . Ha l bert, Urban Society, 
(Second Edition ), Thomas Y. Crowel l 
Comp~ny, New York, 1941 . 
C . Visual Aids 
l . Coronet Films, Corone t Building, Chicago~ 
Illinois . 
a . 
b . 
d . 
Are You A Goo d Citizen? 
Comnn.mity Governments : HovJ They Function 
History J n Your Community 
Law and Social Contro l s 
2 . Educationa l Fi l m Library, Syracuse University~ 
Collendc:lle Campus~ Syracuse, New York . 
a. Neighborhood St ory 
3 . Ford I'·'lotor Company , Fi l m Library, DearboPn, 
ruchigan . 
a. The Amepican FaPmel" 
b . Also aval lable from the company are excel -
l ent b ooks describing the commc.mi ties and 
their' f a cilities f or different sections of 
the count ry . 
~- . 
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Iowa State Univers ity . 
a . Corn.munity Resources :Ln Teaching, primari l y 
a te acher 's flli11.--- - ------
Young America Films , Inc., 18 East 41st Street, 
New York . 
a . A Cit ize n Make s a Decision 
CHAPTEH IV 
UNITS FOR TENTH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES 
FOR A JUVENILE TRAI NI NG SCHOOL 
AND AH ILLUSTRATriT£ UNIT 
List of Units for a Course in Worl d History 
I . Unit I 
The Beginnine; of the Civilization of Today - the Ancient 
'World 
A. Primitive Civilizations 
B. Four River Valley Civilizations 
II. Unit I I 
Civilizations Take Shape in the Wes t and East 
A. Greece 
B. Rome 
c. India 
D . China 
III . Unit III 
Hel:i..gions Take Leadership in Europe , Africa, and Asia 
A. Christian.i ty 
B. r:"!ohaim1.ledanism 
c. Buddhism 
D. Rise of Medieval Civilizations 
E . Feudalism 
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IV. Unit IV 
Bridges to the Modern World 
A. The Vigor of' the Renaissance 
B. Nations and New Churches Appear 
v. Unit V 
Foundations of' the Modern World - The Rise of' Nations 
A. England 
B. France 
c. Germany 
D. Italy 
E. Science Promotes the Age of' Reason 
F . Modern Democracy Beg ins vvi th Three Revo lutions 
VI. Unit VI 
Europe Expands 
A. In~erialism in the Ne* World 
B. The West Invades the East 
VII. Unit VII 
A Wol"ld Pattern Established 
A. The Rise of' Nationalism 
B. Many Nations Try Democracy 
c. The New Servants of' Man: Science and Industry 
VIII. Unit VIII 
I mperialism and Imitation Spread Western Ways Around the 
World 
A. Hussia Be g ins Westernization by Imitation 
B. Japan Westernizes Its Industry and Armed Forces 
C. Imperialism P enetrates A:frica, Asia, and South 
America 
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D. Science and Industry Are Used to Fight World War I 
E. Russia Uses Westernization to Build a Communis t 
State 
F. Sun Yat Sen Leads China Toward a Nat ional Republ ic 
G. New Nat ions Form in Eastern Europe and the Mi ddle 
East 
IX. Unit IX 
World-Wide Tensions Challenge the Modern Age 
(to be illustrated) 
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Unit IX 
World-Wide Tensions Challenge the Modern Age 
This unit is designed to coordinat e the entire course . 
F orld tensions and international relations concern every 
citi zen of the nation. 
Students in insti tut ions will soon be a part of the 
voting citizenry of this nation . Not to provide these 
students with s ome background for this part of their responsi-
bility as adults, would not be serving their needs . The study 
of peoples in othe r nations arouses the interests of these 
students who, by imaginary journeys , can live in another world, 
unrestricted in their imag inations . 
It is hoped that teachers using this tmi t will employ 
v1ha t materials are sui table for the level of the individuals 
in the class. If the scope of the unit pres ents any topic 
which is too advanced for the group , it should be deleted . 
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I. Objectives 
v 
A. Bas ic Understandings 
1. The conflicting ideolog i es of Connnunism and 
Democracy are the basis of world tensions today. 
2 . Differ ences in the level of social and economic 
conditions stimulate world tens i ons. 
3 . The tmequal distribution of resources necessary 
for an. industrial society i s a geoe;raphic factor 
in this problem. 
4 . The underdeve loped areas i n the world desire 
their independence . 
5 . Population pressures are creating or emphasiz.ing 
the problem of producing enough food for the 
world ' s peoples . 
6 . An Asian-African bloc is in the process of 
c reating a third fo r ce in world relations . 
7 . The development _of thermonuc lear we a pons has 
- given man the ability to destroy civilization. 
8 . The United States is the acknowledged leader 
of Western civilizat ion . 
9 . The United Na tions is an organization dedicated 
to preserving peace and the betterment of man-
kind . · 
B. Attitudes &~d Appreciations 
1. The development of transportation and cmm,mnica-
tion has made the vvorld smalleP . 
2. No nation or org anization can impose its will 
upon other people without respecting their 
rights and belief's. 
3 . No one nation or group of people are more 
intelligent than any other nat ion or group of 
people . 
4 . The deve lopment of the natural resour.ces of' a 
ne.tion determines its economic level. 
5 . People of the Western civilization have had the 
advantag e of a cl i mate wh _ich stimulates hmnan 
energy . 
6 . Science and technology are the basis of an 
industrial society. 
7 . The industx•ial West depends on natural resoul"ces 
which are not inexhaus tible i n su,pply. 
8 . Some resources are irreplaceable . This requires 
a pro grmn of conservation . 
9 . In order to exis t, a nation must tl"ade its surplus 
g oods for neede d materials and g oods; there.fore, 
necessitating a freer trade policy throughout 
the world . 
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10 . DiscrLnination because of color or cre ed h as 
no place in a democratic society. 
11 . Minority groups have enriched the culture of 
the Weste rn world . 
12 . The science of medicine has increased the life 
of model~n man as we l l as elimi nat ing or con-
quer:l.ng d:l.sease s . Th:l.s is pal"ticul arly e vident 
in the We stern worl d which has the r esponsibil-
ity of spreading its knowledg e . 
II. Scope of the Unit 
A. Resul ts of the Secon d Vfol"ld War which have caused 
tensions . 
1 . The co s ts of war 
a . Pinanc i al - All the warrlne; nations spent 
about 1,154 b i l l ion dol l ars during the war . 
b . Human - Eleven million sold iers were 
kil l ed . However , this figure does not :in-
clude the civilian casual ties of the war . 
(1 ) France l ost 1 0 per cent of he r total 
popul ation . 
( 2 ) Poland l ost about 30 per cent of her 
total populati on . 
2 . The causes of war whi ch are still determining 
tensions throughout the world 
a . Conflict over land 
(1 ) Land may be desire d for military ad-
vantage . An exa1npl e wou ld be the 
value of the Suez Canal region . 
( 2 ) Desire for presti3e creates tensions 
when nations wru1t more area.. The in-
vasion of South Korea. is an example 
of this type of conflict . 
( 3 ) Overpopulation 1:va s us ed as an excuse 
for conquei•ing area by the Japanes e 
in the Second World War. 
b . Conflicts over ravr materials , i nves t rae n t 
o pDortunities and trade (i) Nations wil l f i ght over raw ma t er ials 
in orde r to make themselves self-
sufficient in war . 
(2 ) Nations can clash over marke t s . As ia 
and .Af.e ica have fi•e rruently been areas 
where t hi s has occurred . 
c. Economic warfare is still being wa ge d 
throughout the world . Trade polic i es have 
been a source of tension for c enturies . The 
methods used are : 
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( l) Protective taT•if'f s a1:•e ta..x.e s on goods 
entePing one coLm.try from anothe r that 
are put on to protect the home market 
for home producers . 
(2) Industries may 11 dump11 stn~plus s oods 
abroad at much lo·wer prices than foreign 
producers could mee t. 
(3) These methods bring about reduced trade 
t hat creates hard times as well as ill 
feelings. 
( 4 ) The General Agreement on Trade and 
Tariffs set up by the United Nations has 
the job of studying economic warfare and 
reco:m.::nending sol ut ions to the problem. 
d. Depi'essions brine; about t wo important causes 
of' tensions that may l ead to war. 
(l) Depressions breed dictatorships. 
( 2 } Hm""'d times make it possibl e for 1nen to 
believe any one who offer·s better con-
ditions . Before the war , it g ave Hitler 
a chance to rise in Germany; today, 
Commtmism is spreading in tmderdeve loped 
areas with the same t ype of promises. 
e. l:Iilitarism is an important cause for tensions. 
Heavy arming of one n at ion arouses fears of 
others, who in turn , incree.s e their own arms . 
'l' he div ision be tween the C o:L,1l,mnis t and 
VIes tern worlds has been made sharper by this 
process. 
f . Secret alliances and ti'eaties have always 
created problems. These have been outlawed 
according to the Un ited Nations Char ter. 
g . Nationalism as a factor of tensions is con-
tinuing today . This is the desire fop self-
determination . At this writing , the areas 
in immediate conflict are : 
(l) French North Africa 
(2) Cyprus 
(3) Other types of problems that concern 
nationalism can cav_se explosive situa-
tions. 
(a) Demands for neighboring territory 
based on ties of blood. Hitler 
demanded t he Sudetenland fr0111 
Austria on this basis . 
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(b) I njtiries to nat ional honor . It 
is believed that the res t rictive 
irmnigra tion policies of the 
United States to Japan in t ensif i ed 
their rese ntr•1ent towaPds t his 
nation . 
( c ) Insistence upon sovere i gn rights--
a nation may decide to set tle a 
dispute vvith might, rather than 
submit t ing the d ispute to an inter-
national court or oPganization . 
An imme c:Uate exampl e of this t ype 
of international problem is the 
dispute over the Ga za strip be -
tween Israe l and Ee;ypt . 
B . Alte r natives to the United Nati6ns for peace 
1. Balance of power as an a l ternative would mean 
that a great power of the world would have 
enoug h streng th to deter another p ower from 
attacking . 
2 . Peace by alliance wi th different nations has 
proved to be dangerous in the pas t. 
3 . Heg ional federations based on cormnon ge ographic 
and cul tural areas have be e n propose d as an ef-
fective way to c omba t tensions . APguments foi' 
this type of oPganization are : 
a . }~'irs t hand knowledge of the people iNill make 
the solving of problems easier . 
b . Eliminat ion of loc a l strife would b e a step 
forward i n international relations . 
c. Arguments agains t re g ional ism are : 
(l) The I'egion is not the log ical uni t of 
ore?anization in the modern woPld be-
cause of the d e ve lopment of tPansporta-
tion and comr!ll.EJ. ic a tion . 
(2) Willingne ss to cooperate can not be 
based on common g eographic factors . 
( 3 ) Smaller nations would still be dominated 
by the most powerful nation of a re g ion . 
4 . The development of intePnational law has h ad a 
long his tory in pPeventing confl i cts. I nternation-
a l law may be define d as those acc e p ted rules 
which determine the conduct of civilized nations 
i n theiP dealing with each other . 
a . I nternationa l law consists of customs , de-
cis ion of c ourts , and t reaties . 
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b. In the past the enfol~cement of international 
law has depended u pon the g ood faith of the 
nations . No international police force ex -
isted to mal{e nations abide by the law and 
to carry out the decisions of international 
courts . 
5 . Early steps in international co-operation 
a . International organizations dealing with a 
single kin d of problem are fairly numerous . 
(1 ) The Universal Postal Union was estab-
lished in 1 875 . Mai l service is made 
quicker , surer, and cheaper across 
international lines by this organization . 
(2) The International Union of Weights and 
ldeasures has worked out a standard sys-
tem of weights and measures , with great 
benefit to world trade . 
(3) The establishment of the Permanent 
Court of Arbitration in 1 899 and 1 907 
was an important step tovv ai'd inter-
national order. 
(a ) It was not really a court a t all , 
but rather a panel of a.bout a 
h1.mdred men, skilled i n inter-
national law, from Vihich a tribunal 
of one to five persons may be 
selected to settle a quarre l . 
( b ) The Court had no compulsory juris-
diction. Nations must be willing 
to submit their case or dispute to 
the tribunal for arb itration. 
b . The Leazue of Nations was established as a 
part of the Treaty of Versailles to provide 
an a gency for con tinuous discussion of inter-
national problems . 
( l) The League was more successful in its 
non- political activities . 
( a ) -It established an International 
Labor Office which tried to secure 
fair and humane vvorking conditions 
for all men , women and children . 
(b ) Its Health Organization promoted 
epidemic confel~ences , and collected 
information on smallpox , anthrax. , 
and other diseases . 
( c ) The Secretariat of the League be-
came a clearing house for informa-
tion conc erning problems of an 
economic, cultural and social nature . 
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(2) The League did h a ve some successes in 
settling political disputes. For ex-
ample , the d ispute between Finland 
snd Sweden over the Aaland Islands in 
1920 was settled in favor of Finland . 
(3) The League settled 36 other disputes 
of varying degrees of seriousness , and 
during its lifetime, it called together 
some 50 international confei'ences . 
(4) The League failed wh enever the selfish 
inter•e s ts of the member nations pre-
vailed. 
(5) The League provided practic al experience 
which will be useful to t hose who will 
attempt to bu.i l d the pea.ce o.f the future. 
c. The Uni ted Nations 
1. Purposes of t he Organization 
a . The United Nations Charter was adopted by 
the San Francisc-o-Conference i n 1945 . The 
aims of the organization are stated in the 
Prerunble in a positive mannei'o They are : 
Tl) to pres e rve peace by collective action, 
(2) to secure justice in international 
relations , 
( 3 ) to promo te social and economic progress 
throughout the wor>ld, 
( 4 ) to encourag e "respect for huma.n rig hts 
and for ftmdrunental freedoms for a ll 
without distinction as to race , sex, 
language , or relig ion ." 
b . Nembershi p and its obligations 
(l) hiembership in t he United Na tions is 
limited to 11 peace-lovins states. " 
No nation is barred permanently. 
( 2 ) l\Iember>s of the United Nations ass1.nne 
certain obligations . 
( a ) They agree to settle their dis-
putes with other countries 11by 
peaceful means" ( e . c; . diplomatic 
ne gotiation, mediat i on , aPbitra-
tion, or j udic ial sett l ement ). 
( b ) Members agree and promi se not to 
threaten or to use force against 
otheP cotmtries unl e ss c a lled up on 
to d o so by the Unlt ed Nations in 
order to prevent or stop aggres-
sion . 
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(c) IJ:embers a gree that if their 
Charter oblig ations conflict 
with promises 1nacle under any 
other treaty, that the Charter 
oblig a tions shall prevail . 
(d) They agree to register all 
treaties with the United Na tions. 
(e) If member nations fail to abide 
b y their oblig ations and promises, 
they may be suspended or even e x -
pelled from the Organization. 
2 . Machinery to c arry out the aims 
a. The Genei•al Assembly con.sists. of deleg ates 
f i• om all member nations . 
(l) Each nation may send five de legates , 
but has only one vote . 
(2) The Assembly has t he povver to discuss 
and make rec01:n11endations on any matter 
covered by the Charter. 
( 3) The Gene ral Assembly supervise s the 
worl{ oi' the Economic and Social Council 
and of the Trusteeship Council . 
( 4 ) It a pproves the trusteeship arrange ments 
for dependent people s who a re not in-
cluded within strategic areas . 
(5) It approves the budget of t he United 
Nations. If a nation does not p ay its 
du es , that nation does no t vote . 
(6) The GenePal Assembly is not a le g isla-
t ive body in the strict sense , because 
it does not make la~s. However , it is 
a soundin g board for world opinion. 
b . The Security Council is beyond question the 
most p owerful org an of the United Nations . 
(1) The Council consists of e leven menbers, 
(five pex•manent--Unite d States , Great 
Britain, Union oi' Soviet Socialist Re-
puolics , :F'Pance , and Nat i onalist China~ 
and six rotating rnembers . 
(2) E a ch nembe _ of t h e Council has one vote. 
On i li1por tan t matters h o•Never , t here 
must b e an affirmative vote of t he five 
per•manent member's if requ i red. This is 
the controversial veto power. 
(3) If a disagre ement seems l ikely to dis -
turb the peace , the Counc j_l may order 
t he par ties to adjust their differences 
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by peaceful means. If nations refuse 
to a bide by the r e c oi:J1i:,lenda tion o.f the 
Council, it l!1ay apply sanctions which 
are: · 
( 8.) 
(b ) 
Breaking off relations with the 
offen ding state. This would cut 
off all trade and communication . 
If economic action proves futile, 
furthe r action wil l be taken. 
Til ilitary sanctions or actions can 
be called if economic action 
fails to stop aggression. 
(4 ) Other duties o.f the Council: 
(a ) Dependent areas of strateg ic im-
portance are under its j u r i s -
die tion. 
(b ) 'I'h e Security Council v.rorks with 
the military staff in preparing 
a plan for the limitation of 
armaments. 
(c) The Cou11cil recoJ:Yl.raends to the 
General Assembly the admission, 
suspension , or expulsion of 
member nations . 
(d ) It nomina t e s t he Secretary General, 
and it takes p&rt in the e l~c t ion 
of World Court judges . 
t. The Economic and Social Council works for 
the better·ment of ma.nldnd . 'I'his Council 
consists of eighteen membe r nations elected 
for three - year terms by the General Assembly . 
~'he Council has t h e following tasks: 
(1) The Economic and Social Counci l makes 
studies and prepares reports on 
economic , social, educ a tional , cultura l, 
and health :matters . 
(2 ) It proposes measures for the further-
ance of human rights and freed oms . 
(3 ) It drafts treaties on economic and 
social affairs . 
( 4 ) The Colmcil sets up special commiss i ons 
to deal with specific problems . An 
exampl e is the United Nations Com-
mission on Human E i ghts . ':Phis com-
mission has issued the Universal 
(5 ) 
Declaration of Human Rights . 
~order to carry out its aims , the 
Economic and Social Council co-ordinates 
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the work of the specialized agencies. 
Some of these existed before the 
United Nations, others have been cre -
ated by the Council itself. These 
specialized a gencies are separate from 
the Uni t ed Nations . That is , they have 
their ovvn charters and membership but 
they work as a team, co-ordinate d by 
the C OUlJ.C il . 
They are : 
(a) I nternational Labor Organization . 
The aims o~ this organization are 
to stress social security protec-
tion foP al l the worlmrs of the 
-v orld , and the cond itions of health 
and wages of these people . -
( b ) Th e Food and Agricultural Or g aniza-
tion was set up to step up the 
total supp l y of food avail able to 
all peoples and to see that it is 
distributed to the most needed 
a r eas . 
(c) 'J:lh.e United Nations Educational , 
S cientific, and Cultural Org aniza-
tion was established to promote 
peace by bring ing about greater 
educational, scientific, and cul-
tural cooperation and s rowth . 
( d ) The International Civil Aviation 
( e) 
( -"' \ j_ I 
Org ani zation sets up standaJ."'ds for 
international aviation . 
The World Health Org anization was 
establ ished to g ive advice on 
s cientific knowledge and skills , 
pPo v ide tectm.ical ·service which 
would i m-orove l.J.eal th in member 
nations ,Land to g ive :emergency aid 
when nations face an eme r g e ncy 
c aused by war, earthquake , disease 
or plague. 
The International Bank for Recon-
struction and Development was 
established to help nations to re-
build t heir economies des troyed by 
the war , and , to build up the e con-
omies of underdeveloped nations . 
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(g) The International h1onetaPy Fund 
has the task of easing inteP-
n€,tional trade by establishing 
currency exchange systems and 
stabilizins curPencies used in 
international trade. 
( h ) 'rhe Universal Postal Union has be-
come a specialized agency . This 
organization regulates all mail 
and postal services betvree:ri the 
eighty-nine membe r nations . 
(i) The International TeleconrrJunication 
Union sets u p rules for conducting 
the essential services of the tele-
graph, te l ephone , and radio~ 
(j) The International Re fugee Organ-
ization has the task of the care , 
rehabilitation and p l acem.ent of 
pe ople made stateless by the war. 
(1::) The World h e teorolog ic al Org an-
ization will create a network of 
centres for observing the we ather 
and will adopt common standards 
and methods of weather reporting. 
d. The Trusteeship Council con trols territories 
which ~re not yet independent. The Charter 
guarantees that t hese areas be prepared for 
eventual independence. 
e. The Court of Inter n a tional Justice consists 
of fifte en j Lldge s , vv-i th no more than one 
from a nation. There is no guarantee as to 
the jurisdiction of t his court . It can only 
hear cases that are brought to it by the 
nations themselves. 
f. The Secretariat of the United Nations is the 
administrative part of t he Organization . 
Secretaries, clerl~s and experts work under 
the Secretary General to handle the admin-
istrative duties of the entire organization. 
3. Promis ins l~' ac tors in vVoi'ld Re lations 
a. Realization of the need for international 
co- opere. tion. 
(l) The need to cooperate is so great that 
nations ape willinc; to overlook mru1.y 
of the diffel,ences of ideas ru1.d back-
ground. 
(2) Vlhen working toward common ends , men 
learn to comprehend different polit ical 
views . 
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b. Growth of co- operation between different 
groups 
(1) The war effort made clear t h e idea 
that different races and ethnic groups 
could co-opePate for a common cause. 
(2) Labor ru1d busines s g roup s co-operate 
on an equal basis . 
c. r.rhe growth of tolerance 
(l) 'rhe idea of rac i a l superiority is b e ing 
eliminated throughout the world. 
(2) Enough exruaples exist of n ations who 
are tmified in s p ire of, oP becau se of , 
their dive rse ethnic gPoups . 
d . The growth of the realization that national 
prospe rity depends upon world co-operation 
( l) OrgB.nizations are established to elim-
inate the need foP economic warfare . 
( 2 ) 'The standard of l iving in the United 
S tates has risen since the Second Wor ld 
e . Th e (1) 
War . 
grow th of the fear of war 
The knowledge of the destructive force 
of a tomic weapons· has made nation s 
realize that t he survival of civiliza-
tion is at stak e, if war occur s . 
(2) Police action in Korea made the human 
costs of war more realistic in the eyes 
of the citizenry of the world . 
III . Sugges ted Activities 
A. Specific 
1. SunE.aarize in your own vvords your reactions to the 
following films : 
~ We the Peoole 
b . Bl."'otherh.o od o.f Man 
2. The following word-rr8t will be basic to UlJ.der-
stan cHng the class work of this unit: 
a. NATO 
b . SEATO 
c. German Federal Republic 
d . Pan- American Union 
e . Korea 
f. Vietnam 
g . Israel 
h . Iran 
l. Iraq 
j. GA TT 
k . Asia - for the Asians 
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1. North •fr ica 
m. Sovereignty 
n. ~ a ce 
o. Ethnic g:;."'oups 
p . Nationalism 
q . C onm1w1ism 
r. Collec tive security 
s . Atoms for pe a ce 
3 . F rom the s tudy of the word l ist , add any words or 
phrases which will be adde d to y our voc abulary i n 
this uni t . 
4 . hlake a map of the world indicating area s of 
ten sions at the present time . 
5 . I:Iake a list of products use d coirJ.monl y vvhi ch are 
i mported . Compare them with comparable Amer ican 
products . 
6 . Hav e a committee prepare a c b.art of the different 
eth n i c g roups represen ted i n the class . Students 
ma y r eport on t he c ontribut ions of t heir group to 
c ivili z ation . 
7 . Committees shoul d p l an to work on d ifferent 
topics based on areas of t ensions . Exa iJlpl es 
would be : 
a . The Arab League 
b . Modern Isr a e l 
c . Vietnam - area of conflict 
d . Race problems i n the Union of South .fr ica 
s . Chart t he resourc es necesse..ry to a illodern i ndus -
t i'ial s ocie ty in t he f ollowins manner : 
Country Resourc e Approxima t e Conservation 
Amount Program 
a . Petr oleum 
b. Iron ore 
c . Coal 
d . Power resources 
9 . A fi l e of c lipp i n gs , p ictures , and articles on 
different \'/OI'l d prob l ems should be k ept by members 
of a c oi,unit tee . 
10. E ach s tudent shoul d outline t he mach ine r y of the 
Un i ted Nations , pointing out func tions , membe rship 
and result s . 
11. From lec t ures and discussions, a comparison chart 
or c olilpos i tion will be lllade on the difference be-
t vve e n the life of an i nd ividual in a totalitarian 
g overnment. 
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12. Students who en j oy map work may make a series 
of world maps which would inc lude: · 
a . The world in 1 93 9 . 
b . The worl d in 1 955 
c. Pro- WestePn co1.mtries and Pro- Eastern 
countries 
13 . After a discussion of the Preambl e of the United 
Nat ~o1;s Char~~r, ~tu~en~s should write-acom-
posltlon put -c lng ln t;helr react ions to its me an-
ing . 
B. Culminating Ac tivities 
1. Pane l discussions will be held on some of the 
following activities: 
a . The League of Nations would have succeeded 
if the United States had j oine d it . 
b . 'l_lhe power of the United Hat :tons must be 
strengthened . 
c . The ve t o power should be abolished as a 
blocking procedure i n the United Nations. 
d . The r ift betv'reen East and We st has made the 
United Nations ineffective . 
2 . Reports can be given on the different types of 
totali tarian g overnments , pointi:nz out the 
shlilarities of t hem in theii• effects on incli-
vidual freedom. 
· 3 . Bulletin ~ board displays of reports and maps will 
b e made by the students . 
4 . Hav e a l~ol..md table di scussion on the topic : 
m:ankin d now faces bo th great er hopes and c;reate r 
fears than ever before i n the history of the 
vvorld . 
5 . Expl ain y our reactions to the fo l lowing record-
i ngs: 
a . I Can Hear I t Now , Volmne II 
b . 1iir -:-PreSident - - -
6 . Oral-rGports on personalities i n. the news at the 
time of the 1.mit would make events seem real. 
'7. Afte r disc us sions on tol e:c-ance and 1l..:.rldel"standing 
of minority gl"oups , have students write a com-
posit:ton on their responsibility to a chieve this 
end . 
8 . Have students conpare and eval uate the p l ace of 
the individual in this cornrau ni ty, the n ation ' s 
conmllm.ity , and the world community . 
9 . Review and smmnarize t he concepts or ideas which 
have been i n this unit in your own words. 
IV. Evaluation 
A. Pupil 
l. Has this uni t been helpful in SUJTmmrizing the 
i deas of the entire couPse ? 
2 . Do y ou en j oy l earning how other pe ople in the 
worl d live? 
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3 . I s it clear t o you that even if people l ive m1.der 
different conditiom~ their n eeds and wishes are 
the sam.e or similar co yours ? 
4 . Can you see how the geography of any nation 
affe cts its international relations? 
5 . Hav e you a_r1y suggestions for maldng -this unit more 
en j oyabl e ? 
6. List the type of activities which you en joy doing 
in soc i a l studies s o t hat the teacher may change 
the 1-mit to suit your interests . 
B. Teacher 
1. Eval uation of group discussions and debates 
should be made on an individual basis . 
2 . Were t he concepts made clear to all of the 
s t udents? Vapiation in teaching m.e thods will 
have to be made in order to achieve t h is end . 
3 . Was there a posi tive res p onse from all members 
of t he c_lass ? 
4 . Notations should be made on the development or 
social studies skills . 
5 . Testing of this unit will be made up of three 
types : 
a. Ob j ec ti ve matching on the vocabular y vtords 
and phrases shou l d be g iven . 
b . An o~jective test on the mac hinery of the 
·united Nat ions could consist of the fol lowing 
type items : 
( l) The United Nations Charter was writ ten in 
( a ) Quebec 
(b) San Francisco 
(c) London 
(2) The General Assembl y meets at l east 
(a) Once .£ year 
( b ) Tvvice a year 
(c) Every other ye ar 
(3) The United Nation s i s based on t he prin-
ciple of the sovereign equality of 
( a ) All nations 
(b) All peace-loving nations 
(c) All its members 
V. Aids 
( 4) 
(5) 
( 6) 
('7) 
( 8 ) 
( 9 ) 
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Which one of the I~ollowing is a pePma-
nent membe r of the Security Council? 
(a) France 
(b) Canada 
(c) Brazil 
Under the United Nations Charter , region-
al plans for keeping the peace are 
(a) Permitted 
( b ) I gnored 
(c) Forbidden 
The number of members of the Economic 
and Social C ocmc il are 
(a) Nine 
( b) Eighteen 
( c) F i.fteen 
A dependent area o.f the world is one that 
is 
{a) 
(b) 
(c) 
The 
(a) 
(b) 
Thinly populated 
A former Axis partner 
Gov.?rned .£I another nation 
Secretary-General is appointed 
I nternationa l Court 
GenerBl Assembl v 
(c) Secretariat 
by the 
The use o.f force b y the Security 
must be approved by at least 
Council 
(a) Any seven membei•s 
(b) All the permanent members 
(c) All the members (10) Which of the following is not g iven as 
a purpose of the United Na tions? 
(a) Protecting huma.Yl rights 
(b) Reducing tariffs 
(c) Settling disputes peacefully 
c . For those students who are able, evaluation 
should consist of a swmnary an.d criticism of 
the ·work of the unit . 
A. Books 
1. Becker , Carl , Pa inter , Sidney, Yu- Shan Han , 
The Past that Lives Today, Silver , Burdett 
Company, New York , 1952. 
2 . Carr , VHlliam G., One World In the };!a~ing , 
Ginn A.nd Company, Nevv Yor1{: , 1 94:6;-
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3 . Citizenship Education Project , When Lien Are Free, 
( Published for Teachers College , Columbia Univer-
sity), Houghton Mifflin Company , Boston, 1955 . 
4 . Lane , Frederic C ., Goldman , Eric F . , Erling III . 
Hunt , The \VoPld r s History (Hevised edition), 
Harcourt Brace and Company , New York , 1 954. 
5 . Wallban.k, T . Vial ter , Han 1 s Story , Scott, Foresman 
· a...n.d Company, Chicago , 1951. 
B . Pamphl ets 
1 . F oreign Policy Policy As sociation, 22 East 28th 
Street , New York, New York 
Who __ _I;Iakes Our l':oreign Policy 
2 . Publ ic Affairs Committee , 22 East 38th Street , 
New York, New York 
World l;'Iinori ty Problems 
3 . Superintendent of Documents , Department of State , 
Publica t ion 2961 , Washington, D . C . 
a . Aspects of Current=American Foreign Policy 
b . Unesco and You 
4 . United Nations Department of Public Information, 
New York, New York 
~ How Peo2les Work Together 
b . The United Nations , Peoples and Countries 
c . Your United Nations 
c. Teacher 
1 . Blaich, Theodore P . and Joseph C . Baumgartner , 
The Challenp.e of Dem.ocrac , ( Third edition re -
vised), I/lcG-raw- I l ll Bool~ Company , New York, 1953 . 
2. Evatt , Herbert Vere , rrhe United Nations , Harvard 
University Pres s , Cambi'iage , 1 948 . 
3 . F ox, Wi l liam T . H . ( rapporteur ), United States 
Policy in a Two- Power Wor ld , · Yale Irts titute of 
International Studies , Nevv Haven , 1947 . 
4 . Lippman, Wa l t er , Unite d States F ore ign Policy, 
Li t tle, Brown and Company, Boston, 1943. 
5 . }/lorgenthau, Hans J. , J:.s:>litics Amonp; Nations, 
Alfred A. Enopf CoE!.pany, New York , 1948• · 
6 . West, Edi t h , Meredith , Dorothy , Edg ar Bruce 
Hasley , Contem.porai'Y Problems , D. c . He ath 
And Company, Bo ston, 1 947. 
D. Audio-Vi sual Aids 
1. Ass oc i a tion F' ilms , I nc ., 34 West LJ:5 th S treet , 
New York, New York 
2 . 
3. 
4 . 
\IV~ the People 
Brandon F'il ms, 
New York 
Inc. , 1600 Broadwa v Ne w York, I v , 
a . 
b . 
Br o t h e r ho od of I.-Ian 
The World is~ich 
Re cording s: 
Chil dren's Reading S e rvice , 
Place, Brooldyn, Ne w York 
I 
I 
10'78St . John ' s 
a . I Can Hear It N~, Volwne II 
b . lVIr :-:President 
Fil mstrip s: _ 
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Uni t ed Nat i ons Department o f PubQic Informa tion, 
P i l ms and Visual Infol"mation Div-lis i on , Lake 
Success , Ne w Yor k I 
a. 'l1h e Economic a.nd Social Counpil 
b . Aims of the united Nations C]1.arter 
c . Noll_-_g_~~rnrnental Or~fZa.tiOTiS and the 
Unite d Iifa t ions 
CHAP':PER V 
Ui.'HTS FOH ELEVENTH GHADE SOCIAL S'l' UDIES 
FOR A JU'J:SNILE TB.AINIHG SCHOOL 
AND AN ILLUSTHATIVB U.LHT 
List of Un. i ts for a Course in Americ an History 
I. Unit I 
Our Americ;an '\N ay of Life De veloped fror.1 the European YJay 
of Life 
A. Progress before 1 492 
B. The Europeans settle America 
c. Home life, social customs , cultural de•Je l opment , and 
me8.11s of :maki:n g a living in the colonies. 
D. Engl8.11d gains control of mo s t of North. America 
II. Unit I I 
The G-.Lues t for Freedom and Justice 
A. Englishmen decide to be Amel""'icans 
B. Th e col onies fight to gain freedom 
c. Social and ~conomic prob l ems following the Revol ution 
D. A new governr:1ent is organized 
E . Americans develop a new s ociety and culture 
III. Unit III 
The We stward 0ovement Contributed to Democracy 
-14 1 -
A. rrhe United .S tates expa11ds 
1. JeffersoniBn Democracy 
2. Louisiana is purchased 
B . Troubles i n the foreign field 
1. Tripoli 
2 . War ot' 1812 
c . Gr owth of sectionalism 
D. The expanding West 
E . The United S tates adds territory 
F . The influence of the West 
IV. Unit IV 
'l'h e Conflict VHthin a Nation 2nd its Aftermath 
(to b e illustrated) 
V. Unit V 
Ind ti.s tr ializa tion and Its Bffec ts on Life in the 
United S tate s 
A. Industrial deve lopment 
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B. Social problems wh ich came 'N ith expanding industry 
c . Governr!le n t r es tricts Business 
VI. Unit VI 
Imperiali sm Abroad and ProgT'e ssive Democracy at Home 
A. Spanish- American V~ar 
B. Roosevelt and world diplomacy 
c. Political reforms of the Pro,'3;ressives 
VII. Unit VII 
Worl d VJar I 
A. Causes 
B . The Leae;ue of Nat:tons a.YJ. d the rrreaty of Versa:tlles 
VIII. Unit VIII 
The Heturn to Normalcy a~1d the New Deal 
A. F alse prosperity of' the Twenties 
B. Disarmament conferences 
c. World wide dep~ession 
D. The :new :Oeal 
l. Purposes 
2 . Resu l ts 
IX. Unit IX 
From War ·N e Buil d for the Future 
A. Efforts to keep the peace 
B . Causes and events vvhich lead to Worl d WaP II 
c . Se cond Wor ld War 
D. Post war problems 
X . Unit X 
The Un i ted Nations 
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UNIT IV 
Th e Conflict Within a Nation and its AftePmath 
This m1it be g ins a section in Amer ican history vrh:i..ch , 
according to t he curriculmn standards of the State of 1·.:la ine, 
·should receive more e n phasis than previous units. 
The era under study contains drama, pathos , and action 
which facilitates motivation. This era is full of exciting 
personalities 'and events; therefore, interest will be h:i.gh 
in the class. 
The results and consequences of the political and 
social upheavals which were brought about in this period 
can be made vital to the students by correlation with the 
modern problems of segregation and t he Democratic South. 
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I. Ob j ecti ves 
A. Basic 1.J.nclers tandings 
1. 'rhe opposine; economic intePests of industry and 
agriculture were t he basis of the conflict . 
2 . Slavery as an institution'was recognized by the 
Constitution a.nd \Vas not ·_t,he sole cause of the 
wax• . 
3 . As a x·esul t of the conJ:lict, na tional ism is seen 
to be superior to sectional ism for the grovrth of 
t b.e nation . 
4 . The problem of segregation today has its basis 
in the p l isht of the Negro pe ople during the 
C :tvi1 War . 
5 . As far as resov.rces , population and ge ographic 
adva.ntages a re con c erned , the conflict was pre -
destined to the victorious North . 
6 . Leadership in any conflict has far reaching 
effec ts . 
7 . The South as a region is , in some respects, st ill 
recovering fx·om. the Civil War . · 
B . A tti tu.de s and AlJprec iations 
l. Civil war s are disastrous to both partie s or 
sections . 
2 . Economic ric;hts are as an important eause of war 
as politie a l and soeia l rights. 
3 . One of the ma jor result s of the war was that 
the federal gove rnment was strengthened . 
4 . Wars do not settl e soeial problems ar isin g front 
them easily or quickly . 
5 . War s require chru1.ges and rel'orms but they should 
never be made in haste or with idea of punishment 
f or punishment's s ake. 
6 . Although the hmnan and f i nancial cost of the Civil 
·war was high in proportion to the I'esourees of t he 
nation at the time , they do not compare to the 
eosts of mode rn vmrfare. · 
II. Scope of the unit 
A. Causes of the eonfliet 
l . The primary'caus e ean be stated as -eonfliet be-
tween t he tariff conseious NorthePn infant indus-
tries and the p l anter's an d farmers of t h e South 
who wi~hed low tariffs . 
2 . Differences in the social c l ass stPueture of the 
t wo sections brought about tensions which , ~cord­
ing to statements , represented an " ~rrepress1ble 
eonfl ic t . 11 
B. 
3 . Politically, the issue of al l owing s l avery in the 
territor-ies was a cause of tension . Tvro laws are 
impoPtant in the development of this problem. 
They are : 
a . Compromise of 1850 
b . Kansas-Nebraska Act 
4 . S l avery wa s attacked as a moral evil and as a 
violation of hwn.aJl ri.;:shts . · T~lis g ave rise to the 
abolition movement . 
a . William Llo ;y-d Gai'rison. called the immed iate 
and unconditional abolition of slavery at 
Bos ton in his paper , the Liberator . 
b. The institution of slavery was vividl y put 
before the people in literature . Uncle Tom' s 
Cab i n by Harriet Beecl1er Stowe dramatized 
the .worst features of s lavery. 
c . Fue l was thrown on the fire by the lmsucce ss-
ful attempt at a genel"'al s lave insurrection 
by John Brown in Vire::;inia . 
d . Criticisms of slavery , in the North , at length 
found p ol itical expression in the creation of 
the Free Soil Party. 
5 . ~:he immediate cause of the war was the firing on 
Fort .Sw;rcer, a Ji'ede r al fort , by the Confederate 
Army. 
The 
1. 
Conflict 
Comparison of the I·Tor•th and the South 
a. The Confederacy had only eleven states on its 
side as against twenty- three states in the 
North . Nine mill ion people in the South, 
mor·e than one third of them slaves as com-
pared to twenty- two million in the North . 
b . Both sides had to conscl"'ipt an army and a 
staff . Conscription on both sides was bit-
terly opp osed a:.n.d desertions from the ar•mie s 
vtere so numerous as to be seriov.s in their 
effects . 
c . In respect to anmnmi tions and other war supplies, 
the North had a clear . superiority of procluc tive 
power in the oeginnlng and inc reased its facil -
ities as war went f'orward . The South , ·with 
its limited resources, displayed reDarkable 
energy in turning out war materials . The 
blockade of its harbors , cutting off the im-
ports of' iron and steel , vvas a prilEary cause 
in the defeat of the South. 
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d . The .financial re sour· c e s oi' the t vvo g ove :enments. 
wer·e decidedly tmequal. 'rhe Union had a 
TI•easury Depar t ment ar1d a monet ary sys tem; the 
South had n e ither and found it nec e ss a ry to 
cre ate both . 
e . 
(1) The North had e normous outputs of g old 
and silver ; the Sou th had li ttle hard 
( 2 ) 
VJith 
l ems 
( 1) 
money. 
For' raising money both g overnments re -
sorted to the devices of taxe s , bond sales, 
and issues of paper notes. 
r eference to for e i gn relations , the prob-
of the two g over n:ments diffe red . 
The c ove rnment at ~V ashine;.ton vms the 
l~ecognized governme n t. I ts prime concerns 
were to ls:eep t his status and to pPevent 
intervention in the war by Great Britain 
and F'ra.Dce . 
( 2 ) The S outh ' s e ffo rts were directed to se-
curing a position as an independent nation 
mnong the nat ions of the world . 
2 . The c ampaign 
The cEUi1paigns B..:rld battle s of the confl ic t are not 
as i mport ant as t be causes Emd result s of the war; 
the refore , it i s to t he d i sc re tion of the teacher 
what campaigns s hould receive emphasis . 
3 . The leadership of Lincoln 
a. The p e:esonality of t he ma..:r1 affected the nation . 
b . He be lieved that the states had no legal right 
to se c ede . ·· 
c . The mos t celebrat ed of a ll Lincoln ' s war 
m.eas uPes •Has the Emru1ci :tJe.t ion PPoclamation on 
Jm1um7 3 , 1 8 63 . Actually , it fr'eed no s l a ves 
but served as a mor~le factor i n the abo lition 
of slavery. 
d . After hi s re -election, the war was pus hed to a 
conclusions t:md he was prepai' ing f or a ~;eace 
of reconciliati on , w~1en he d ied at t he ha11d of 
an assassin . 
c . He construc tion 
1. Condit ions a t the close of the war 
a . Reconstruction in the Nor th 
(1) The war had b ro ught benef its to t he North . 
A high degree of economic prosper i ty ex-
is ted . 
(2) Po pul a tion was inc~easing rapidly and wa s 
se ttling t he fertile lands of the 11/e st . 
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b. Reconstruction in the South 
The South faced a double problem; Rec overy 
from the effects of the fic:;htin g and the 
es t ablishrnent of a new status for forEler 
s l aves . 
(1) Economic life vvas a t a standstill. 
( 2 } 
( 3 ) 
( 4) 
All essential economic f actors--land , 
labor and capital were in confusion 
and ruin. 
The VJal" had ruin ed the entire transpor-
tation system of the South. 
One serious obstacle to recovery was 
the ab s en ce of capital an.d t~l.e lack of 
cr>edit. 
The Negroes presented the Sou th with 
two problems : 
(a) Their freedom had destroyed the 
labor sys tehl of the re g ion . 
(b) Freedom for the s l a ves did not 
mean sinply a nat ter of rn'oviding 
them with food , she l ter , and c loth-
ing ; lC was a case of workin3 out 
new social, legal and economic 
regul at ions for this gr oup . 
2 . Lincoln 1 s plan fo r Peconstruction 
a . His plan was for reconciliation . It was not 
i ntended to pl ace further buPdens upon the 
South . 
b . Proclamation of December , 1863. 
(1) To those Southerners who take a pre-
scribed oath , Lincoln promised pardon 
and restoration of citizenship . 
(2) Then, if loyal citizens coul d be fol.E1.d 
t o the number of at least 10 per cent 
of the v ote rs i n the particular state , 
ac cording to th~ census of 1 860, they 
might proceed to establish state gov-
ernments . 
c . Af t er the death of Lincoln , Andrew Johnson 
began where he l eft off . 
d. This plan was re j e cted by Congress who pro-
ceeded to evol ve thelr own plan . 
3. The Congressional p l an for I'econstruc t ion 
a . The :me n in Conc;ress 
(1 ) Thaddeus Stevens 
( 2 ) Ben j amin F' . Butler• 
( 3 ) Charl es Sunmer 
( 4 ) Benjamin Wade 
b . r.rhe 
(1 ) 
(2) 
( 3 ) 
( 4 ) 
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plan 
Des true t ion of the T'ec cntly e s tabllslled 
ten per cent g overrunent.s in t he S ou th , 
D isenfranc~·lisine; the souther>n vvhites , 
Givins the v ote to the southern HegPoes , 
Extension of a l arge me as ure of federal 
control over local affa~rs in the states 
of the former C onfec1el~ac y . 
c . Acts eriacted to h11plenent this plan 
(l) Freedmen ' s Bui'eau Act , 1866 · 
( 2 ) Civil R i ghts Act , 1 866 
( 3 ) The Fourteen tl1 Ai.nendEent , 1 868 , ratified 
( 4 ) Second Acts of Re construct ion , 1867 
d . Consl~ess ir1 peaches Pr·esiden t Joh:c1son on 
e l even articles , but doe s not convict hi!'l. 
4 . i es ults in the South of the Recons tru ction Ac ts 
a . Explo i tation of the people and I'esources of 
the So u th took p l a ce at the hands of tmsc r u-
pulous agent s of the new gover'nment s . These 
people vve re cal l eel 11 c a rpetbaggers 11 • 
b . :?l~aud and p l u.;.'ld.er tools: p l ace i n the establish-
loont of the new state g overnments . 
c . The response of the white peopl e of the South 
to this situation was ac tion . The bes t - known 
agency for op::_Jos ing the carpetbag~_;e rs and 
their Hegro allies was the Ku Xl tlX Kltm . 
d . Fede~eal control of ,Southern ,3; o vern:.rnents was 
gradually overthrown by 1 877 . The new state 
govei'D.men t s were founded on the principle of 
vrL1i t e supre1rmcy . 
5 . The New South 
a . One of the ·,rajor chanc;es in the econo:oy of 
the Sout h was tr1e d:Lssolution of the p l anta-
tion system and the rise of tenant or sha re 
cropping . 
b . The shift i n g of tl.1.e cotton textile manufac-
turing industry came at the end of this period . 
c . Tobacco be c ame a thriving business in some of' 
the Southern states , particlJ.l ar. l y Vir> c; inia, 
South Carolina , and Kentucky . 
d . The I'ise of Birr.lii:J.gham, Alabama as the 
"Pittsb ur gh of the Sout~' began in the l 87 0 1 s . 
e . Reconstruction did not solve the Negro ques -
tion . This is a compl ex social situation 
which differs in intensity in different co111m.un-
ities . The basic problem is the refus a l of' 
the whites to a clJnit Negroes to the status of' 
equality. 
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III . Sugges te d Activities 
A. .Spec i.fic 
1 . Pre};B..re a t wo- co l urrm out l ine comparing the NoPth 
and Sou th in the fo l lowin g manner : 
Nor th South 
a . geography 
b . ways of l i ving 
c . types of agriculture 
d . industry 
e. labor 
2 . Compare these factors with present d ay conditions . 
3 . Haps should b e constructed to show the free states , 
the Confederate states , and the territories . 
4 . Each student shoul d a dd the following words t o 
hi s vocabulary: 
a . cession 
b . secession 
c . popular sove r eign ty 
d. bellit;erents 
e . arnne sty 
.f . enfPanchise 
g . suffrage 
h . car petbaggers 
5 . Committees should pre p:;n'e reports ruJ.d displays on 
the following topics or others tha t ~izht be sug-
ges ted by the students : 
a . The abolition movement 
b .. S l t=J.Vei'y i n tho tePl., itorie s 
c . The problem of desegPe g ation today 
d . States 1 rights as c or.lpaT·ed to F'edePal rights 
e . Liter ature of the period . · 
6 . A careful study of the Thirteenth, F our te enth, 
and F ifteenth a.rne nclJnents should be made . A 
s urllii1aPy in the stud ent 1 s ovm VJords of the iP me rul.-
i ng wil l be the ass ignrt1ent . 
7 . Cl as s woPk shoul d be done on the life and work of 
Abraham Lincol n . The following topic s ii1ay serve 
as a guide : 
a . Life of the President 
b . The Lincol n - Douglas debates 
c . Leadership o.f Lincoln d c.,_ring the war 
d . The resu lts of the work of Lincoln in the 
g overnment today . 
B. DiffePences in the pPoblems of recons truction o.f 
the t wo sections should be discussed . Cor:1parison 
between the t wo I'egions today s h ou ld be drawn as 
a result . 
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B . Culminating activities 
1. A discu.ssion of the rn.ovie , The Pl an·~a·~-~on System 
in Southern Life , wi l l point out the aftermath 
oft he conflict . 
2 . Repor t s on the l'eading s of this u:..rlit wil l bP ing 
to life the ph a ses of this era. 
3 . F or students whos& interests are aro~sed , the y 
may make a bul letin board display of the battl es 
a.nd campaigns of the War . 
4 . Dran18.tizationson life on a plantation can be 
planned 8.nd exe c u ted by the c l a ss . 
5 . A chart or g raph should b e JH'ep2,l"' e d of the rela-
tive advantage s of the Nol"'th and Sou.th at the 
open i n g of the war and today . 
6 . Debates or pane l d iscussions on the following 
top ics wo u ld aid i n sw,wlm'izing the unit : 
a . Could war have been avoided i.:(' the pla..nters 
had b e e n paid for the s l aves? 
b . Wo uld t h ere still b e slavery -if there had 
be e n no Civi l War? 
'7. Head ml.d disc u ss the followin g litera t ure in 
class: 
a . Ge ttys buPe; Ad~lre ~--Abi'aham L incoln 
b . The C onquePed Banner--A br8ln i:tya.n. 
c . 0 C a:ptain .2 _ _}.'Iy C_~tain- - Walt \Nhi tman . 
d . John Brown 1 ~ B~--Step'~J.en ·vincent Benet 
B. Sing songs of the war period s u ch as Dixie , 
Battl e Hyrnn of the He public , Ma.rching- 'l'hr_ough. 
Georgia . 
9 . Dis-cU:SS tl.J.e race pi'oblems of today , bring ing in 
the new l egislation, and the d i ffe r ence in atti-
tude of the two sections in respect to this issue . 
IV . E valuation 
A . Pupil 
1 . Do you lmderstand this pe riod of Amer ican h i story? 
2 . Wha t type of activity do you enjoy n ost? 
3 . Did you participate in a t least one group activ-
ity? 
4 . Do y ou think the soc :lal pro b leE'.S of t h e Negroes 
can be sett l ed? 
5 . \7hy do you th j_nk we are still fee ling the effects 
of t he Civil War? 
6 . Do y ou think the .g eoc;ro.phy of t he regions were 
t he cause of the conflict? If so , why ? 
B. 1l1ea.cher 
1. Hav e the need s and intel"'ests of al l students been 
served '? 
2 . Has there been a deve opment of social studies 
sk:Lll s? 
3 . Through t he readings , has there been a correla-
tion with the English department? 
4. Did the students enjo the mus ic of this period? 
5 . Has the v..n:L t i m.plemen·-ed the consideration of 
modern racial problem ? 
6. Evaluation of the con epts in this· unit csn be 
ra.ade ili t _l··ee vvays : 
a . Summaries of the tudents of the vwrk of 
the unit 
b . Participat:Lon in Uscnssions , debates and 
class viork 
c . An objeCtive quiz of the following type: 
(1) Which of the e absorbed most energy 
and attentiof during the period of 
1 850- 18£0? . 
(a ) Sectional controversies 
(b ) 'l'errltorial expansion 
(c ) Regulation of business 
(d ) I\la intenance of t he J.IonT•oe 
Doctrine 
(2 ) The Eansas- Hebraska Act in effect 
DI'ovided that : 
(a ) The Missouri ComproEJ.ise be 
l"epealed 
(b ) Kansas a.nd Nebraska be' denied 
statehood 
( c ) Slavery be prohibited i n Kansas 
aild Nebraska 
(d) Slavery be permitted in Ktmsas 
and Nebraska 
(3 ) The status of slavery in the territory 
of · the Louisiana Purchase VH:l.S not 
affected by the: 
(a ) Dred Scott Deaision 
(b ) Kansas- Nebraska Act 
(c) Compromise of 1 85 0 
(d ) Missou..ri Compromise 
( 4 ) What: v:r a s the· principle established by 
the Dred Scot t Decision? 
(a ) Congre ss could abolish slavery 
in the territories at will 
(b) Slaves residing ~n a tree state 
automa t i c ally became free 
(c ) The status of slaves could not be 
change d by n a tional legislatlon 
(d) Through squatter s overeignty, the 
territories had the s ole righ t to 
determine the status of s l avery 
(5) Who opposed s l av e ry because he believed 
that the United States coHld not con-
tinue divided on the question? 
( a ) Jefferson Davis 
( b ) William Lloyd Garr ison 
(c ) Abro.ham Lincol n 
( d ) Andrew Jac ks on 
(6 ) Which of these 0 ould an Abol itionist 
hB.ve been l eas t l ike ly to nse as an 
argument against sl o.very? 
( a ) That s l av e ry demoralized the South 
(b ) That slavery was con trary to the 
United States Cons titution 
( c ) Tha ~ s l avery was c ont2:•ary to the 
Declaration of Independence 
( d ) That slavery vms lJJ1-Ch:c•istian 
( '7 ) vVhich was no t an advant age possessed 
by the North over the South a t t he 
outset of the Civil War ? 
(a) A superior transportation system 
( b ) Greate r fin ancial I'esouPGes 
(c ) Superior mil itary l eadership 
( d ) Industrial deve lopment 
( 8 ) Dux•ine; the Wai', the princ i pal advantage 
of the South l ay i n: 
{a ) He r l arge supp l y of cotton 
( b ) Her better trained army 
(c) Her s l ave labor 
(d ) The fact she was fishting on her 
own soil 
( 9 ) The ruler of which of the fo l lowing 
com1tr ies was most friendly to the Con-
federacy? 
( a ) Spain 
( b ) Hus sia 
(c) Fno·l and 
(d ) F~~;;c-~ -
(10) v1h ich Yvas the l ar6est s ource of inc ome 
in financing the Civil Viar for the 
l'Tor th? 
(a ) Sale of bonds 
( b ) I nc r ea.secl taxation 
( c ) Higher tariff rates 
(d) I ssues of p aper money 
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V . Aids 
A . Pupil 
1 . Cowmae;er, Henry S teele and Allan Hevins , 
( ~ditors), The Heri t age of America, D. c . Heath 
And Company, Bos ton , 1939 
2 . buzzy, David Saville , A Histol::.L.J?...:r. Ou~Q.~untry, 
Ginl1 And Company , New· York , 1948 . 
3 . LTu zzy , David Saville and Horace KidgeP , The 
United S t ates , Girin_ And Cor;1pany, Hew Yor~l953 
4 . Wirth, FPe:1iont F ., Uni t ed States 1-I:Ls tory, 
American Book Company, New Yox>k , l95L~ . 
B. Teacher 
1. Beai'd , Charles A. and EaPy A . Be ard , A Bas ic 
Eis toPy of the United S tates , Doubl eday, Doran 
J.Dcl Company, New York , 1944 . 
2. Cm;nnagGP , I-Ienry S t eele , (Editor ), Docume11ts of 
A1:1er ic §1-2:.!. :fl_~_::__~orv , (Fourth Edit ion), Apple ~on­
Century- Crofts , I n c., New York, 1 948 . 
3 . Harl ov1 , Ralph Volney, The Growth of the United 
States .., Volume II, (Re visededitiont,-rre-nry !:-Io l t 
And Company, He1N York, 1951. 
4 . Pressly, Thomas J .. , Americans I nterpret Their 
Civil VJar , Princeton University Pr-ess , Prince ton , 
19.54 . - -
c. Visual Aids 
1 . American Hei'itae;e , me~gazine published by t h e 
American Heri tage Publi shing Company, New York, 
has excellent visual material for this course . 
2 . Coronet Fil ms , Coronet Bui l ding , Chicago , Illi-
nois 
a . Lee'--J1obert _§_~:A _"J?a~~j:r[;rOL!:_nc!_ stu~ 
b . Lincoln, Abraham: A background story 
c . The Plantation System in Southern Life 
3 . If Gone ~i th the Wind is being re l eased a t the time 
of the unit , arran:.:;ement s shoul d be made for 
students to see it . 
CHAPTER VI 
S Uf'IT·,.1ARY AND CONCLUSION 
l . Purposes of the Study 
Education within institution. -- This course of study 
with illustrative units has been employed in a juvenile 
training school. Through these units, social studies have 
been u se d as a positive factor in the rehabilitation of 
delinq~ent behavior . 
Education within the institution has two purposes : 
l. Academic a n d social re - education for life within the 
instit u tion, 2 . Preparation for l ife outside the institu -
tion . Emphasis throughout the units has been p l ac ed upon 
the development of positive values a nd personal adjustment . 
The students to be served by this c urriculum are con -
victed delinquents . No matter what t he l egal concep t of the 
behavior of these children is, they are ad olescents who are 
in various stages of maturity . From this spec:Lfic viev.rpoint , 
the services to these children are the same as for those 
children of socially acceptable behavior. namely, 1 . Educa -
tion both in academi c purs uits and in personal and social 
development, 2 . Guidance services for fu ture vocational 
placement . 
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The units . - - The units were developed for students with 
normal and above normal intelligence . Specific time for each 
unit was not designated because p rocedures must be based on 
the needs of the individuals within each. clas s . 
2 . Limitations of the Stv_dy 
One course of study can only be an introdu ction to the 
coordination of the t wo disciplines of education a n d sociology 
as a treatment process in unlearning delinqu ent behavior . 
The limitations of this study are : 
l. The study has been designed and e mployed in one 
i nst i tution . 
2 . The principles upon which the course was constructed 
were ·not compl etely coordinated by the entire 
ctn'T'icula . 
3 . Problems of retardation shoul d be ,handled on an 
individual basis . Methods of procedure were given 
for ge neral considerat i on in this st udy for the 
course . 
4 . Facilit~es for the us~ of audio - visua l aids were 
limit ed both physical l ;y- and financj_ally in this 
institution. 
3 . Need for Further Research 
Areas exist in t he fie l d of education for delinquent 
youth where further research is neede d . Those more pertinent 
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as far as this study are concerned are : 
1. Coordinated c u rricula to serve the particular needs 
and abilities of this socially deviant group ~ 
2 . An examination of the academic programs of institu-
tions ~ 
3. The effect of emotiona l stability upon the learning 
process , 
~ 
r • Follow - up s tudies of the validity of education as a 
positive factor in rehabi l itation, 
5. An examination of ma terials for social studies 
containing high interes t and vocabulary building 
content, 
6 . The effect of the attitude of the teacher in the 
classroom of delinquents, 
7 . Specific evaluation techniqu es for measuring change 
in persona l behavior. 
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